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L. INTROD ITC 'I'I Nj
I - I . The Prohlcam
The need for the transformation of polyphase ac power with a given
frequency to that of another frequency, including dc, arises in cases
such as those involving: the controlled drive of machines, the effi-
cient transfer of electric energy over high voltage do lines and its
temporary storage in secondary batteries, to name a few well known
applications. Certain chemical and metallurgical processes require do
or determ.nistically mixed ac and do power. Sophisticated equipment
as computers or critical signal processors or monitors may require
"no-break power". One can add the whole family of supplies of do power
which use the polyphase distribution network as primary source of ener-
gy common for communication, x-rays, radar and practically all electro-
nic systems with a power consumption ,  in excess of several kilowatts.
A subgroup of the above named ac/ac and ac/dc converters requires a re-
versal of the controlled power flow. A common example is that of a
battery charger, used for power "peak sharing" purposes. Low cost ex-
cess electric energy is stored in batteries at certain times of the
day or night; this energy is then returned to the local or regional
three phase network during the hours of peak demand. Valuable and,
possibly, scarce fuel can be saved in this manner. The described process
I - I
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tall N' ill;pl t w-olal c'd b-,
	 lit' al;;o of two `;cparat y pivvv ; of vquipmvnt
k! ) a cold ro l l vd l t'c't i l it I' HIM  and C) an Invert cr . Thv same prol'i';ia+
t,ati ht', pI'c` eiraltiv, prriormvd by onc' t ingIv oonvc'I'wr with a Ieversible
Iloi. o1 c'oulrollt'd powvr. It will lit' Indlt'att"d further on that vvvey
It ► 'ccc'v;;;;	 involving tt l't'at' t i\`P pt wvr c'omponvnt a rvqu i rvN a I't'vurre'nt aIid
I.111il ; ; llc't't'a;tloll of reversals of tho flow of Niit'Igy in and out of a
i towt'r Convert t a'.
1'ho iutvri:aov bvtwv n a polyphase at' and a do ;yatrm is, traditionally,
vnvinionni . t r; tilt` oonnovtion of two voltage aonrvvs with thv t'orrt'apond—
inn t'h.arac' v ist ion via all appropriate' passive low troquent'v filter.
rhv int, r1osit ion of this filtrr hrtwvru the two voltage a;ourrrii it,
nrt'r;;;; i t ;a t vd b y the roqu i rcmw to
1 . .avoid t'xooss ivv t'Urrvnt s that way ari sv from even Illinor and short
lived ditlort'avvs ht'twvvu these voltage` :;oill'vvs;
h. al,ow the ; oouritiation of t'harat'trr of tho t'ont'ornod aourvvs with
the .jointly transtvrrvd vnvrg ;
t'. prevent till' "pollution" of vilhvr of the inivrl inkod s yslvms by the
rharaclor of the oppooit y
 partner, namely at' of dr.
it is till' primar y ells of t ivt' of thV hove prvsvnt rd wort: to rvmovo till`
nood for a paaa Ivc low t I't°quvnt'Y l i l i t'r between two null
— avnvhroni vvd
systems of tho same or of ditlorm charaotrr. The implar;lhlr rvquirrmvnt
I
for an of I iciont recoIciI iat ion of the different charaV
	
S of two
iuterlinkvd :systems in satisfied by providing the concerned converter
with the capabilit y to function am a non—dissipative active filter,
convArrellt_ with its performanec of the function of transfer and con -
trol of the flow of eIlergy in either dirt _%loll.
The :symbolic presentation of a controlled polyphase ac to de converter
is shown in Fit;. I — l.l. The three phase av source of supply of energy
is presented as a voltage source which "works" into controllable im -
pedances. 'These controllable impedances are meant to symbolize the
"controllabilit y " of power intake by the converter, independent of
variations of the impressed voltage and of the character of each of
the impedancom as "seen" by the feeding phase pairs. The do output A
symbolized as a voltage limited  controlled current source.
The chosen presentation implies that the do output port is short cir-
cuit proof and that:, its voltage will adjust automatically to the load,
as seen by the converter. A number of these converters can be, further -
more, parallelled without the need for any specific precautions.
M10 ma' c objective is to avoid the harsh conditions which are other —
We caused when twi different voltage vonLrolled systems are inter —
I inked .
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sourct` is roIItroIled by the thereto t-onilt'cLed variable impedance. The
output ports ;ire Sy 1111) 1) 1  i iv(1 by tIIrvt ,
 voI tale l i III i.ted current sources.
1'he diret't ion	 f tr.Ilist`t'r of L, Il o r ,,'y is indicated in both figures.
The intend0d process; is the converse of t':io one described with refer-
once to Fig. I - I. I. ,1f;,1in, a number of converters can be parallelled
Without the need for precautions Lo prevent excessive currents.
lIner t
 y can he tranr;ferred free o most cW;tomary hazards from one volt--
a;;e tioilI'ct' to another Without c'o11ce1'11 foI' synchronization, momentary
voILage excursions within desi;;n limits and the character. of the linked
Sys t enls .
An ;IC to ac converter could consist of a back to back tandem combina-
tion of the systems indicated in figs. I - 1.1 and I - 1. 2-. A thorough inte-
gration of these two systems then removes the need for an internal
tit' I ink . Such a system adjusts its input-output characteristics in
such a manner that those ports which function as output ports assume
momentarily the character of current. sources.
I - 2. 'I'lle t'ontent of Ole Studv
The tecllllical , , roblelll area as a whole is the subject of this study.
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A philosophy for the improvcciient of technology A outlined in chapter II
of this presentation. This is followed by the experimental verification
of the critical aspectB of the improved technology in chapter III. An
assessment of the significant aspects of the newly acquired improvements
is presented in chapter IV.
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II. CONCEPT FO101UI,ATION
ZI - 1. Goals of Technology Improvement
Presented is an exploratory first approach to the technical
problem of controlled bidirectional four quadrant (BD4Q) power
transfer between a polyphase ac and a do system, using high
power freugency techniques.
Application of hig'ier internal converter frequencies (10 kHz) is
meant to improve the reliability of these devices, and to reduce
their cost substantially. This improvement of cost is paired with
an appreciable reduction of physical weight and size of the
equipment.
In essence, it ir, intended to extend the power capability of space
type equipment to the submegawatl range (order of-100 kW) with
potential benefits of this technology for terrestrial use, such as
for vehicular and stationary applications,
New characteristics of power conversion are sought, including the
capability of extraction of ac power from a polyphase line at an
arbitrarily determined power factor, independent of line and load
conditions. Conversely, the same can be applied for return of
electric energy tq the polyphase line. This significant and intrinsic
property, which has significant economic implications is not found
in the state of the art equipment, even if voluminous and expensive
filters were to be used.
II - 1
I I — .'. Dot iIIi it it) 11 of a 14 1 )rOSVIltatiVC System
A system that would embody the technology needed for implementation
of the bidirectional four quadrant ae to do converter, as described
in A., part III of the I?xhibit "A" of subject contract, is chosen
for purposee of this study.
This system should, furthermore, be suited*to meet the concerned
design requirements of this contract as stated in B. part III of the
same Exhibit "A".
A system is studied which:
II - 2.1. derives power from a conventional three phase ac supply line
and transfers energy to an'electric storage battery;
II - 2.2. can reverse the flow of onergy so that electric power is
delivered from the storage battery to the three phase supply
line;
II - 2.3. embodies the potential to be modified and/or expanded to
attain a maximum of the design goals stated in C., part III
of the same Exhibit "A".
The above described system is devised to also satisfy the desired
characteristics and the functional requirements formulated in part
II - 3 of this report.
11 - 2
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Fig. IT — 4',1.
Conventional configuration of a three phase ac to do converter
with unidirectional transfer of electric energy with characteristic
wave farms and some of their frequency spectra.
ii - 3
A
The conventional configuration of a three phase ac to do converter
with unidirectional transfer of electric energy as shown in FiA. II -
2.1. farts (a) and (b) of this, figure are self explanatory. A
characteristic current waveform i
S 
in one of the phases of the
ac supply line is shown in part (c,,) of that figure. The other
:sections in the same part (c) show the well known waveforms of the
current in the various stages of the transformation process. The
frequency spectra which pertain to these current waveforms are
qualitativly indicated in part (d) of Fig. II - 2.1.
The above described system is limited in its capability to control
the power transformation process in order to:
(a) control the rate of charge of the battery according to a preset
program or in response to appropriate feedback signals;
(b) shape the frequency spectrum of the currents in the ac feeder
lines to desired forms;
(c) control the power factor as viewed from the three phase supply
line.
A more sophisticated ac to do converter system for controlled
bidirectional flow of electric energy is shown in Fig. II - 2.2 in
the form of a three phase "antiparallel" full wave thyristor bridge.
This system and its function is described in the literature Ill.
II — 4
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Fig. II - 2.2.
Symbolic sc,henatic of bidirectional three phase ac to do converter,
used as battery charger.
The thyristors are selected to conduct current by the application
of trigger signals to their gates. These thyristors are selected
in pairs according to (l) the relative polarity of the phase voltages
e l , e 2
 and e 3 and (2) the direction of transfer of energy. Thyristors
CRil and CRi2 (i = 1, 2, 3) can transfer energy from the ac supply
1^ne to the battery B. Conversely, will thyristors CRi3 and CRi4
transfer energy from the battery to the ac supply line, Each of
these two groups operates in pairs thus connecting the two of the
three phases at one time to the battery or vice-versa. If "full"
voltage e  is desired, where o  av = vb , then all thyristors of the
group CRil and CRi2 are fired in such a manner that this group
functions as a full wave diode bridge. This is further discussed
with reference to rig. II - 2.3(a). Operation of a diode bridge is
II - 5
(b)
el	 e2	 e3	 e1	
e^
(a)	 s	 Q	 ^- __
e^	 I	 e^	 I	 el	 01	 i	 e3	 I	 .^1
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Fig. 11 - 2. .3
Rectified three phase voltagi wave form of (a) full wave diode
bridge and (b) full wave thyristor bridge, with indication of intervals,
performed if phases with voltage e 1 and e2 are connected to the
battery in the interval marked 1-2; phases with voltage e 1 and e3
in the interval 1-3, and so on. The respective pairs of thyristors
are fired accordingly as discussed with reference to Fig. II - 2.2.
The firing signals are provided by a control system which does,
at this r. % ,, not enter the discussion.
if it is desired to reduce the average value ei 
av 
of the voltage
e i , then this is accomplished by delay of the firing signals beyond
the intervals i-j (i, j = 1, 2, 3; i ¢ j) as indicated in Fig. II - 2.3(b).
For instance thyristor CR32 which should connect phase No. 3 to
the charger system is not fired at the end of interval 1-2. Its
firing instant is delayed to a point in the interval 1-3.
I II -F,
I
The average vol tag? Pi 
av(1 -2) in this interval
T/6+T
j. av ( 1 -2) T
	
4	 C, )dt	 (2. 1)
T
a
with
T = the period of one cycle of one phase of the ac wave in
the three phase supply line;
T  = the delay introduced for the firing of thyristors CRjJ
and C:R24 after the start of the interval 1-2 and of CR32
after its termination.
Evidently is e  av(1-3)T a maximum when T  = 0 and decreases with
a
increasing Ta . It is envisioned that firing of all thyristors in the
"line of firing" is delayed by the same delay time T  so that the
length of the individual intervals in wh: h two thyristors conduct
:cmains the same, namely T/6, yet all of these intervals are shifted
by a delay T  to the right compared to the corresponding intervals
shown in figure 2.3.
The average voltage e  
av(1--3)Ta is, eventually, reduced to ^ero,
even though the instantanuous values of e i 0 0, except at isolated
11 - 7
ipt,int:c. 'Thk is desoribcd in great detail in the literature ( 1 ( .
Control of the average .output voltage ei 
av 
is thus ahtained as a
function of" the above discussed delay Ta of firing instants.
The price for the described process of control is the tolerance
of more or less serious deviations of the waveforms of the currents
in the individual phases of the supply line from sinusoidal shapes.
These de iati..ons give cause to the generation of higher harmonic
components and poor power factors in the ac supply line which in
turn cause unproductive heating of the supply line and the thereto
connected generators W . This is a feature which is still being
tolerated by the utility companies because of (1) the relative
rarity of connected power electronics equipmetit of appreciable
single or cumulative size and (2) the lack of low cost wider band
wattmeters and power factor meters to record the actual effort of
the supplier of electric energy in order to provide the average
power to the battery in its various stages of charging.
The above referred to adverse effects on the supply line can be
mitigated, or avoi ,'ed by having the thyristor bridge shown in Fig. II -
2.2. preceded by an ac filter which (1) reduces the higher harmonic
content in the phase currents and (2) corrects the power factor. Ad
a corollary it is necessary that the inductor L 1 be sufficiently
large as to smoothe the current i. 1 in order that the battery would
not be, unnecessarily heated by its harmonic content. It is thus
necessary to mitigate the distortion of the current waveform
I
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introduced on both sides of the t hyri st ear bridge by its inherent
provenn of operat i ern. The above rvi erred to price is thus traus-
lated into apprvviablo bulk and rest of filters.
Another disadvantage of the dencribecl process is the limited speed
of response of the sytit rm to an externally given or internally
goner iod command. This limited speed of response is rooted in
(1) the minimum nwi rbing intervals T/G or approximately 2.74 msec
In a hO A su pply line and (2) even more sv, the needed heavy filters,
referred to above', with time constants far in exceas of T/b. This
limitation  i n the speed of response may not be a matter or concern
for it battery
 vharl;er. It beromos, however, a problem when the
d i ree t ;on of transfer  of energy in reversed.
In the case of do Vo ac inversion it is necessary that the flow of
current; inter the individual phases is guided by the momentarily
prosent conditions of volcano and current in these-. phases so that
(1) the power fnetor in the line can be matched, or eve- corrected,
(2) a minimum of harmonic distortion enter the line and (3) unexpected
time vary ing; conditions ran be met, such as cransiont phenomena.
Noncurrent meeting of the above enumerated requirements cannot be:
achieved by use of a preprogrammed system. A system is required that
adjusts its transfer characteristic almost: from instant to instant
as to taylor its output to the momentary line conditions. This cannot
he achieved by use of a low frequency system which is burdened,
rurthcrmorv, with heavy fi l tern . The term.. "low frequency" is used
here in the sense that the shortest time intervals for realignement
11.	 l)
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phase ri'f't 11 for-1 it ter hridgo "cuts in" at an angle it/6 after
r
11 - 
0 and de 
0
/A N U, when its voltage :exceeds that of the
formerly conducting other phase. Current in Which Was zero at
that instant , rises to a level prescribed by currant i I in the
inductor I, I . The shape of We top of the shown current pulse
depends on the Me of I, I and the degroo of leading of the system.
The most favorable shape is that of a horizontal top which is
indicated by a broken line. This condition occurs when I1 0 M.
Current i 11 terminator; at the angle 5r/6 when another phase "cuts
in" and assumes nonduction of the current. iI.
The power factor p.f. in each of the three phases is given by
T
I' 1" 
oni11dt
h.f.	
k	
C]	 (2.2)
ti rms n rms
when defined in the time domain 121. This power factor is
approximately .955 when L  * -; it decreases when 
L  
is reduced
to manageable sizes and deteriorates vapidly with decreasing e
i av
as exp lained before.
This deterioration of the power factor is caused by:
(1) the shift of the intervals of current conduction i- ,j to the
right with respect to the voltage sine wave, as explained before;
II - I1
G ) tlit` Increasing ",listorti011 11 Of the wavoform of i ll , whose
individual pulses, eventually, reach into the range of opposite
polarity with respect to e 11 . The transfer of energy to the filter —
load network ceases ovont:tiall y since the numerator in question
1 .) become: :!ero. The power- factor is then reduced to zero.
This deterioration i:, compounded by the effects that are caused `)y
the limited sizo of inductor I,1.
An analogous argument can be made for the reversal of flow of
etleri;y, tlamely from the battery to the three phase line. Here the
procoos of power transfer is also controlled by the firing angles
of the thyristors. Yot, the whole process is at the mercy of ,
lint conditions, the battery voltage, and the desired .magnitude
Of power transfer. There is no del;rce of freedom left in the system
to taylor the harmonic content of the in , which flow now in the
reverse direction, anti/or to control the contribution of this power
transfer to the bower factor in the line.
The above described adverse effects on power factor and harmonic
content of the vurrent manifest theinsolvos iii the form of heat
which does not contribute to the transfer and transformation of
power.
A suppression of the described effects by use of heavy low fre-
quency filters is prs,i.hle. The use of filter elements which can
store appreciable quantities of electric energy creates the hazard
iI - 1:
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of unexpectedly high current peaks under dynamic conditions of
system operation. These current peaks arc' difficult to control,
to say the least; they can imperil the. structural integrity of
the thyr.istors.
The representative system which was defined at the outset of this
part of the report should provide substantial improvements and
alleviate the problems which exist in the state of the art, as
discussed above.
11 -- 3. Formulation of NeQdod System Concept
11 — 3.1. Desired Characteristics
It is intended to improve the technology of the class of electric
converters, which comprises the representative system described in
I1-2. The power range of interest is in the order of 100 W. Yet,
it is intended to clear the way for an expansion of the power level
of these converters toward the megawatt range.
The needed system characteristics should include improvements in
order to increase the:
a. power density of converter equipment, expressed in kW/kg;
II — 1
b. reliability of this equipment by (1) confining the absolute
instantanuous and transient stresses can critical components,
such as semiconductor switching, devices to unconditionally
predictible limits, even inkier the most adverse operating
conditions and (1) to minimize the ratio of steady state peak
vs. average stresses in the same critical components;
c. efficiency of power conversion by (1) containment of the current
farm factors p i = 1 1 rms A o rms where i 1 is the significant
internal converter current and i
0 
the output current(s) and
(2) minimization of power losses in the switching; devices by
appropriate tayloring of their functions within circuits which
are devised to lessen the stress on these devices, also indicated
under b.;
d. dynamic characteristics of these converters, with particular
emphasis on reaction speed to externally imposed changing condi-
tions or to applied control signals;
e. cost effectivness by (1) sparse use of raw materials such as
iron and copper causing (la) lowering of raw material cost,
(1h) cost of handling; of materials and equipment during manu-
facturing;, transportation, installation and maintenance work,
(2) lower frequency of maintenance due to improved reliability
and (3) lowering; the losses of energy in the equipment, due to
improved efficiency, as stated under c.
6
I
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A number of functional aspects of converter operation will have
to he satisfiod oil the way in order that the converter acquire the
desired Ohararteristir::, stated in II - 3.1 above. These functional
aspects will he treated in a way that holds the promise for an
expansion of the resulting technology to a multitude of electric
power transformation processes, This is meant to be, in particular,
consistent with the Specifications contained in part III of
Exhibit "A" for bidirectional three phase ac to do conversion.
'rile functional aspects of the class of converters under considera-
tions which appear to be needed for a material.izaLion of the above
listed desirable characteristics require basic functional concepts
to;
a. derive power from a source of three phase ac power with a
power factor in excess of 0.85 for all conditions of loading;
h. confine the power derived as stated under a. at any instant to
tl-q first and the third quadrants of the VAC - IAC plane only;
c. cause a minimum pollution (current distortion) in the ac
feeder lines;
d. Supply regulated de voltage or current with deviations of no
II - I `N
more than 1	 from a nominal value to a do load, such as a
hattery operating; in the first quadrant of the 
VDC	 IDC plane
only;
e. derive power from a source of do enemy via the same terminals
through which power was supplied as stated under c. with a do
power factor of no less than 0.85 in accordance with equation
(2.2)	 and oper:;t;ing in the second quadrant of the VDC
- II)C
plane;
f. supply power emanating from the do source stated under e. into
a three phase ac, line, causing a,minimum network pollution iTL
doing so; perform that supply of electric power, preferrably,
in the second and the fourth quadrants of the V
AC - IAC plane;
g. provide galvanic isolation between the input and the output
terminals of the converter.., as viewed from both directions
of transfer of energy;
li. endure progressive overloads and external fault conditions
including shorted output terminals without damage to the
converter;
i. he capable hf power flow directional changes within no more
than 1.0 milliseconds and to apply me.asures , for the stabilization
of external conditions within the same time interval.
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Efforts wore mado to incorporate the abovo enumerated functional
aspocts in tht,
 converter conct,pt which is described in the lollowi.ng,
part I  - 4.
II - 3.1. I'MIosophy of Punct10nal Concept
In order that the system characteristics stated in 11 - 3.1 and the
therewith associated functional aspects stated in 11 - 3.: be ac hiovi'd
it appears necessary to introduce the following functional properties.
Planned is a converter device which:
(a) extracts electric enemy in pulsating form at a kHz ratee directly
from the three phase ac line without interposition of a low
frequency - 300 H:,. - filter;
(b) functions as a nondissi.pative active filter in order to:
(bl) perform the spectral transformation indicated in figure
I  - '.1(d);
(b2) scald and stabilize the system output (load) voltage vex;
(c) has a h i -11i t1ogree of reliability, demonstrated by its inherent
short circuit capability;
(d) has a high energy donsity (klJ/kg), or conversly, has a light
weight due to the complete absence of low frequency pup to
several hundred Hertz) components, because of its high internal
I
I
I
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frequency of operation in excess of 10 kll?;
(e) I;eneratoF little heat because of its inherent efficiency;
The following; advantages are expected:
11 - 1.4. EXI)OL • tc'd 130110f i is
(a) an adaptation of the waveshaping processes to the require -
ments of generator and load which is presently not possible
Own efficient light weight equipment;
(b) ultra light weight of equipment du tee:
(bl) elimination of all low frequency components between
gonerator and load, including; the elimination of entire
(heavy) functional blocks;
(1)2) use of high internal frequencies of operation in excess
of 10 kHz.
11 — 4. FllnCtltlnal.	 for the Planned System
I I •- +. I . GC11 Or_II System Conc.Opt
A system that appears capable to embody the properties described
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Fig. II _, 4.1.
Symbolic block diagram of bidirectional, four quadrant three phase
ac to do converter using a modulated high frequency carrier link.
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in the pr000ding part 11 — 3 of this rt^p"art, is now de8eribea with
reference to Fig. 11 -- 4.1. `Ihe thrue phasLL supply line (P(;) is
connected via a high frequency low pass filter ( IF ) to the input
stage of the power converter in the form of a four quadrant
controlled "cyclo up"' converter.
This cycle tip converter extracts energy from the supply line which
is used to generate a high frequency (10 kHz) single phase modulated
carrier oscillation with current i 1 . The above described transformation
process occurs in a nondissipative way with use of a thyristor matrix
which will be described further on. The carrier waveform i i is both
frequency and amplitude modulated to mitigate its own harmonic
content with a fundamental 360 Hz frequency, or to accomodate the
low frequency spectrum desired in the supply line, or for any other
intended purpose, such as power factor correction.
The low frequency content of the above described carrier is then
"detected" through rectification by way of a four quadrant controlled
cyclo down converter (CD) and by subsequent filtering by a high
frequency low pass filter (OF) with a cut off frequency below
the lowest frequency of the carrier oscillations.
All operations are being carried out in a nominally nondissipative
fashion by use of matrixes of "on—off" thyristor switches supported
by filters and other circuits which contain solely reactive elements.
The philosophy for the generation of a modulated high frequency
TT — 20
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carrier for purpose of the spectral transformation of the source
signal as it appears to the cyclo-converter process is treated in
the literature 13, 4, 5, 61.
The two four quadrant controlled Fyclo up down converters are
equipped for equivalent bidirectional operation. It means that each
of these converters can generate a modulated carrier in the above
referred to sense, when viewed from one set of its ports and can
selectivly demodulate a modulated carrier when viewed from the
other set of ports,
Based on this bidirectional characteristic of these cycloconverters
it is possible to reverse the above described flow of energy. A
source of electric energy (DL) in form of a battery can energize
the four quadrant controlled cyclo up converter (CD) via the (high
frequency) low pass filter (OF).A modulated carrier with current
i, is generated, which is demodulated by the four quadrant cyclo
I
down converter. The outcome of this demodulation process is distri-
buted in sequence to selected pairs of the three phase line. The
electric do energy emanating from the battery is thus transferred
to the ac line.
During the above described do to three phase ac inversion process
it could be advantageous to modulate the carrier e,th current i1
in order to (1) convey current with a desired low frequency harmonic
content to the individual phases of the polyphase supply line, and
Ix - 21
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d(2)	 to determine the power factor for this transfer. This is
further discussed with reference to	 Fib..	 II — 4.2.	 Illustrated	 is
en
(a)	 I
1	 f
I	 1	 1
l sn 1	 !	 I	 (c)
Fig. II - 4.2.
Phase (a) voltage e n , (b) demodulated carrier current i sn2 and
(c) filtered current i sn] , during transfer of electric energy
to the polyphase line.
the case in which the carrier is not modtlated. The "detected"
current isn2 consists of a succ;:ssion of uniform pulses which are
distributed to the individual phases in such a way, that their
smoothed form i snI is the replica of the phase currents-in a three
II - 22
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phase supply line which feeds a full Wave rectifier diode bridge,
followed by an infinitely large inductor.
The just described mode of operation could be desirable in many
cases. Yet, there are three degrees of freedom inherent in this
process.
(a) The time interval T  introduced wi'h reference to Fig, I1- 2.4
with a minimum value of T  - 0 can be enlarge4 r refteed at
will. It means that the current blocks shown in i-ig. II - 4.2(c)
can bf shifted, arbitrarily, with respect to the voltage sine
wave for any polarity. Shifting of these blocks in tine does
not have an effect on the harmonic content of the current,
but provides control on the power factor with which the
electric energy is transferred to the poal yphase line.
(b) The uniform amplitude of the current blocks isnl can be
controlled by adjusting amplitude and frequency of i I in a
way that a specific amount of charge per second is processed
by the detector.
(c) The shape of each of the blocks of the current isnl ^'.an be
taylored by appropriate modulation of the carrier.
The advantage of these properties of the presented system is that
the waveform of tho -urrent isnl can be taylored at will to control.
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(at) the power factor with which energy is transferred to the
polyphase network;
(bl) the magnitude of the current isnl' and
(cl) the power factor correction in the polyphase line which can
be achieved by the combined carrier modulation and current
pulse shifting process explained under (a) above.
The preceding argument concerning the transfer of electric energy
can be equally applied for the case of "forward" transfer of
energy. Control of the average current is attained by adjustment
of the average value of each half cycle of the carrier current il.
The individual phases carry then the current 
-ianl shown in Fig. 11 -
4.? or the flat top pulses (broken top line) in Fig. 11 -2.4. These
phases "see" thus an imaginary inductor behind the full wave
rectifier bridge. This effect is accomplished by appropriate control
of the carrier with current i l . The freedom to shift the current
pulses with respect to the voltage sine wave and to taylor its tops
is retained, if so desired, in order to meet specific supply line
conditions, such as to improve the power factor in the line concurrent
with the charging process.
The advantages of the here described system over the state of the
art in farm of the "antiparallel" thyris4tor bridge are rooted in
the facts that: (1) the Rhase currents can be initiated and terminated
T z - 24
at will at a instant of 	 end (2) form and harmonic content of
these phase currents can be deterministically taylored by an active
filtering process. A minimum of passive component effort i •i required
because of the relativly high frequencies, involved in this process.
The approach for the implementation of the above described system
concepts is presented in the following.
11 — 4.2. The Bidirectional Serips Capacitor Inverter Comrerter
A power circuit which can embody the properties, presented in the
preceding section is now discussed with reference to Fig. 11 —4.3.
The thyristor bridge in block CU is fed from a three phase supply
line RO. The just described configuration is identical with the
thyristor bridge shown in Fig. 11 —42. This thyristor bridge -a
connected to the primary winding of a transfotkvr XF, the inductor
11 1 and capacitor C ! , all named elements being arranged in series.
The secondary winding of the transformer is connected via another
series resonant circuit L.c l and another thyristor bridge (CO) to
the load T i
 which is parallelled by the filter capacitor C (OF).
'rhe secondary circuit can be thought of as being reflected via the
transformer back into the primary circuit whereby L i t' and L,CZ are
thought of as being embodied in one LC D
 combination.
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Equivalent circuit of the symbolic schematic of the bidirectional
stories capacitor inverter —converter shown in Fig. TT — 4.3.
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The resulting	 uivalent circuit is shown in Fie.^; ^ 1 	^> I:1-4.4. The further
	 i
discussion is continued with reference to this figure for purpose
of simplicity of presentation. Yet; the circuit shown in Fig. I.I -
4.3 is meant to be used for the intended purpose.
Two phases of the supply line (PG) are, at a given time, connected
via two thyristors of bridge CU the series resonant LC 1 link and
two thyristors of bridge CD to the load (DL) which is shunted by
the filter capacitor C 0(OF). All concerned four thyristor3 will con-
duct in the discontinuous current moil ,n for one half period of the
resonant frequency
(4.1)
f i= 	 1 /'tin	 = 1 /2To
where
TO = the half period of the resonant circuit.
All four thyristors will open at the termination of this half cycle
because current i 1 reverses its direction of flow. It is this process
of natural commutation which allows termination of current in any of
ttie supply lines at any time. The expression "any time" is, of course,
meant in the sense that
T << T/6
0
TI-28
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I
(4.2)
It is assumed that the four thyristors in question were the
thyristors 0.1:1 1 , CM I , ('164 and CR' 4 . It means that we opt"rate
In the interval I-H, as discussed with reference to l'i ,.11-'2.,1
so that e I , ^^,, < e 1 . Inequality (4.2) implies that the phase
voltages e I
 and e.,, actually, stand almos^ "still" in time. If
we ignore at this time the moderate variations of e I -e 2 within the
interval 1-2, as referred to before, then the functional philosophy
of a do converter of the described class applies Ib, 7 . The.
resonant current i I reverses direction when thyristors CR13, CR53,
CR52 and CR22 are triggered into conduction. Thyristors CR13
and CR22 now assume' the function of the "antiparallel" diodes
Dl  and D12 shown in the half bridge configuration of this class
of dr. converters. The ,just referred to circuit is reproduced here
for convenience. All voltage and currant waveforms in the 
LC  
circuit
art= analogous to t1 ,.ose explained for the circuit shown in Fig. 11 -4.5,
C 11	 CR12S^, 2^D11
esX Fv	 —/
c1 
T
C 12	 f	 _
1 	 C R 12	 Q 12
Fig. It - 4.5.
Symbolic schematic of the primary circuit of a series capacitor
inverter-converter in half bridge conUguration.
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felt	 respectivo wavcf'orms art' reproduced f'or	 collvelliellce in Fi t;.	 II	 -
+.h.	 'flit'	 I'ole of	 tilt'	 va2'iJlls eapatitt, I's is now explained. Capacitor
t	 l	 ill	 1'iz,.	 li-- ;+.1 ;1sstllrieS 	 tilt' flllletlen o f blitl l tapaCltOrs CH and Cl.
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F it;.	 11 - +.'^ Capacito r C. performs the function of the (high
frequency) low pass filter k0 ), explained with reference to Fig, 11 -
► . 1 . t'apaciter;; t'1: , t'1;l anti C. l perform the function of the (high
fre(luc'ncy) low pass filter OF) explained with reference to the
same f i gure .
l int' tall Viow the pI'esonted system ill each tl'sllt' interval, i —j, referred
t e before, cis ;i e0I1Verter f ed from 'a do s0111'i'e With a moderate
roIta1,0 riI,ple. The effects of this ripl,Ie art being removed by a
cotltrol SVStem Whitll embodies an advanced version of the analog
sirMll to dist'I't'tt' t1II1e interval convorter (ASDTIC) 13, 4, 5, 01 .
The "forward" operat ion of the system thus consists of a silt cession
of tlllle intervals i —j t'uri11t; which It select s CWo of the three pleases
with the' most- appropriate. Voltage difference iIl order to perform the
customary operation of a d; converter of this Class.
:1 number of simpt It 1tatlt, Ils Was ill trodUCt'd in the preceding explanation
for purpose of simplicity of presentation. 'Flee Complexity which is
heeded for purpose of a three phase at to do operation or its inverse
Will be gradually indicated as the explanation of the system progresses.
The process of t ra11sf or of onergy from the battery to the three phase
line is altalogous to the above described "forward" transfer. In this
^	 I I - ;3 U
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A
case It is assumed that the battery voltago o = Vet , the voltage
over the lead Z 1 showni in Fig. 11-4.4, since the battery replaces
this load. The thyristor bridge (CD) associated with Z IP becomes
now the input of a full bridge se-ies capacitor inverter-converter,
whose functional properties are analogous with those: of its half
bridge version 161. There are, again, four thvristors in conduction
at any time; two thyristors of the "battery bridge" (CD) and two
thyristors of the do/ac bridge (CU), so that the battery is
connected during each of the carrier frequency cycles to two
selected phases of the three phase power line. Assume that thyris-
tors CR62, CR63, CR13 and CR22 are in conduction in the time
interval 1-2. One high frequency current pulse is then generated
wl.ieh enters the phase pair with voltage e 1 and e q . This pulse
can be one of the pulses shown in Fig. .11 - 4.2 with a polarity
Which is the opposite of that of the thereto pertaining phase
voltage, because of the direction of power flow. Mien the resonant
current has run its course, then thyristors CR11, CR51, CR54 and
GR24 are fired in order to back bias the formerly conducting
thyristors for an interval
	
Tier — toff
	
(4.3)
where
t off - the turn off time of the thyristors.
This is also expressed in radians as
1
l
	 II - 3'2
	
.44 '
	
--
^ r = ^1'r min
	 (4.4)
where
=
^r min ca o Tkr min
Thyristors CR61, CR64, CR14 and CR21 are then fired after elapse
of the interval Tkr which is also determined by the control system.
The battery feeds again charge in form of one current pulse into
the phases with voltage e 1 and e2.
The described process goes on with the assumption that, again,
time stands "still", that is, the voltage difference e l -e 2 changes
only moderately within the time interval 1-2. Clearly, the thyristor
bridges CU and CD have changed roles. Bridge CU is now the input
bridge and CU the output bridge. Instead of a source voltage ripple
we have now a load voltage ripple to contend with. Selection of the
phase pair is made according to the relative polarities of e 1 , e2,
and e 3 which results in a succession of intervals 1-2, 1-3, etc.
in which energy is transferred to the respective phases.
The pulse pattern is governed by the same ASDTIC type control
system as discussed before with the three degrees of freedom which
were previously enumerated in order to satisfy requirements on
the harmonic content of phase currents and the power factor of
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ellel'gy transfer into the polyphase l ine.
If one looks back on the sequence in which the thyristors of the
first phase CRIi (i	 1, 2, 3, 4) operate, then it becomes obvious
that, for instance, thyristors CR11 and CR13 change roles depending
upon in which direction energy is being transferred. That is,
thyristor CR11 caries the main pulse and thyristor CR13 acts as
the back biasing "diode" when energy is being transferred from
the polyphase line to the battery. Conversely, thyristor CR13
carries the main pulse and thyristor CRI1 acts as the back biasing
"diode" when energy is being transferred from the battery to the
polyphase line. This is further explained with reference to Table II-
4.1. The sequence (S) of thyristor conduction during "forward"
Table I I- 4.1.
Sequence (S) of conduction of thyristors CRij in the bridge CU
during the time interval 1-2 for "forward" (FWD) and "reverse"
(RE\') transfer of energy, including requesite back bias (BB)
conditions.
FWD	 CR's	 REV
i I	 S	 BB	 i j	 I3B	 S
>0	 1 ^- 11. 24
	 2
<p	 2	 . 13
	 22	 1
>	 4	 ( _.. ,, 14
	 21	 ' 3
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(FWD) and "reverse" (REV) transmission of energy througt. `he first
two "legs" of the bidirectional cycloconvet-ter CU is more detailed
indicated. Curved arrows point, furthermore, to the individual
pairs of thyristors which are fired once an adequate back bias
is ascertained for the thyristor pairs from which these arrows ema-
nate. It appears easy to expand Table I1-4.1 to cover all conditions
of thyristor conduction in the time intervals i—j to supplement the
table shown in Fit;. II — 4.7.
The automatic and unfailing mechaciization of the therewith associated
back bias detection, interpretation and protection against untimely
firing of thyristors is one of the important, if not the most import
-
ant technical feature of this system; it is requesite to its success -
ful materialization.
A summary for the selection of thyristors as function of the
phase voltages, the thereto pertaining time interval i —j and of
the direction of flow of current i I is given in the lower part
of Fig. II — 4./.
The upper part of the same figure shows the thyristor bridge CU
connected to a closed resonant LC  circuit with current i I for
purpose of identification of the respective switching elements.
1
The abbreviation FWD is used for "forward" and REV for "reverse"
transmission of electric. energy.
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JIL 1
Cl
el
e2
e3
PHASE VOLTAGES el >	 e2 el >	 e3 e2	 e3 e2> el e 3> e l e3> e2
OPERATING PHASES 1	 -- 2 1- 3 2— 3 2— 1 3-1 3--2
THYRIS FWD 11,	 24 11,	 34 21,	 34 21,	 14
31,.	 14 31,	 24
TOR
> 0
1	 REV 14,	 21 14,	 31 24,	 31 24,	 11 34,	 11 34,	 21
1 <0 FWD 13,	 22 13 1	32 23,	 3 23, 12 33,	 12 33,	 22PAIRS
CR REV 12.	 23 12,	 33 22 ,	 33 22 , 13 32	 13 32,	 23
Fig. 11 — 4.7.
Antiparallel thyristor bridge and series resonant circuit with
identification matrix of thyristor firing selections.
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4.;. Assossmont. of Significant hllysi-cal. leatures.
The two most important features of the presented system are (1)
the natural current commutation of the thyristors by virtue of
the series resonant ICI circuit and (2) the complete absence of
power frequency low pass filters. The first feature allows effi-
cient thyristor operation at frequencies near 10 kHz; the second
makes it possible to use capacitors, c lusivl y , for purpose of
filtering current pulse trains at 10 and 20 kHz.
The functional aspects of the "output" capacitor C O are discussed
and explained in the literature 16, 7I. The "input" capacitors
C12, C13 and C23 :appear here in a new light. Their primary purpose
is to close the resonant circuit and to shield the polyphase line
from thq effects of its high frequency operation. These capacitors
carry at the same time a low frequency current which is caused by
the voltage difference between each of the two lines of the three
phase system. The ratio of admittances for the low frequency signal
Y s and for the pulse repetition rate YI,.
YF/Y, = fF /f s = 333
for
f  =; 20 10 3 = 2f i = 1/T
ok av
f = 60 Hz
s
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(4.4)
CI) CR84
CR74
CR81
CR71
1'lle rolat My high 11111NO ire*t111rur}, kit' approximately .0 k1hr make,
itt+ post"iblt' to plaoo thtl bo t'apacitors between the low frequency
; % t,wer phast's, wittltut callsinl; a ll appreciable lending current
effort in the polyplulse Nupply line.
The tilyrimtUr bridges [C)1 ats-sooiatod with tht' battery circuit
will llt' mod it it'll for p11I'I1tiSf' t i t 0011voll i Oil I I't'V('I'Shc Of H ow of
t'llt'rgy a:+ iltdioated Ill Fig. 11-4.8. Transt ' oI.mor XF has a tapped
CR82
CR72
12
(
Iw11..W..w^111w1
L2	 C2
LI
X F ^..^	 _	 J
CR83
I	 C R73'
I
i
F i t;. 1 1 — •1 .8.
Flivristor hridgk, as:sociarvd Idith dr cil-cuit.
St`itt lldary
 witidilig ill truer to imptomont a di't ' t ' oront turns ratio
l i t t ht' t ranst ormor for Forward and t'or rover Se t raiiSher of elet`t rit'
om, rgy through t ho t`onvort er.
T 1 — Z%2
I  — 4 , 4 . Thc' CO11tI01 SVNt0111
'rho electronic control system (CGS) consists o£:
(a) the thyristor gating and firing system, a protection, system (PS)
which governs the sequence of firing, of thyristors and
prevention of accidental "illegitimate" firings;
(b) the power control system (CS) which governs the process of high
frequency carrier generation and its modulation.
The function of the thyristor gating and firing system was de-
scribed in I1-4.2 above. It is in essence, analogous to the pro-
tection system used in simple de converters in this class 1$, 91
used for ion propulsion engines. However, there are aspects of
considerable added complexity associated with its functions,
especially concerning the connections with the ac polyphase line.
To use the terminology associated with the half bridge converter
of this class of converters shown in Fig. 11 - 4.5, this protection
system has to distinguish, unerringly, which two of the three
phases of the supply line have to be engaged for power flow in
one or the other direction; which of these thyristors will remain
in a forward biased condition once it ceases to conduct and thus
requires thus a grace period (turn off time) in the form of
back bias; which of these thyristors will carry the "main" forward
resonant current, whatever the forward direction may be in the
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sense of energy transfer; and, finally, which of the thyristor
assumes the "diode." function in the sense of the half bridge
circuit for a liven pulse.
The prott.ction system for the do output or input of the converter
is somewhat less complex. Yet, the fact that thyristors for
apposite directions of conduction have to work next to each
other poses problems ghat are less severe than those associated
with the ant:iparallel three phase bridge; this type of problems
is, of course, completely absent in the case of a simple diode
output bridge.
Signals e l , e 2 , and e 3 are fed into a sequence of polarity
discriminators which, eventually, generate the signal blocks
i-j which identify the relative polarity of phases, as intuo-
duced before. The output signals of the discriminatory logic
which relates to these intervals i-j is indicated in parts
(k) through (p) of Fig. 1I-4.9. Signals v12, v13, v23 and signals
vl , v] , etc., indicated in parts (b) through (j ) of the same
figure, signify steps in the process of successive discrimination
of the logic process. These blocks i-j are used to clear access
to the gates of the eligible thyristors. The actual command for
firing comes from the power control system (CS) in the form of
signals Cs] and Gs2 indicated in Fig.I1-4.6. These signals Csi
fire the thyristors which were selected by the thyristor gating
II-40 y
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Fig. 11 - 4.9.
Signals for the control log ic of the thyristor gating and firing
system.
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and firing; system. The referred to selection process includes also
a 
command Liven to the thyristor firing and gating system, which
indicates the direction of power transfer.
The resultirnv, :siring pulse trains and their relative position in
time are summarily indicated in parts (c) through q) of Fig. 11 -
+.10. These signals are referred to the time intervals TI
etc. found at the bottom of Fig. 11-4. e1 . The significance of this
figure appears self explanatory. Back bias detectors BBij and
firing pulse generators FPGij are associated with each thyristor
CRij.
The power control system has, in principle. the structure of the
formerly referred to ASDTIC system 13, 4j. It is indicated in its
we 11 known form in Flock diagram form in Fig. II-4.II. Input for
signals caov and 
cary 
are provided for application of continuous
electric control signals to govern independently the power system
output of current and voltage.
Access to the control system's current control and of its voltage
limiting capahility are necessary in order to achieve the pulse
modulation processes which area essential, for the materialisation
of the presented system. The control system receives its inputs
from the current sensor (IS) the attenuated output voltage and the
two before named signals ca	 and ca
rs	 ov^
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t k	 tk.I t k+2
V 1`
V11-
v2  or v3'
CS1
CS2
BB11	
-1
BB12
BB14
I-BB121
BB13
(-B B 11 I
F PG 1 1
FPG12
FPG 13
FPG14
For v o
 )0
FPG51g54
FPG 52 b 53
For vo t0:
FPO 61 d 64
FPG 62 9 63
Fig. II - 4.10.
Illustration of representative firing signal sequence emitted by
the fixing pulse generators, FPGia and the back bias conditions
BBij, associated with thyristors CRij.
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Block diagram of ASDTTC control system CS with inputs for voltage
and current control.
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No ether component: improvements appear needed than those used for
do converters of this class,
With regard to thyristoes, it means that single module converters
with power capacitors tip to the order of 100 kW could be presently
implemented with commercially available components. Expansion to
the magawatt range can be implemented with larger thyristor.s, such
as 1 to Y kv forward blocking capacity, 1 kA current carrying
capability, with turn off times between 10 and 15 microseconds.
Another approach is that of modularization, whereby converters
for the megawatt range could be constructed, once the technology
is e.stabl ished .
The technology of capacitors has greatly improved in recent years
and appears adequate for equipment in the 100 kW range up to the
multimegawatt range.
Wire wound devices such as transformers and inductors use increasingly
lower cost ferrite cores instead of the more expensive tape wound
cares, if physical weight is not at a very high pI•emium. Yet,
tape wound cores with an inserted air gap can be used in certain
cases. Construction of larger ferrite cores, needed for inductors
beyond the submegawatt (100 kW) range does not seem a mayor hurdle
to overcome. Currently available cares can be parallelled or
devices arranged in series in order to construct megawatt size
converters.
E
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System Analysis and Charaoterization
1I. - 5.1. Gonoral Aspects
Analysis of the bidirectional three phase ac to do converter is
analogous to the analysis of dc. converters of this class.
The operation of the resonant circuit is studied in a succession
of t.Lne intervals i-j as explained before with reference to Figs.
11 - 2.3 & 11-4. 1). The series resonant LC  circuit "sees"
on the ac side an input voltage e  which is identical with
the output voltage of a loaded full wage diode rectifier bridge,
energized by a threee phase line. The difference between the
characteristics of a diode bridge and the here presented system
lies in the fact that the appropriately selected thyristors
sample this voltage e  in succession to carry the resonant
current i I in both directions. The ratio between the cumulative
charge per unit of time which passes in either of the two
directions depends on the intended direction of power transfer.
The resonant circuit, thus remains continuously connected to
the three phase system, even though only selected thyristors
carry high frequency pulses at one time, that is, as long as
the resonant current i I is continuous. This current becomes
discontinuous for conditions of lighter loading, such as one
half of the rated output current or less, depending uion the
ratio, Tkr/Tkf indicated in Fig. 11-4.6, and further defined and
II - 4o
L.,	 a	
.	
A =	 - -I# Mak - . I
explained in th:., literature 16, 101. Yet the discontinuity
referred to above occurs at a kHz rate, which is (1) usually
substantially above
	
0 Hz rate of ordinary thyristor bridges
and (2) concerns, inherently, current pulses with an oscillation
frequency of no less than 10 kHz. The low pass filters (IF), (OF) which
are part of the conversion process need, therefore, not be designed
for the lowest current pulse repetition rate of the LC  circuit,
but for less than twice the resonant frequency of this LC  circuit.
The just described general philosophy of system analysis is now
illustrated With a numerical example. A small scale example is
chosen for the purpose of simplicity of treatment. Translation
of this small scale example to the intended 100 "kW range is briefly
indicated at the conclusion of this report.
II ^ 5.2. A Numerical Example.
Assumed is a do source voltage e s with a nominal value E s = 270 VDC.
It is assumed that this source voltage is the average e  
av 
of a
voltage e  which would appear at the output terminals of a full
wave diode bridge which is fed from a 117/208 VAC three phase line with
corresponding phase voltages e l , e2 aTd e3 . Assumed is, furthermore,
that the average i 1 av of the absolute value of the resonant current
lilt in a converter of the discussed class is 11 Amperes.
The value of capacJ.tor
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C 1
 ,_ it avTA/vcpp 
W 11 50 10-6 /1100 ~ 0.5 uF	 (5.1)
i
i
where
Tk1k	 tk+1 - t  = 1/2 f i ; see Fig. II - 4.6(p) ;
vcpp = the peak to peak voltage on capacitor C 1 , which is
in excess of 4e.i av
The series inductor
L = (T
A
 /rt) 2 /C 1 = 340 pH
	
(5.2)
Consider now the effects that are introduced by the fact that
e  # Es:
The steady state peak to peak input voltage variation to a converter
of the here described class which is caused by a rectified three
phase line amounts to approximately 11 percent of ei 
ay. This is
the largest steady state input voltage variation that the converter
will "see" under nominal operating conditions, when this input
voltage consists of succeding intervals i-j, as discussed above.
One will allow as a rule a certain steady state tolerance of the
ac line voltage of, say, + 10 perecent. The smallest instantaneous
input voltage
t
t
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Ie.	 e.
min 	x av 0 - 0.1 - 0.06)	 0.84 e i av.	 (5.3)^.
	If it is assumed that the system will. operate with an efficiency 	 i
ri - .95, then it can be concluded that 16, 7, 111
V,) a., (0.95)(0.84)(270) = 215 V
	
(5.4)
where
v2 = the apparent primary transformer voltage amplitude.
L and C 1 are now modified since it av ° VAN  = 3000/215 = 14 A:
C1 - 0.6 uF;
	
L = 280 pH
	
(5.5)
It is here, tacitly, assumed that the system would cease to operate
whenever e  < ei 
min' This can be remedied by making a further
allowance for transient excursions of the ac line voltage. This
all owance can, of course, affect the efficiency of the system,
since the span of the current form factor
Pi
	 i I rms /lo rms
	 (5.6)
increases, and so will the ohmic losses increase approximately
with the square of p i 12, 6, 1z1. Similar considerations apply
for excursions of the line voltage toward increasing magnitudes;
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provisions for '.o.-k -mit and temporary clamping of excessive
Voltages via filters will be made in that case, at the stage
of design for a specific application.
The voltage of the inverter (e s = e i ) has an average
s av	 s	 —
	 (5.7)
with the characteristic ripple of full wave rectified ac, that
is a ripple with a peak to peak value of
vrpp	
0.11	 s	 (5.8)
(')ntrol of the output current i o to the load, such as a battery is
accomplished by an almost common version of ASDTIC 13, 41. A
more complex form is needed if the low fregULLICy (360 Hz) content
of e  should be suppressed. A passive low pass filter would defeat
the intended purpose of light weight construction.
The corunon ASDTIC version, including the one now in use for the
ion engine power processor 181 differs little from the basic philosophy
of the analog signal to discrete time interval converter. The
output of the integrator depends also on extraneously introduced
signals which serve the purpose of vstem stabilization. Yet,
these signals shift the limiting values of the integrator output
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in :;uel; a Wily that it Challl,; t' 1.11 these VxLranuousl.y introduces:
signal;; causes an appreciable delay in system response. The
jast described delay in response reducer; the at.te auaLion of
the ripple of the converter's input voltage.
The input voltage ripple of 4 Z rms of e.
L 00 
at 360 Hz should
be reduced to 13, 5I
v  
rms = .04 Vo /adl	(5.9)
where
V  = the nominal. output voltage of the converter
adl = the attenuation of the first harmonic component of
the 360 Hz input voltage ripple.
The active attenuation effect
adl = N /Tr
	 (5.10)
where
N = the number of samples (half waves of the modulated carrier)
that are taken from e  during one interval i-j.
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At an input filter frequency
fF
 . 20 kHz - 2f i	(5.11)
is
N - 20 10 3/360 = 55	 (5.12)
The attenuation 
ad1 is then given by
ad1 . 5513.14 = 17.5	 (5.13)
The rms content of the output voltage at 360 Hz is then
vol rms ' .0023 V 	 (5.14)
or approximately one quarter percent of the nominal output voltage,
using (5.4) for that purpose.
It is, however, contended at this time that it may not be possible
to attain the "ideal" attenuation o ll the first harmonic component,
which is given by equation (5.13). Extended theoretical and experi-
mental studies, which are now in progress on another (internal)
program for over two years indicate that. possibly, only one part
of the attenuation indicated by (5.13) could be materialized,
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booaust' of a multi cycle response, rather than a complete spstenl
responsa witi.in each elosPd cycle. The resulting aztenuation
tai tho input ripple to more, rather than one tluartcr perccnt
of V 0 still appt'ars adreluato for the k-ase in question. This
comptlrc;e favorably with low lrctltlency ctloppOr:, ° approximately
1100 11`.`. " which rocItlil"P very substantial f i lters, to remain liven
t hcnn with all approe i ahl y larger low freclucncy harmonic content .
The eurrent carrvi.ng
 capability of tllyrist-ors is Pstimated in
the followilll'. Fach of the two "forward" conducting thyrist,ors
wi t h cacti phast' oondtlt'.ts for 40
	 of the time, `V 40 vsec . ,
taut of hill 3uwe whon that pltasc is "tin" as explained i.n part. 1I-°.'
t h rough 1l -4ni' this roport and doserihod in the referred to lite -
rature (h I	 . Fach phase is "on" one third of 	 the time of one
period with its "forward" thyrisvorti,	 Bitch as C.RI I 	 and CR14, and
ti nt' third of tho t illlt' with its "revorso" t hyri ,hors SUCII aei gill.'.
alld Chl.t, Ovoll though powor 1.s boilig trausforred in tilt' "forward"
direction the y also the matrix in Fi; , . II. -- ^'i.71.
T110	 currollt i
'
)f L"1011 of t host, thyristorsL11 i1v
I 3th av '	 '/ 1 0.4 ii av : :8/1.5	 3.7:3	 (`i.15)
Tho rills cont ent tit ( lie 8a1110 C Irrt'nt is approx illiat cd by the'
relit Loll
11 -- 1:3
I rth rms = 0 i 1 1 av`7/7.5 = 1.4 i 1 av/1.
q 3
	
(5.17)
The value Pi ' 1.4 is a typical valuo for the discussed current
wave form. The analytic Brlvat ion of the values of p
1 
is found
in the literature 101.
I i3 t h rms	
10 A
	
(5.18)
The rms value shown in (5.18) appears as an acceptable first:
order approximation. The same thyristors carry the "diode" cur-
rent as explained in lI —4; it appears that this approximation
would then be nearer to the actual rms value of the current
passing through the concerned thyristor.
The currant form factor 
p
i th for a thyristor in the ahtiparallel
thyristor bridge oan he defined as
P i th 
v 
i 3th rms /i3th av	 (5'19)
In the case under consideration is
'i th	 10/3.73 z 2.68	 (5.20)
Relation (5.20) shows that a thyristor
—bridge consisting of thyristors
-whi,h are rated for, :g ay, 250 `firms could provide a do
	 rrent of
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near 100 Amperes to a do load. It means that a 255/440 'VAC line
could supply 60 kW to a do load using a single module converter
of the discussed class. A 440/760 VAC line could supply over 100 kW do
power under the same conditions. Higher ac line voltages are
customary for yet higher power levels in order to limit the
involved currents and the therewith associated heating effects.
The proposed use of thyristors with an almost 0.33 dut y : , le 4n
which inverter operation is required for each of the ^y-i..'ors,
deviates from the condition for which thyristor 'ratings were
established, namely continuous inverter or chopper operation. It
is believed that the stress imposed on the thyristors is lighter
than the one applied in current test procedures. More will be
learned about this topic through aetual experimentation. It is
expected that a larger rms current carrying capability will be
found because of the above referred to duty cycle.
The input filter IF, indicated in Fig. II- 1;.1 serves the purpose.
(1) to close, the ac side of the resonant circuit, consisting of
the series combination of the capacitor C 1 and its companion
inductor I, and (2) to isolate the three phase line from the high
power frequ.°.,cy components which are contained in the previously
explained rectified resonant current il.
This filter IF consists of three capacitors C 12' C13 and C23,
shown in Fig. 11 — 4.3; the subscripts associate the capacitors
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with the individual phases of the ac supply line with voltages
e,, e 2 and e3.
The composite of these capacitors forms the time invariant
input filter capacitor C i as viewed from each individual phase
pair with voltages e 12 , e 13 and e23 ; only one of these pairs is
engaged in the conversion process of the cyclo up converter CU
at one time. The magnitude of this capacitor
C  = C ij 0 + z)
	
(5.21)
where
CiJ = C12 = C 13 = C23.
In order to arrive at an acceptable approximation for the value
of C  it is now assuined that the reactances w 
s 
L i (i = 1, 2, 3)
of each of the individual phases are purely inductive and equal,
when looking back toward the source PG. These reactances
w 
s 
L i >> 1/2wFCi	 (5.22)
where
w s = the radial frequency of the individual phases of the
ac supply line, such as 2fr60.
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Isk- 41QV
(OF = the radial frequency of the simplified, sinusoidal
carrier e.urront i. 1 , such as 2U10 +.
The factor 2 appears in expression (5.2-2 ) because the filter
IF "seas" a caavef.c rm with double t lie radial frc q>>ency wF , since
the current waveform as reflected throug;li the thyristorbri.dge
t;U appears rectified„
Tht-^ assumption made in (5.22) allows to view each pair of phases
that is connected via the bridge GIT to the series resonant circuit
Lt' 1
 as a current source with magnitude I sk during the time inter-
vat 
'1'ok 
c,f existence of the, kth half cycle of the carrier current
i l . This is illustrated in Fig. II - `i.l.
(a)
	 I	 Tok	 I	 ( IJ
Fig. II. - 5.1.
(a) Input filter capacitor (' i connected to the "equivalent"
current sources 
I51: 
and i 1 ; (b) current waveforms I sl` and i1
during; the loth half wave interval T
ol: 
of i1.
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The phase current i i (index i = 1, 2, 3) has a magnitude Isk.
which is nearly equal to the average i
t 
1V (k) of Ji l l during
its kth half cycle. Therefore
11 av (k) = Isk	 (5.23)
It is assumed, furthermore that
I sk	 Isk+1	 (5.24)
because it is desired that
1 1 av(k) = 1 1 av (k + 1)	 (5.25)
in order to supply a steady do current to the battery. The assumption
of a current source I sk is based on inequality (5.22) which does not
allow a significant change of the phase current i i within an interval
Tok . It follows that capacitor C  must reconcile the difference.
i cl = i t
 - Isk
	 (5.26)
by carrying an alternating current i cl . This current i s generates
a voltage ripple
i c) rms = v  rms 2wFCi
	 (5.27)
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where
^r
Cl^ 	 rms y { tr	 1	 i t av)-dB}`	 (5.28)
0
and
t/rL-C-
	
(5.29)
Another constraint is introduced in the form of
r  = v  rms /e ij rms	 (5'30)
where
r  = the voltage ripple between the phase pa--s wi.th voltages
e  and e j , normalized with respect to 	 voltage of
one of these phases.
Each of the two concerned phases will then carry a voltage ripple
vrph rms	 r  e ij rms/2
	
(5.31)
near the radial frequency 2w  since these phases will divide this
voltage equally between themselves. The size of C  can be calculated,
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R
R
once the magnitudo of v
rph rt^s is accepted as an externally
imposed constraint. The equation
C: _	 ^cl rms
+c	
(5.32)
a , v
1'	 rpll rri1S
serves to calculate C  using (3.28) for the calculation of
'cl rms' 'Cie rm.,; content of the current i 0,l in capacitor C.
whi^h is caused by i 1 was defined in equation (5.28). It is
recalleu that
i 1 av	 211 /7r
	 (5.33)
if one uses tae simplifying assumption that
i t = I 1 sint/rIC: 1J 	(5.34)
Equation (5.34) is only an approximation. It will be used for
purpose of the following analysis since this shortcoming is largely
remedied at a later time, with introductio , , of the current form
factor 161
Pi _ 1 1 rms /i I av
	 (5.35)
Introduc"ion of (5.33) and of (5.34) in (5.28) yields
1	 II - bO
i(1 /^') (1 - 8/r .. ) i	 (5.36)
e 1	 I'lli5	 1
or
l cI rms - 0.34' i1 av	 (5.37)
Introduction of (5.35), finally yields
l cI rms p i 
° 0.4788 it av'
	
pi = 1.4	 (5.38)
The value for i
c] rms pii 
of (5.38) is now introduced in (5.32) to
calculate
0.48 i
(; 
=
1 av	 (5.39)
1	 2wF rn e iJ' rms
For the example under consideration is
C. =
	
(0.48)(11)-2
	
- 10 ',IF	 (5.40)
2 20 7r 10 2 10
	 208
if
rn = 0.02	 and	
vrph/e i	 117
_ 12 2.08 	
0.0178	 (5.41)
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If, for instance a ripple of { percent at a radial frequency 2w 
is acceptable in each of the phases, then
C1.2=C13=C,)3 d IQJIF	 (5.42)
according to (5.21) and
C 
	 16 fiF	 (5.43)
Each of the capacitors C11 = 
C''3 = C13 Will have ro be capable
of carrying an rms current
l
cc] rms :: (`/3)(0.48)(11) a 3 
Arms	
(5.44)
at 20 kHz or = 0.3 A 
rms 
/pF, which is well within the ratings of
currently available good quality capacitors which employ metal.ized
film as "plates".
	
The same capacitors C 12	 C 13 = C23 will conduct another current
at the single phase line frequency, such as 60 Hz. The phase
currents ics rms at this frequency is given by
lcs rms	 eij ci s C.
	 (5.45)
This
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P
C-	
i av
o - wF 
no 
o
(5.49)
i
J
1
i	 208 2TT6O 10 10 -f' - 1.'25 A
	 (5.4E,)
	 1S rms	 rms i
They
 individual c apa,:l for ,urronts
i ces rms	 C2/3) (i es rms) = ( 2/3)(1.25 .)	 0.82 A rms	 (5.47)
The radial froquene.v components w  and tj are sufficiently far
apart to neglect cross modulation terms so that the total rms
current is rms T per microfarad amounts to
lc rms T 
._ v/3 2 + 0.82'°/ 10 = 0.31 A
rms 11AF
	
(5.48)
The output filter OF consists of a Simple capacitor which closes
the resonant circuit toward the converters load terminals. Its
size is determined by the amount of current ripple that the battery
plates can tolerate, without causing appreciable efficiencies. The
analysis is similar to the one presented for the input filter IF.
Yet, it is expected that the battery can tolerate a larger high
frequency (20 kHz' current ripple, because the battery in itself
has a significant capacitive effect.
The magnitude for the output filter capacitor C o can be derived
from equation (5.39) as
0.24 i
i
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who re	 1
r110	 °o rms /V0;
vo rms = the. rms content of the output voltage ripple in the
presence of a resistive load;
V  = the nominal do output voltage.
In the numerical example under consideration is for r no = 10-2
and V = 250 VDC
0
_	
.2	 1.	
= 10 JIF
0 - 2w20 10 3 10-2 250
(5.50)
The ripple current icl0 rms through capacitor C0 is calculated
form (5.38)
1c10 rms = 0.48 i t av = (0.48)(11) = 5.28 A	 (5.51)
The output capacitor will thus carry 0.53 A
rr.:s 
/uF, still •iell
within the current carrying capability of good quality
film capacitors.
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11	 ". i ng inec`l ink', At+r ; i'nsmenl of tlw Viopoovd Concept
11	 t	 1.	 i"I it it , aI	 :1.;p I t' I
A conc ept
 is prvsvnt vd heI'e which pi tlml nve the benefits t hat were
dt'ocrI bcd In tltlt svct ion 1 1 '	 W. i t I q intende d to del No t he
crit ical technical features of this system which depart signi'°
tieantiv from the known state of the art, hest known as "bottle
nooks " .
Some of the semi oond"otor sw itching components seem to t al l III
the catcgory
 o f bott l e noels. That Is, f or power capacities In
the order of 100 kW and wit h internal f requencies lip t0 10 kHz.
An expansion of pincer capacities into the Misr range will require
larger tll\'rislors with current carrying capacities lip to the
-g ngo of k I I oampvrvs with turn of f times near 10 llsec .
ConveI'sely, one could lower the internal Irequenev to, say,
I kHz and use t hyr i s t ors with current carrying capabilities up
to 500 Amperes. The price is tiled heavieI' wetl:;ht of equipment
and higher cost. Yet, cost and weight would be by far more favorable
than with conventional equipment.
Povolopmont of capacitors appears well advanced Lo meet the
requirement of the pIoposed system. Efficient Illetal Toll series
^ l 1
	 ^^	 h `^
t
L
capacitors with rms currout carrying capability up Lo 30 Amperes
per film;rolarad have boon successfully demonstrated at frequencies
of 10 kHz. Metallized film filter capacitors for current carrying
capacities up to 0.5 Amporoshl have boon successfully fabricated
with magnitudes in the order of 100 pF at weights of approximately
20 J/kg, such as o00 VDC capacitors.
Construction of magnetic components at power levels of 10 kW and
at frequencies of 10 kHz has been successfully demonstrated Ibl
with use of low cost ferrite core materials, when compared to tape
Wound iron cares.
The most significant WON nook is soon in the development of
an autonomous and unconditionally reliable electronic protection
system for the bidirectional (antiparallel) three phase thyristor
bridges Cif and CO.
It is recalled that the protection system which is currently being
used for thyristor converters which employ series resonant circuits
18, 121 is meant to prevent accidental faring of the "wrong''
thyristor out of a total of two thyristors in d half bridge circuit.
These two thyristors operate always in the same sense of polarity
with respect to the do source e s Ibl.
It was explained before, with reference to 01. 11-4.3 that twenty
thyristors will he used alltogether in the proposed system. This is
no more than needed in conventional systems. Yet, the much lighter
V
lI - hO
at I oquenc y ti t change of paths of current. flow requires careful con -
Irol of the last snecoM ing sequence of firing of these thyristors.
This soquent'c i`i subject to coincidence of two signals for each of
the thyristors, where one of the3o is uniquely associated With the
sable t.hyristor only!
Mach of these two signals CSI or 082. explained in section 11-4 exerts
control on the oscillations of the current carrier i. I . The path
for this; current carrier is determined b y the thyristor selection
and firing system (FS). 'Phis system allows signals CSI and CS.'_,
respectivolyto reach the gates of four of the twenty thyristors
at one time, depending on the polarity of the ac phases, the
direction of energy transfer, the requested average (dc) load
current, and on the desired power factor at the three phase ac
ports.
'Pile now features which need to he embodied in this more extensive
protection system are the capabilities to
(1) distinguish the relative polarities of phases in the ac supply
and to select the two phases with the largost voltage difference
at any time}
(e) assign to the eight thyristors of which foul' are associated
with each phase the appropriate rate for forward or reverse
T1—W
onergy transfer, sub ,joct to they cenlditiuns enumerated under
(1) allove;
(:3) provide they appropriate selection for the sequence of firing
for tho purpose stated in k2);
k4) provides the required delays in the firing sequence so that
the needed turn-off time is guaranteed for all. thyristors;
(5) coordinate the firing; of thyristors in the bidirectional do
bridle with the above enumerated conditions;
(h) provide the same condition, of sequencing and other protective
features for the do bridge a:; thesee stated for the ac bridge
in (1) through (4) above.
It is recalled that the development of the "old" protection system
for one pair of thyristors required approximately an year's time
until 1111:,Miztg operation could be attained udder all regular and
irregular conditions of operation. The now required protection
system is much more complex in its functional mechanism, since
new dimensions have been added t., these functions.
The establishment of the described protection system is seen as
the most challenging part of tl^e proposed system, though its
implementation does not require ,ew electronic components, but
11 - bN
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tenacious and meticulous electronic circuit development.
II — 0.2. III t	 Iti0n Of EXi,,tinr; TOCIIM)Lkl^"V
The existing, technical elements of the series resonant converters
technology will he integrated into the newly developed more
broader systems concept. One of the essential technical requisites
which are nopded for that purpose is the above described protection
system. The entire system will be, governed by a control system
of the ASDTIC type, whose purpose it is to provide this converter
with the properties and the characteristics explained in section II-
3 of this report 1:3, +1.
No fundamental theoretical or physical problems are apparent at
this time, since the proposed bridle is intended as the high
frequency version of a proven concept-; the high frequency feature
should allow the. embodiment of the advanced external characteristics,
defined in sections II — 2 through ll — 4.
11	 7. Summary of GoncepL FormulaL.ion
A concept for a class of bidirectional four quadrant (BDGQ)
converters was presented which promises to, substantially,
improve the state of the art coi-.­rning: (1) functional reliability,
11 - 1
 h1a
}
}
U) speed of dynamic response, (3) cost, (4) efficiency and (5)
physical size' and weight. This system could, furthermore, be
used for purpose of power factor correction in polyphase ac. lines.
It appearul that appreciable systems analvsis and circuit develop-
ment woric Wasneeded in order to achieve the set goals. Yet, no
sigtlificanL component development work appeared required to
materialize converters of this cla y s for a power range in the
order of 100 kW. Larger t1hyristors of higher quality will be
needed beyond this range, unless weight and size is traded oft
against CoSL .
Indication of conceptual feasibility was the purpose of this
chapter. A more detailed analysis of the potential benefits of
the current program is found in chapter H.
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III. CONCEPT VITRIFICATION
III	 1. Objectives
It is the objective of this chapter to describe the forms of functional
solutions for the technical problems which were identified in subsection
II - 6.1.
It is intended to let the series resonant circuit "see' a voltage source which
is the equivalent of the output voltage ,:f a three phase full wave rectifier
bridge. The three phase cyclo-converter CV is contained in Fig.III -1.1 which
is reproduced here for convenience. The twelve thyristors CR ij (i= 1,2,3;
j= 1,2,3,4) form an array of switches for the purpose of:
a. connectipg the series resonant LC  circuit to any of the three phases and
b. connecting the load bridge CD to any of the same three phases,
to conduct the resonant current i t
 which changes direction during each half
cycle of operation of the resonant circuit. To be more specific, it is reite-
rated that the resonant current flows in succession dur`xg each half cycle
through a "forward" conducting thyristor such as CR1J into the resonant circuit
where e l > e2
 and through its antiparallel thyristor such as CR13. The there-
with associated waveforms are also reproduced for convenience in Fig.III-1.2.
The abova referred to change of direction of current is necessary in order to
limit the capacitor peak to peak voltage
III — 1
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Significant voltage and current waveforms in the series capacitor conlerter,
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vCIpp	 Ii l I av 1ok/^'1
	 (1)
whe re
i t = the resonant current indicated in Fig. III - 1.2(1);
Tok = one halt inverter cycle interval; Tok = tk+1
-
 t 
and 2T- 1 /£, , wliera f = the. frequency of inversion.
A av -	 i
The averagO of the absolute value of the resonant current i t is determined by
the ASI)TIG type control mechanism which is documented in. the literature
i1,2,3,4,51. This control mechanism secures a constant amount of Ampere-
seconds per second for each half cycle of operation of the series resonant cir-
cuit with duration TThis is expressed ir. quantitative terms as
olc
L k+i
	
(I/rok )	 ,illdt = Jil l av = k r i r
	 (2)
t 
wher4
i r = a controllable reference signal;
lc r = a signal level adjusting fixed constant
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The reference signal i t has the property that
di r/dt = 0	 (3)
for three phase ac to do conversion, 4s intended here.
It follows then by use of equations (1), (2) and (3) that
vclpp =
 k 
r 
i r Tok/C 1	(4)
The only variable in relation (4) is T ok whose variations within the range of
continuous current i ]
 are limited to
Tok max /Tok min - 2Tr/ (1+1 /4)Tr
	 (5)
if a turn-off time of
toff = (1 /4) n/coo
	 (6)
is allowed and
Wo	 (7)
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Fig. III - 1.3.
(a) Voltage waveform of a three phase ac system with indication of phases
i - j (i,j = 1,2,3) engaged in the rectification process and (b) the resulting
scaled rectified voltage es.
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It follows from (5) that
vclpp max /vclpp min e
'
 
2/(5/4) = 1,6	 (8)
in the range of continuous current, which includes the effects of variations
of the input Voltages es.
The three phase voltagep e l , e 2 and e 3 of a symmatrical polyphase ac system
are shown in Fig.III -1.3(1). The difference between the potentials which is
indicated by the boundaries of the upper and on the lower part of this figure
constitutes the unipolar voltage e s which appears at the output terminals of
a full wave three phase diode rectifier bridge. A scaled version of this vol-
tage es
 is shown in Fig. III - 1.3(b).
The shown voltage e s can be thought of as the input voltage of an ordinary do
converter, utilizing the power transfer and control method by way of a series
resonant circuit 14,51. The then following process of power conversion is ana-
logous to the one described in the literature 14,5,61.
Several aspects of technology des-rve attention to implement the just stated
functional philosophy:
(a) to select the appropriate thyristors of the cyclo-up converter CU in ac-
cordance with t:he respective phase voltages and to assign to these devices
a "thyristor" or a "diode" function, as required;
III - 7
(b) to modulate the current carrier i 1 in such a manner that the condition
stated in equation (2) is satisfied for every half cycle 11,21;
(c) to select the appropriate rectifier bridge in the cyclo-down convert-," CD;
(d) to interdict accidental malfunction due to "spurious" firing of thyris-
tors;
(e) to perform the above described process in reverse so that power is derived
from a do source, connected instead of the load Z  to the corresponding
terminals of the bridge DU and said power is transferred to the three
phase system by selection of the appropriate thyristor of CU, all shown in
Fig. III - 1.1.
The above enumerated concepts distinguish the here presented system from the
common do converter of this type 4,5,61. The functional ph3'1--sophies for im-
plementation of these concepts will be treated in.this presentation with due
identification of the therewith associated problem areas.
Ill - 2. The Doublesided Cyclo-Converter
The array of switches CRij (i = 5,6; j	 1,2,3,4) will work as an ordinary
rectifier of the alternating current i,, when CR's 51,52,53 and 54 are per-
manently energized, or energized at the appropriate instants of time.
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Conversely will the same array of above indicated switches generate a current
carrier i 1 if 'LL is replaced by a do source and if these switches are ener-
gized in an appropriate sequential c-.rder. The specifics of this process will
be presented further on.
The twp above described processes of demodulation of the current carrier i1
and of generations of this carrier respectively which can be performed by
the same array of switches CD, characterize this array as a cyclo-down and
as a cyclo-up converter for each case. This dual capability of carrier demo-
dulation and of generation of a modulated carrier is characterized as that of
a doublesided cyclo converter.
The three phase cyclo-converter CU can be thou ght of as an expansion of the
two terminal cyclo-converter CD with appropriate analogy of operation. It is
in the same sense a doublesided cyclo-converter.
The functional logic which governs these cyclo-converters is presented in the
following.
III - 2.1. The Doublesided Three Phase Cyclq-Converter
The cyclo-converter DU generattes the current carrier i i , as described in the
preceding material. For this purpose it derives power from the appropriate
phase pairs with voltages e 1 , e 2 and e 3 . These phase pairs are identified in
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Fig.III - 1.3(a); the first number i of the i-j pair identifies the phase with
a voltage
e. > e.
	 (9)
I
For instance: if
e 1 > e3 > e2 	(10)
then i = 1 and j = 2 so that power is derivei from phases with voltages el
and e2 ; this pair with the largest potential difference between them is iden-
tified as the phase pair 1-2 in Fjg.III -1.3(a),followed by pair 1-3, and so on.
Each of '"hese time intervals ^ i-j is, identified in Figs.III -2.1(k)  through
(p). The logic schematic for the electronics which provide the electricsignals
^ i-j is presented in Fig. III-2.2. Reference is made to the two just named
figures for purpose of explanation of the phase gating process.
The signals e l , e 2 and e3 are processed by individual attenuators k 1 , k2 and
k3,respectively. The resulting signals k l e l ,*k2 e2 and k 3 e 3 are fed into the
differential amplifiers DE ij ( i=1,2; j=2,3). The,output of these differential
amplifiers are called v12, v23, and v13 respectively. The corresponding vol-
tage waveforms are shown in Figs. III - 2.1(b) through (d).
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Signals for the control logic of the thyristor gating and firing system.
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The outputs of DE..ij are fed into a battery of six AND gates for purpose of
their opc.rat.ion as indicated in Fig. III- 2.2.The outputs of these AND gates take
the form of signals v1 , v1-, v2 , v2 - , v3 and v as shr_v;n in Figs.III-2.1 (3)
through (j).
The signals vi+ and vi (i=1,2,3)-are fed in pairs into the Gating and Firing
Systems (GFS) for CR's it through i4 (i=1,2,3) and for CR's jk (j=5,6; k=1,2,3,4).
These GFS also governed by the signals CS1, CS2 and e
P
. Signals CSi (i=1,2)
emanate from the Power Control System (PCS) indicated in Fig.III-1.1 as acting
on the Thyristor Gating and Firing System (TGFS) which is presented in more
detail in Fig. 111 -2.4; it comprises the above described electronic logic.
At this time it is assumed that the signals CS1 and CS2 arrive in recurrent
sequence at times tk, tit+1' tk+2' etc. to cause firing signals for the appro-
priately selected CF's if this selection has been completed by the above cited
TGFS.
The electronic implementation of the above described logic procces which pro-
vide the electric signal ^ i - j is indicated in simplified form in the schema-
tic shown in Fig. III-2.3. Also shown there is the forming of the inverse of
certain signals, such as vl + , v1_' 
v2+, 
v2-
, v3+, 
v3 and ^ 1- 2, ^ 1- 3,
2 - 3, ^ 2 - 1 , ^ 3 - 1 and ^ 3 - 2. These inverse signals ar ^ being, generated for
purpose of convenience in the interface with the respective electronic control
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i i
circuits. The internationally agreed to electrical symbols were used in the
preparation of Fig. III - 2.3.
III - 2.1.1. Selection of the Thyristors for Forward Power Transfer
The functions of the above referred to Gating and Firing Systems (GFS) are
further described with reference to Fig.III-2.4. This figure indicates the
functional logic diagram, for gating and firing of the thyristors which are
associated with the first phase, namely thyristors CR1i (i=1,2,3,4) and all
thyristors of the DU bridge, identified in Fig.III -1.1.One such GFS is associa-
ted with each of the three phases of the power supply systems. The other two
logic schematics are obtained by changing all identifying numbers ]j (j=1,2,3,4)
to 2j or 3j, respectively. The functional philosophy of the logic schematic de-
picted in Fig. 111 -2.4 which is now expl4ined,is thus analogous to that of the
other above referred to GFS. The broken line which encloses the logic schematic
in Fig. III-2.4 is the boundary of the GFS.
The voltage discriminator DC11 has a negative signal output as long as:
(1) thyristor CR1.1 has a forward voltage drop from anode to cathode and thus
could carry current, such as during its cycle of operation; this thyristor
current is identified in Fig. III- 1.2(a) and more specifically in Fig. III-
1.2.(c); the location of CR11 is indicated in Fig. III -1.1;
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(2) The signals v 	 and e  are present or absent.
The same voltage discriminator DC11 has a positive signal output when:
(3) thyristor CRI1 is back biased; this occurs whenever the "antiparallel"
thyristor CA13 conducts the resonant current i t which follows in immediate
sequence after termination of the current conduction cycle of CR11; this
is shown in Figs. III - 1.2(a), (c) and (d);
(4) The signals vl and e  are present or absent.
Assume now: e, > 0 for "forward" power transfer, v] + > 0 and vl = 0.
u
The AND gate which is energized by the positive outputs of DC11 and of v1+
emits a positive signal which energizes the Firing Pulse Generator FPG13 by
way of an OR gate, as shown. This FPG13 triggers thyristor CR13 into conduction
in order to carry the current iCR13 indicated. in Fig. III-1.2(d) and discussed
above.
The analog of what was just described occurs with reference to the signals
which govern thyristors CR12 and CR14. These four thyristors can be thought of
.
	
	 as performing within the time interval governed by signal ^ 1- 2 (see Fig.III -
2.1.) the "thyristor" and the "diode" functions of a full bridge do converter
151. The symbolic schematic of such a converter is shown in Fig, 111 -2.5.
11
1
1
1i	 1
I	 CR21	 C l 1	 'D 21	 X0111	 Oil	 OR 1
T	
i ^-' I wl
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e s 	 I{
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CI 	 SOR	 L	 x 
I	 I CR22	 022	 I	 — L------ --. --
v L 	— 'x i 	CR12
I	 I	 012
I	 21 I	 D12
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To 105
To 106
Fig. III - 2.5. Symbolic schematic of full bridge series capacitor
inverter-converter.
The analogies of the functions of the thyristors CRIi (i=1,2,3,4), which aye
associated with phase 1 of the discussed three phase system, and the functions
of the thyristors and diodes associated with the positive terminals of the
voltage sour^2 es in Fig.III-2.5 are indicated by setting the corresponding
symbols side by side in pairs: CR1 1 - CR1 1 , CR13 - D11,  CR12 - CR21 , CR14 - D21.
It means that if a do source with voltage e s is connected between the first
phase with voltage e l and the second phase with voltage e2 , indicated in Fig.
III-1.1, then the cyclo-up convertor CU will. operate as a full bridge do
III - 18
powered converter of the described type. The signal connections of the third
phase should be grounded for that purpose as to not cause inappropriat,- inter-
4
forence with the signal flow process.
Returning to the description of the function of the GSr shown in rig. III- 2.4:
thyristor CR11 is fired by the rPGll if the control signal CS1, the signal vl+
and the: signal 
a
  coincide. Likewise, is thyristor CR12 fired by the FPG12 if
CS2, vl +
 and e  coincide.
The firing mechanisms for all four thyristors CRIi (i=1,2,3,4) have been des--
c.ribed for vl *
 a 0 and c  > 0, corresponding to the condition when e l > e2
and e l
	e3 , as indicated in Fig. III-2. , as the time interval T1 F.
Yet, e l
 undergoes the condition when e l < e2 and e l < e3 in the time interval
T1_, indicated in Fig. I11-2.1 the signals vl > 0 and vl * = 0 in the named
interval. If e d > 0, and if control signal CS1 is injected through the connec-
tion shown in the lower right corner of rig. III-2.5, then the operated on AND
gate will emit a signal and fire,CR14 through its rPG14. This thyristor CR14
has now the function of one of the thyristors in the lower half of the full
bridge configuration of this system shown in Fig. 111-2.5. Analogously does sig-
nal CS2 cause the firing of thyristor CR13, again, comparable to the function
of one of the thyristors locate! in the lower half of the full bridge of rig.Ill-
2..5. A back bias conditi.cn exists in thyristors CR14 and CR13 after completion
of their respective conduction cycles. Back bias detectors DC12 and '
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111I will be energized accordingly in succession and at the indivi-
dually appropriate times. 'Their outputs are now conveyed to the AND gates
which are located in the center of Fig. III -2.4.These AND gates emit then sig-
nals in the presence of signal vi and whenever the just named back bias signals
131312 and 13131 1 occur. The, outputs of these AND gates reach in succession by
way of OR gates FPC 12 which f ires CRI 2 and FPGI I which f ires CR1 I .
If the terminals of a do source with voItage e s arty connected to the phase pair
with voltages c 3 and e,) such that e 1 : el) and if the full bridge configuration
of Fig. 111 -2.5 is observed, then ana log:ies can be drawn by, again, setting
side by side the switching; elements of the three phase and of the do system,
whereby: ('.R14-('I\'12, CR 12 - IM), CR 13 - CR22, CR 1 1 -D22.  The first named 	 *cling
elements arc those of Clio three plea e. system shoran in Fig. T11-1.1; the second
named swi tching; element.,; are those of the full bridge shown in Fig.I11- 2.5.
operation of the thyristors which are assuciated with phases 2 and 3 is achieved
in an analogous manner, as described above. The GFS for phase 2 is controlled
by signal V2+ for e,) N e3 and c,, , e l and by signal v2- for el) . e l and e l t e3.
Furthermore, is e 	 0 for forward transfer of power. Signals CSI and CS2 enter
this GFS in the same manner as above described fvr the GFS associated with the
first phaso. Tho thyristors of the three phase br.idg, • rich are 'being controlled
by this GFS arc CR2i (i=1,'?,3,4). The analogy for the GFS associated with phase
3 is based on the analogous relabeling of input signals and thyristor numbers.
4
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III - 2.1.2. Reconfiguration of the Three Phase Bridge for Reverse Power
Transfer.
One of the intended properties of the described system is its capability for
reverse power transfer, in this case, into the three phase network shown in
Fig. III- 1 .1 .
The thyristor matrix contained in the doublesided cyclo-converter CU then
assumes the task of a gated three phase bridge whereby its thyristors perform
exclusively "diode functions" when the appropriate polarity conditions in the
three phase system prevail.
The objective is to pump a train of a finite number of unidirectional current
pulses against the sine *.cave voltage en of the nth phase of the three phase
voltage source so that this train is centered under each half sine wave as
shown in Fig. III -2.6.These trains of finite numbers of pulses occur with alter-
nating polarities as indicated in the same Fig.III-2.6.The indicated opposing
polarities of current and voltage characterize the power transfer into the
three phase system.
The trains of pulses, indicated in Fig. III-2.6(b) are the rectified half waves
of the resonant current i t
 which is now being generated by the cyclo-converter
bridge CD powered from a do source. The matrix of thyristors CU demodulates
and distributes this carrier to the appropriate phase pairs of the three phase
III - 21
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Fig. III - 2.6.
(a) Phase voltage en; (b) demodulated carrier current isn2 and (c) filtered
current isnl' during the transfer of electric energy to the three phase line.
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system. This process is in essence the ''reverse" of a three phase full wave
rectification process.
Selection and gating of the appropriate thyristors is guided by the following
philosophy:
The thyristors which oppose the prevailing voltage between two phases with the
largest potential between them will conduct the resonant current against this
potential.
This is illustrated for the time interval ^ I - 2 defined in Fig. III - 2.1. In
this interval is e  > e 2 , e  > e3 and e3 > e2 ; it means that current is pum-
ped from phase 2 to phase 1 in order to comply with the above stated philo-
sophy.
Thyristor pairs CR13 - CR22 and CP,.14 - CR21 conduct in alternating recurrent
succession the halves of the resonant current i I' Thyristors CR11,12,23 and 24
do not participate in this phase of power transfer.
The thyristor which perform this "reverse" transfer of electric energy are
identified below for the individual time intervals ^ i- j:
M^
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TABLE III - I
Pattern of Gating and Firing of Thyristors for Reverse Power Transfer
Thyristors
i- j phase
	
1 phase 2 phase 3
1- 2 13,14 22,21 -- --
1- 3 13,14 -- -- 32,31
2- 3 -- -- 23,24 32,31
2- 1 12, 1 1 23,24
3- 1 12, 1 1 33,34
3- 2 22,21 33,34
All twelve thyristors of the bridge CU are engaged in this process; however
each thyristor pair carries one full half cycle of the resonant current il,
rather than to share its conduction with its "antiparallel" companion as
under conditions of forward power transfer.
The phase gating circuits which were described in the introductory part of sub-
section 111 -2.1 continue to perform their function for the conditions of re-
verse power flow. What is altered in order to achieve the thyristor selection
pattern contained in Table III - I is the function of the thyristor Gating and
Firing systems, the three GFS.
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Signal e  < 0 for the above stated purpose. This reversal of polarity reverses
the effect of signals vl + and vl on the selection process of the thyristors.
It means that for vl + > 0 thyristors CR13 and CR14 are energized in succession
in the presence of signals CS1 and CS2, respectively,rather than thyristors
CRI1 and CR12 as decribed before. Conversely will thyristors CR11 and CR12 be
energized by the signals CSi (i=1,2) in succession when vi > 0.
No back bias occurs in this case because the concerned thyristors carry, exclu-
sively,forward currents; they terminate their current conduction when no energy
is left in the series inductor L because i I
 = 0 and when the voltage on capa-
citor C I opposes the voltage of the current accepting phases of the three phase
system. Back bias of the concerned thyristors does, therefore, not occur and
the antiparallel thyristors are not fired.
III - 2.1.3. Protective Suppression and Interlock of Signals.
The avoidance of occurrence of a direct path of conductance from line to line
of the polyphase system is an imperative requirement to secure the functional
integrity of the power system.
This topic is treated in the literature concerning do converters of the dis-
cussed type I6I.'It will be shown that the here described three phase power
converter is in almost every respect nothing else than an expanded version of
III - 25
the above referred to do converters. The needed protective measures are,
therefore discussed first with reference to the thyristor bridge DU, indicated
in Fig. III- 1 . 1 .
This bridge DU operates during conditions of "reverse" power flow as if it
were working in a do to do converter. A do source of electric energy with
voltage e s is connected instead of the load 2 L to this bridge; it processes
the power "without knowing" that the thus generated resonant current carrier
is distributed in three phases instead of being rectified to cause a do output.
The functional schematic of the concerned protection system is indicated in
Fig.III -2.7.The significant waveforms which are associated with this process
are shown in Fig. III-2.£i. Both figures are reproduced here from the literature
for convenience 161.
A very brief description of the concerned process is entered here for com-
pleteness of presentation.
Reference is made to Fig. 111 -2.5 and more specifically to its series combina-
tion of thyristors CR11 and CR12 on the right hand side of this figure. It is
intended to show that the electronic protection system which is contained in
Fig. 111 -2.7 prevents simultaneous firing of thyristors CR11 and CR12. This
philosophy can be extended to include the complementary series combination of
thyristors CR21 and CR22 on the left hand side of the same bridge.
}
6
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Fig. III - 2.8.
Significant signal waveforms of the protection system.
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The electronic protection system prevents firing of thyristor CRIi (i=1,2)
as long as the companion thyristor has not terminated its cycle of conduction
and has regained its forward blocking capability.
A back bias signal appears on thyristor CRI1 after completion of conduction
of the resonant current in the normalized time interval woTkf , of which Tkf
is defined in Fig.III -1.2.The cause for appearance of this signal is the state
of conduction of the "antiparallel" diode D11 which now conducts the current
i I
 for the normalized time interval '
prk > ^r min' The length of this time in-
terval is not yet known at t= t  + Tkf. The Back Bias Sensor 1 establishes the
fact of the existence of a back bias condition and conveys this information
in the form of a 0- 1 signal 
eBBI 
to the Signal Delay and Continuity Check
block; this block emits a signal eSDI if, and only if the signal eBBI has
persisted without interruption for a normalized interval ^r min - wotoff'
Signal eSDI energizes the Clear Signal Storage 1, which stored the received
information "indefinitely" until such time when a reset signal is applied to
it. The above referred to clear signal appears at the time ^r min and energizes
one input port of the following AND circuit. Thy?:istor CR12 is now free to be
triggered at the option of the electronic control system.
1
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A signal ZI which emanates from the electronic control system appears at the
second port of the above referred to AND gate when
^ = 6k+1
	 '^lrk - W  tk+ 1 - woTkr;
	
0 1)
the origin of this signal Z1 will be explained in the description of the
control system in section III - 3.
Coincidence of signals esD1 and Z1 at the AND port energizes the Firing Pulse
Generator 2 which then fires thyristor CR12; this thyristor conducts the re-
sonant current i t until i 1 = 0; diode D12 then continues conduction of the re-
sonant current. The ensuing back bias condition of thyristor CR12 is detect-
ed by the Back Bias Sensor 2. Signal processing, which is analogous to the
explained processing of signal eBBI ensues and thyristor CR11 is, eventually,
fired.
It is Etr,,:ssed that the protection system acts completely independent from the
cop trol system in its approval for access of the firing signals of the con-
trol system to the respective gates.
Thyristor firing signal protection was, so far, discussed for a two terminal
do source of electric energy. If the source voltage e s
 were to reverse its po-
larity and if a resonant current carrier i t
 should be derived from it, then
the roles of diodes and thyristors must be interchanged. Let the polarity of
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CR13 CR23 CR33 L1 "^
JI 11 CR21 ER 31
e l L1
e2 0-
e3
J 12	 - CR22
CR32 C1I 1 1CR14 CR24 CR34
I
t
1^
PHASE VOLTAGES e1 > e2 e1 >	 e3 e2
	
e3 e2> e 1 e3> el e3> e2
OPERATING PHASES 1 -2 1- 3 2- 3 2-1 3-•1 3-2
THYRIS i1>0 FWD 11,	 24 11,	 34 21,	 34 21,	 14 31,	 14 31,	 24
TOR REV 14,	 21 14,	 31 ,	 24,	 31 24,	 11 34,	 11 34,	 214-
FWDL 1 <0 13,	 22 13,	 32 23 ;	32 23, 12 33,	 12 33,	 22PAIRSCR REV 12,	 23 12,	 33 22,	 33 22, 13 32,	 13 32,	 23
Fig. III - 2.9.
The thyristors of the three phase bridge and their functions.
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be reversed in Fig. III -2.5. Diodes D11 and D12 would short circuit the
source; the same applies for diodes D21 and D22. All these diodes must be
replaced by thyristors Tahich must be gated accordingly. These "new" thyristors
assume the role of thyristors, as discussed above for the do system and the
former thyristors assume the role of "diodes".
The thyristors of the doublesided eyclo-converter associated with the three
phase systemare shown in Fig. III-2.9. The series resonant circuit consisting
of the inductor L 1 and the capacitor C 1 is "short circuited" in the sense
that not other thyristor bridge and load is shown; this is avoided for —..zpose
of simplicity of presentation of a system which can be short circuited. The
functional aspects of the do bridge are treated in subsection III -2.2. The indices
ij of the thyristors CR.. are shown below the schematic to indicate which thy-
ristors conduct for the given specific conditions of forward (FWD) and reverse
(REV) power transfer.
The protection philosophy for this sytem is in essence the same as the one
applied for the do systems. Yet, there are now three instead of two source
terminals with the thereto connected thyristors involved.
First, only phases 1 and 2 are considered; assumed is, furthermore that
e l > e 2 . The function of the thyristor bridge associated with these tvo phases
is then identical with that of the full bridge configuration of the do con-
verter shown in Fig. III - 2.5. This was explained in subsection III -2.1.
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The protection system as explained with reference to Figs. III- 2.7 and 2.8
would suffice for this purpose if this mechanisms were to be expanded to pro-
cess concurrently the signals which fire the thyristors that conduct the cur-
rent at the same cycle intervals. This could be true, as long as only two
phases are in operation as assumed here. This holds true even if the polarity
of phases 1 and 2 are reversed, as explained in III - 2.1.1.
Yet, if e3 < e2 then phase I forms a full bridge with phase 3. It means that
all back bias signals emanating from the thyristor of phase 1 have to be in-
terpreted now by the electronics which protects phase 3. The protection re-
quirements require a more complex interpretation to prevent that any thyris-
tor of one phase should not cause a short circuit with any thyristor of
another phase.
A visual inspection of Fig. 111 -2.9 reveals the following requirements to
clear any ..hyristor for firing by
(a) establishing with which thyristors it could form a short circuit between
phases, for given phase voltage conditions ^ i - j, as identified with
reference to Fig. II1-2. 1
(b) suppression of unnecessary, and thus interfering signals;
(c) positive identification of those signals that are required to clear the
respect;.ve firing channel.
1!
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The results of the above enumerated requirements are suuaaarized in Table III-II.
`,'his table shows which thyristor' back bias condition is required to fire
any thyristor within the time interval $ i- j when certain phase voltage re-
lations prevail. The same table shows which back bias signal is being elimina-
ted by the existence of the ^ i - j signal. Comparison of the rows ^ 1- 2 and
^ 1- 3 confirms that the non-active phase is being eliminated when two other 	
r
phases are engaged in power transfer, that is, phase 3 when $ 1 -2 prevails
and phase 2 when ^ 1- 3 prevails. The "antiparallel" thyristor of those which
are fired are cleared by signal v1
+-
 to perform their "diode" function when-
ever required. No back bias is needed in this case, since the cathodes of the
respective thyristors oppose a positive phase voltage in the concerned time
intervals.
The"thyristors" of the do bridge are also identified by their tiumbers, CR5k
(k=1,2,3,4). However, diodes D5k are being used instead, because the intended
voltage over output filter capacitor Co
 has only one polarity for either direc-
tion of power transfer.
These same "diode" function performing thyristors of columns five and six in
Table III - II are also cleared for the process of reverse transfer of power to
the three phase system. All thyristor functions, indicated in columns two
through four are eliminated under these conditions. The conditions of columns
f	 eight and nine remain unchanged. Added are the common thyristor functions of
CR6k (k=1,2,3,4) for purpose of conventional do operation of this type of
converter 1,2,61.
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1I1 - 2.2. 'me 1)C Cyclo-Convorter 	 {
a{
The do bridge of this converter operates as described in the literature for
conditions of "reverse" power flow, meaning out of a do source connected
across the filter capacitor C 11,2,61. Thyristors CR6x (lc-1,2 T 3,4) then per-
o
form the thyristor functions within a full bridge configuration. The thyristors
CR51 (i=1,2,3,4) act as diodes, if appropriately energized; they perfotm this
diode action for both direction of power transfer since v  > 0 for either di-
rection and thus no precautions are required.
III - 2.2.1. Organization of Power Flow
The Gating and Firing System for the thyristors of the three phase bridge as
sho%,m in the functional schematic of Fig. III-2.4 was discussed with reference
to that figure. The back bias sensor DC11 triggers thyristor CR13 upon receipt
of a back bias signal and in the presence of the gating signal vl + . Yet, it
also triggers the thyristor pair CR52 and CR53 or the thyristor pair CR62 and
CR63, depending upon the polarity of a control signal e y 0 which is external-
P
ly imposed on the system.
One pair of the s;ime thyristors is also energized if CRII is being back biased
in the presence of the gating signal vl
	
as indicated in Fig. 111-2.4; the
select ion. between the pairs CR52 - CR53 or CR62- CR63 depends, again on the po-
larity of the external signal e p
	0,
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The firing pattern of the thyristor pairs in the do bridge CD for purpose of
power transfer to a do load is summarized in Table III-III;this pattern, as
presented, is governed by the externally impressed signal e 	 0. Signal e 
determines the polarity of the output voltage v0 ; it does this by selecting
which of the two "antiparallel" sets of thyristors of the do bridge is fired
for "forward" transfer of energy.
TABLE III - III
Firing Conditions for the Doublesided DC Cyclo-Converter for Power Transfer
to a DC Load.
Gating signals Fired Thyristor Pairs CR
V	 > 0 V1 51 - 54 52- 53 61- 64 62- 630
vl+ > 0 12 11 -- -- Caused by Back
e	 > 0 --
P
-
vl	 > 0 13 14 -- -- Bias on
Thyristor CR
vl + > 0 -- -- 12 11
e	 < 0
P
vl	 < 0 -- -- 13 14
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rThe firing pattern as contained in Table III -III indicates the requirements for
"forward" power transfer resulting from an inspection of Fig. III-1.1 which
are "implemented" by the logic schematic shown in Fig. III -2.4.
These requirements can be reinforced with a further study of the significant
current waveforms shown in Figs.III - 2.1 and 2.8 in conjunction with the con-
verter schematic of Fig.III -1.1.The respective thyristor pairs of the do bridge
transfer conduction of current to each other whenever the resonant current it
changes the direction of flow; this occurs when the voltage v cl on the series
capacitor C l reaches its crest and thus causes a reversal of this current.
Thisin turn requires firing of the respective pair of thyristors in the three
phase bridge which then perform a "diode" function.
The respective thrysistor pair in the do bridge is then fired, based on the
information that the formerly conducting "thyristors" in the three phase bridge
are back biased because of the current flow through their antiparallel "diode"
function performing thyrisstors.
III - 2.2.2. Reconfiguration of the DC Bridge for Reverse Power Transfer
Operation of the do thyristor bridge DU for purpose of generating the modulated
resonant current carrier i t
 is amply described in the literature 14,5,61, to
which is referred here for purpose of detailed explanation; study of this
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kprocess is also facilated by the discussions with reference to Figs.III-1.1.,
1.2., 2.5., 2.7. and 2.8. "Reverse" transfer of power, from the do system to
the three phase system is implemented in this case; the three phase thyristor
bridge then functions as a gated "diode" bridge, as also identified in the
discussion with reference to Table III- II.
The signal e  controls the configuration of the three phase bridge for "for-
ward" or "reverse" power flow as explained in III - 2.1.2.
This signal acts on the three Gating and Firing Systems which are explained
with reference to Fig. 111-2.4 so that e  > 0 causes "forward" and e  < 0
"reverse" power transfer. This is implemented by arranging the firing sequence
of the thyristors in such a manner that they perform the function of the re-
sonant current carrier generation for "forward" transmission of power as ex-
plained in III -2.1.1. This requires careful gating and positively ascertained
turn-off of the forward biased thyristors. No such precautions are needed
for "reverse" power transfer in which the energized thyristors are always in
a back biased condition, when non-conducting; careful surveillance of their
state of conduction or recovery from conductions is, therefore, not required.
The same signal e  is being used to govarn the "forward" or the "reverse 1t of
1
	 power by the do bridge; it then acts on the firing logic in an analogous manner
as the one which was explained for the three phase bridge. This process of
reconfiguration of the firing logic of the do bridge is, therefore, not further
treated here as being an analog application of a known process 14,5,61.
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III - 3. Control System Characteristics
Objective of control is to:
(a) stabilize the average value V  of the output voltage v  of the converter
independent of variations of the line voltage variations and of the load,
both within design limits;
(b) remove the voltage ripple effect which stems from the rectification of a
three phase line so that the normalized ripple
vrn rms	 vsI rms /es av aYI - vr1 rms /Vo	 (12)
where
v
s] rms = the rms value of the first harmonic coefficient of es;
es	= the apparent voltage waveform "seen" by the totality of
thyristors of the three phase bridge during the intervals
when they are energized; it is the equivalent of the output
voltage of a full wave bridge rectifier;
vrl rms	 vrpp/2 r2-;
yr PP
	
= peak to peak ripple of the output voltage v  = V  + vrl;
aFl	 = the attenuation of the first harmonic component of es
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which is due to a deterministic modulation process of the
resonant current carrier i1.
(c) limit the output current i o of the converter to a maximum value
to max `= to limit.	
(13)
for conditions of overload, which includes short circuited output
terminals.	 ;I
Conditions (a) and (b) are met by a control system which employs the Analog
Signal to Discrete Time Interval Converter (ASDTIC) 11,2,31, Condition (c)
is satisfied when the ASDTIC system is incorporated in the improved series
capacitor inverter-converter 14,5,61. Only the basic reference material is
quoted here, which does not include the use of ASDTIC for the development of
the ion engine power processor and the many recently publicated industrial
applications.
Laboratory studies have confirmed that the effect caused by the addition
of a sine wave voltage ripple
vslsin s 
to the do input voltage 
rs,
 which would affect the system output voltage vo,
can be reduced by a modern version of ASDTIC.
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The observed attenuation factor 
aFl 
of the harmonic component with amplitude
vsl was
i
aFl = vsl/Vs = (fF/f s) /IT	
(14)
vr1 /
 o
for
vsl /Es = (0) 10-1	(15)
where
ws = 27tf s , the radial frequency of the sinusoidal disturbance of the
source voltage;
f  = 2f i , the pulse (filter) frequency of the carrier i t which is the
twofold of the inverter frequency
(0) _ "the order of"
Equation (14) is explained in reference I and moreso in the therero pertaining
reference material. Its mathematical symbolism can be expressed in words:
Each harmonic component which is contained in a source voltage signal is re-
duced by a factor
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iaFm = N/7rn	 (16)
when this source voltage signal is being processed by an ASDTIC controlled
system. The factor
N/n = the number of pulses of the power processing system per period
of the concerned harmonic component.
In the case of equation (14) is
f_F /f s = N/1
	
(17)
because only the first harmonic is being considered. Consideration of the
first harmonic is general practice since it is the most significant contri-
butor to the output voltage ripple.
The first harmonic component of a rectifier voltage which emanates from a
three phase source has an rms value of approximately
vs 1 rms = 4 10 2 es av = 4 10-2 en rms 3,,r6-/lT
	 (18)
where
i
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V -	 T
aFm = N/irn	 (16)
when this source voltage signal is being processed by an ASDTIC controlled
system. The factor
N/n = the number of pulses of the power processing system per period
of the concerned harmonic component.
In the case of equation (14) is
fF /f s = N11
	 (17)
because only the first harmonic is being considered. Consideration of the
first harmonic is general practice since it is the most significant contri-
butor to the output voltage ripple.
The first harmonic component of a rectifier voltage which emanates from a
three phase source has an rms value of approximately
vsl rms = 4 10_
2
 es av = 4 10-2
 en rms 
346-iir	 (18)
where
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The excellent dynamic properties of ASDTIC controlled systems have been de-
scribed in the literature 131. The modern version of ASDTIC controlling the
series converter has been tested, so far, only in experimental systems.
Yet, it appears on the basis of these tests that the reported dynamic proper-
ties of ASDTIC controlled systems, can be approached by control of a resonant
circuit system.
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III - 4. Experimental Verification of Key Circuit Elements
a
The preceding part of the presentation was based or., the
expectation that certain key features of the three phase ac/dc
converter could be reconciled with the known characteristics
of the referred to type of do converters 14,5,61. It appeared
necessary to perform experiments to verify this expectation and
to identify any aspects that would indicate a deviation from this
expectation.
An experimental investigation was carried out to verify the
feasibility and applicability demonstration and verification for the
purpose of correlation with the preceding theoretical predictions.
The critical aspects which distinguish the here presented BDQ4
ac/dc converter from its predecessor, the above referred to do con-
verter of this type, are identified below. The following functional
properties of the breadboard were characterized in order to demon-
strate the feasibility and applicability of the key circuit elements
and of the converter system as a whole, meaning that it:
r 1. can extract do power from a 117/208 VAC three phase supply line
without the use of a conventional rectifier filter system with a
cut off frequency well below six times the single phase frequency;
2. can transfer electric energy from a do source to a 117/208 three
phase ac line without the use of line frequency output filters;
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3. causes a high power factor in excess of 0.85 when the do load is
varied over a 3:1 ratio or when transferring power from a do source
to the ac system;
4. is capable of decreasing the effects of the conventional six pulse
ripple of approximately 4 percent rms of an apparantly rectified
three phase supply line by virtue of the internal modulation (ASDTIC)
process of the converter; a response time in the order of 0.1 msec is
needed for this purpose;
5. conforms to the expectation of regulation capability which is
comparable to that of de converters, employing series resonant circuits,
with a deviation in the order of + I percent from a nominal do output
voltage;
6, holds the promise to operate with an efficiency which is comparable
to that of de converters of the same type, thus well in excess of 90
percent.
III - 4.1. The Experimental Material
The breadboard of a converter was constructed, as described with
reference to Fig.III-1.1 of this presentation (III) and in section
II - 5.
Exception is taken concerning:
(a) Diodes D5 i (i = 1,2,3,4) which were used instead of the thyris-
tors CR5 i shown in Fig. III -1.1, since verification of inversion
of the polarity of the output voltage v 0 is outside the scope
of this work;
E
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(h) Tho introduction of a signal e  for purpose of the above
referred to inversion of the polarity of v o n consistent with
the explranation given in (a) above.
Design and construction of the power cir4uit followed closely
the Presentaticros of ch. 11. Organization of the control and pro--
tcction system .follows the explanations given in both, the C,FR and
CVR. Certain detailed aspects will he highlighted in the context of
the verification of specific functions.
Power was derived from:
(c) A variable three please power trRusformor f0v utility line
troquencies with an 117/208 VAC output voltage for forward
power transmissions
W) `Aio regulated Sorensen 200 VDC, 15A do powor supplies, in
series connection, for reverse plower transmission.
A passive lead in the form of a bank of resistors was used
as a do loan.
The t:hroo phase utility distribution network was used as the
"loud" when fed vita the power transformer 'identified in (c) for
dc`mo"Ytrtation of "rever8v" power transmission,
`l'hr o wattmeters with an bandwidth of 100 kHz (Marek, Bremen)
were used to measure: (1) the tic power in both directions, respe•ctivly;
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(2) tho fins content of the three individual line currents, and
(3) the rins value of the three individual line voltages. A fourth
wattmeter of,the same type was used to varify the product of the
volt-ampere readings at the do port of the system.
Finally a Tektronix dual be.nin scope equipped with differen-
tial input amplifiers was used to observe the concerned voltage
and current waveforms.
III - 4.2. forward Power Transmission
Throughout the presentations made in the clWpt , rs 11: and 11I it
was assumed that the series resonant circuit consisting of 1, 1
 and
C 1
 should behave as if it were working within all ordinary do con-
verter with an input voltage e s which contains a ripple e rr as
identified and explained with reference to fig. TIT - 1.3.
Selection of the thyristors for this purpose is described in sub-
section III - 2'.1.1.
The transfer of the resonant
of phases, such as phases with vo
of the	 _ntervals T1 to T^ ,
2. (, pr(
	 'V one of the mo r
current carrier i 1 front one pair
ltages 
e  
to e2 at the transition
identified in figure llfi -
aifficult technological problems
of the presented system.
The difficulty arises because of this asynol.ronism between the
above referred to ripple err of e s and of the non-linear oscillation
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of the resonant current carrier i l . It means that the moment of transi-
tion of deriving power from phase 2, following the same function of
phase 1, can happen at any angle of the 10 kHz oscillation of i 1 . The
resonant carrier i 1 must then be free to be solely governed by its con-
trol system. The function of the here used ASDTIC type control system
was explained with reference to Fig. II- 4.11. 	 It is necessary
that the described control function should not be affected by the above
referred to phase transition process in order that the source voltage
ripple suppression, described in subsection II - 5.1, is achieved.
The above referred to difficulty did arise when the above refer-
red to moment of transition occurred within the time interval Tkr of
"diode" current conduction of an "antiparallel" thyristor CR13 or CR14
associated with the first phase. The opposite "thyristor" of the same
phase, CR12 or CR11 were then cleared to fire the next half cycle of
the resonant current carrier i 1 , consistent with the protection philo-
sophy explained with reference to Fig. III - 2.7• 	 However, that
firing signal for thyristors CR11 or CR12 never came because the control
logic of Figs. III - 2.1 and III- 2.3 had by then transferred the
"thyristor" functions to thyristors CR21 and CR22 of the second phase.
Firing signals were sent to these thyristors, but blocked by the respec-
tive protection systems, described with reference to Fig. III - 2.4.
To summarize: When the transition from the time interval Tl + to
T2+ fell within the interval Tkr , the "diode" current, then the thyris-
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tors which were cleared for firing, could not receive a firing
signal since the thyristors of another phase were meant to carry the
current. Yet these thyristors of the other phase could not be
fired because the protection system did not recognize the clea-
ring signals that were meant for the previously functioning set of
thyristors.
The above described process was compounded by the 20 kHz
"noise" on the input filter capacitors C 12 , C13 and C23 , which is
caused by the converter operation and is superimposed on the sine
waves of the e i (i = 1,2,3). This noise pentrates into the control
logic of the thyristor gating and firing system of figures III -
2.I and 2.3 and causes vacillations in the direction of the firing
signals, thus interfering and destroying the clearing process for the
firing of these thyristors.
The above described problem led to sporadic interruptions of the
converter operation with a frequency of approximately one in four
transitions or 11 times the single line frequency. These frequent
interruptions of converter operations were entirely unacceptable, even
though the system would automatically resume operation within one or
two milliseconds.
An electronic interlock system was devised to prevent a change in
the state of the output of the control logic of the thyristor gating and
firing system of figures III - 2.1. and III - 2.3 during any of the time
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intervals Tkr . It follows that as soon as a thyristor firing clearing
process hasbegun, the transition of ac phases has to wait until the
thyristor, whose firing is being cleared, has fired. The change of
phases occurs thereafter, before the next thyristor firing clearing
process is initiated.
one specific example of the difficulties of control electronics
development was described above. The control system as a whole had to
be tightened up considerably as compared to the simple do to do con-
verter, requiring many more precautionary interlock measures for the
firing of 16 thyristors to perform their time varying functions in
association with a three phase ac system.
The power output circuit is identical with that of an ordinary
do converter of this type with inclusion of a diode rectifier bridge
14,5,61.
III - 4.3. Reverse Power Transmission
Feeding of the power, emanating from a do source of energy into
the three phase network is achieved by application of the functional
philosophy as described in the preceding subsection III - 2.1.2; the
"mechanization" of this philosophy is summarized in Table III -1 of the
same subsection. The there identified thyristors are energized in the
indicated polarity conditions of the three phase ac system; they act,
P	 3
1
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accordingly, as gated "diodes" which operate against an opposed
positive polarity.
The protection electronics was implemented so that each of the
above referred to tl
simultaneously with
of the figure III -
accordance with the
this type 14,5,61.
Zyristors of the three phase bridge would be fired,
the thyristors CR6 i (i = 1,2,3,4) of the "dc bridge"
1.1.	 This "dc bridge" is being operated in
functional philosophy of common do converters of
The thyristors of the three phase bridge are divided into two
groups: one which can conduct current in the same direction as thyris-
tors CR61 and CR64, nauely thyristors CRI1, CR21, CR31, CR14, CR24 and
CR34, and another group which can conduct the current in the same direc-
tion as thyristors CR62 and CR63, consisting of thyristors CR12, CR22,
CR32, CR13, CR23 and CR33 of the three phase bridge.
The "dc bridge" is then operated in the conventional manner and
transfers energy via the LC circuit and the thereto selected thyris-
tors of the three phase bridge in the above described manner from the
source of do energy to the three phase system. The do source of energy
is now connected in the place of the former load ZL , as indicated in
Fig. III - I.I.
The foremost difficulty which arose in this context, was the
starting process of the thyristor firing sequence.
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Firing of the thyristors in the three phase bridge, which perform
now gated "diode" functions only, does not regtgire a preceding
back bias condition of another thyristor of the same bridge for purpose
of clearance of the concerned firing signal. The protection mechanism,
as explained with reference to figure III - 2.1 	 had to be expanded
for the purpose of reverse power transfer. The thyristors identified in
Table III - I are cleared for firing solely on the basis of the therein indi-
cated polarity of the respective lines of the three phase system. The
firing signals must be generated by a starter system at a time when the
system is at stand-still and it is desired to initiate operation.
ITI - 4.4. Test Results
The converter was first applied for forward ac to do transmission
and control of power. The output voltage
vo = 215 VDC	 (22)
was chosen, consistent with (5.4) of ch. II. A maximum output current
io mat y 16 A	 (23)
was obtained accordingly in order to achieve the required operation in
excess of three KVA.
The single phase input voltages were varied in the range
105 < e  < 129 VAC rms 	 (24)
1a
i
The nominal value of the resistor load bank was established as
RL nom ^ 13,4 ohm	 (25)
The load Rl , expressed in the normalized form
RLn RLIRL nom	
(26)
was varied over the range of
0 ` RLn < 5	 (27)
The data which were observed at the significant points of the range
indicated by (24) and (27) are tabulated in tables III- IV and V. The other
data indicate a monotonic behavior between the listed points. The
variable three phase transformerswere adjusted as to yield almost
completely balanced voltages. The concerned power and VA readings
were sufficiently near as to be listed as one representative set of
data per phase.
The data for forward power transmission are listed in Table III - I,
those for reverse power transmission appear in Table III -V;only summary
data were acquired for the purpose of reverse power transmission. The
characteristics of critical significance appeared to be associated
with the forward transmission of power, being the more complex of the
two modes of operation. It is for this reason that the data for the
indicated mode are, substantially, more elaborate, than the one for
reverse power transfer.
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1The curve trace of the resonant current carrier for the case of
forward power transmission is shown for different time scales in
Pig. III —4.1(a) through (e). Shown is the output signal of a 1000:1
current transformer, terminated by a 68 ohm resistor. The resulting
transformation ratio is 14.7 A/div for 100 mV/div sensitivity of the 	 -
input amplifier of the oscilloscope, using a conventional 10:1 attenua-
tion probe. The above described source of the resonant current signal
is part of the control electronics, used in the described system. The
photographs of the curve traces shown in Fig.III —4.1 were taken for
the condition of progressive overload, for V  = 110 VDC and for
e• = 117 VAC.i
The curve trace in Fig. III —
 4.1(a) shows the characteristic wave-
form of the current i t
 for the above described conditions. The control
angle ^r which controls the average lillav of the absolute value of il,
is discernibly larger than ^r min r/4 in order to accommodate the
above described overloading condition of the system 14,51. The current
i t shows a peak value I  = 33 Amperes for the purpose of providing
an li l l av	16.1 Aav , as listed in Table III— IV.The resonant circuit with
a natural frequency f  = 12 kHz is excited With a lower frequency f 
kHz so that above indicated firing angle ^r can form. The needed higher
apparent impedance of the now appreciable mismatch between the exciting
frequency f  and that of the resonant circu:.L is thus created.
Fig. III — 4.1(b) shows the trace of the same current i l , under the
same conditions of operation, but at the substantially larger time scale
of 200 usec./div. A careful examination of this trace, indicates a slight
variation in amplitude of i1.
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A .
Vertical: i t	14.7 A/div.
Horizontal: t = 200 usec./div.
(b)
Vertical: i t	14.7 A/div.
Horizontal: t	 0.5 msec./div.
(c)
ORIGINAL
QF Poo,,-
Vertical: i 1 = 14.7 A/div.
Horizontal: t	 50 usec./div.
(a)
Fig.III- 4.1. Traces of the resonant
current carrier i at differe,.it
time scales
r
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Vertical: i t
 = 14,7 A/div.
Horizontal: t = I msec.:aiv.
(d)
Vertical: i 1
 = 14,7 A/div.
Horizontal: t = 2 msec./div.
(e)
"'GOVAL pAG f
pxxofi 
QvALMe
Fig. III - 4.1. (continued)
Traces of the resonant current carrier i 1
 at
different time scales.
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The just referred Lo variation of the amplitude reveals itself
as part (-f a modulation process, when examining, next the Fig. III- 4.1(c).
This figure depicts, again, the same resonant current i l , for all the
same conditions, as do all the five Figs. III - 4.1(a) through (e). The
working of a full wave "rectified" three phase system becomes now
discernible, when viewing i t at a time scale of 0,5 msec./div.. The "seam"
between two of the six sections within one period T s = I/f s of one phase
of the ac source is discernible, about 3 cycles tc the right of the center
of the trace: One amplitude Ia (k) is somewhat larger than fitting the
general trend of the modulation pattern at that instant of time. This
"irregularity" is caused by the phase to phase transfer mechanism which
was described in section II - 6 and subsection III - 4.2.
The there described "hesitation" of the modulation process is caused by
the phase to phase transfer for providing the resonant carrier's energy.
This "hesitation" causes a deviation of i t from its smooth modulation
pattern because the ampere-seconds area of the concerned half cycle of
i t remainsunconditi_onally true to the requirements of (2) of ch. III.
Implementation of the generation of the carrier i 1 in spite of the asynchro-
nism of e s and i t and its reconciliation with the needed modulation require-
ments, as formulated by (1) above, proved as the most trying and difficult
aspect of the technology of this work.
Inspection of the two following curve traces in Figs. III - 4.1(d) and (e),
finally, unfolds the'process of direct extraction of a powerful modulated
current carrier i t from an ordinary low frequency three phase power system,
without the interposition of a conventional passive rectifier--low pass
filter system. The six "rectifier" intervals within one period T s
 of the
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single phase sine wave are-clearly discernible. `let, these "seams" are
dissimilar, because of the dissimilarity of the conditions of asynchronisme
between e s
 and a, at each of these "seam" instants.
Also, the fact that the carrier i t follows moderately the contour
of e s , obscures the fact that the ampere-second areas of its half
cycles continue to obey the rule imposed by (2) of ,^h.II.
	
The angle
^ r is governed by-the same rule and imposes it on each half cycle of il,
even though this process is associated by variations of the Ia(k),
necessitated by the variations of e s 14,5. The source ripple attenuating
effect is thus obtained, as described earlier in this section.
The beneficial effect of the described process of the power factor,
p.f., in the three phase system is now discussed with reference to the
curve traces shown in the photographs of Fig. III- 4.2(a) through (c).
The oscilloscope trace of the portion of the current i lph in one of the
three phases of the so supply inside the h.f. filter is shown irk Fig. III
4.2.(a). The line i t = 0 appears also on the same photograph, being
traced by a zero volt signal on the dual input scope in order to facili-
tate the interpretation of the current trace.
This current i lph elucidates one of the key charateristics of the
workings of the converter. The integral of the negative part of i lph for
each of the half cycles of i t is very small for maximum forward power
transmission. The same negatively valued integral becomes almost as large
as its positive counterpart when the output terminals of the converter
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Vertical: i lph - 14.7 A%div.
Horizontal: t	 50 psec./div.
(a)
Vertical: e. - SO V/div.
i Ph - 14.7 A/div.
Horizontal: t - 2 cosec./div.
(h)
Vertical: e. - 50 V/div.
i ^I1 - 14.7	 /div. .
}
Horizontal: t - 2 msec./div.
(r)
1'ig.JIi-4.2. Voltage e i and current
ilpli in oar of the three phases of
tilt' at' supply inside the
input filter.
111 - h:'
are short circuited. The converter
needed to Cover its own losses. It
absolute value i t ph of the phase
The above explained mechanism make
unconditionall y
 limited current i 0
accepts then only the power,
is noted in passing that the
current passes through the load.
s it possihle to maintain an
max
through the load at any
output voltage v
u 
and yet to derive only as much power from the+
source., as needed.
Fig. III - 4.2(bl shows the voltage sine wave of one phase with
the thereto belonging phase Current iI ph for forward power trans-
mission. The shown current pattern is idential with the one in Fig.
III - CAW except for the now compressed time scale. The contour
of the modulated Current iI }h is r pminiseent of the modulated
current carrier i I of Fig. 111-4.1(e). Forward transmission of power
is indicated b y
 the coincidence of the polarities of r  with the
net transfer of charge b y wary of i I h'
The distortion of the voltage waveform of e.
1 is Caused by the "soft11
impedance of the variac type three } phase auto-transformers, operated
by one single rotary shaft. This peculiar property of the used me
transformer appears also as the cause of a alight leading tendency
of the current intervdls iQh; this tendency is ascribed to thel
interaction of the transformers' "softness" and the filter capacitors
which isolate the low frequency system of the ac supply from the high
Ireyueney operation of the converter. TO slightly delayed response
of these filter capacitors to the sudden demand and Cessation of
demand of high frequency current components accounts for the measured
favorable power factor in excess of O.Y.
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This favorable power factor remains unchanged by variations of the
level of processed power. This property follows from the fact that neither
the shape of the current i1 
Ph 
nor its position with respect to e  is
modified when the value of 
Jillav is varied.
The control system requires 2 one half cycles or 100 t,sec. of it
to settle to a new steady state following introduction of an external
disturbance.
Koversal of the power flow is indicated by the trains of current
pulses which are derived from the resonant current i t and constitute
rectified pulse sequences with cyclically alternating polarity. A photo-
graph of the trace of these pulse sequences is shown in Fig. III-4.2(c).
The polarity of current opposes clearly that of the thereto pertaining
sine wave voltage. The number of pulses per half cycle of the h0 Hz
sine wave has been reduced so that the character of single pulses could
be clearly seen. A further important feature of the current trace in Fig.
III-4.2(c) is the fact that the pulses show only one single polarity
within the time frame of one single half sine wave of the source voltage.
The reason for this cyclical "unipolarity" of the current pulses
is the fact that the three phase thyristor bridge behaves now as a
"gated .Bode bridge"; this was previously explained in Al - 2.2.2.
The "fuzzy" appearance of the trace of the voltage sine wave in
the same photograph is explained with the reversal of flow of energy in-
Co a soUTCI` wiill'll has been "characterized" as being "soft" in the pre-
ceding description of forward power transfer.
I
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vertical i Ph = 10 A/div
horizontal t = 2 msec/div
(a)
vertical i Ph = 10 A/div
horizontal t = 2 msec/div
(b)
S4,
O
q
A I i I Ler0d vcr^ ion of 1'igs.I11-4.2(a) E (b) 	 is shown in rigs. IiI -
4.1(a) and kh). The previously shown individual pulses have given way
Fig. III - 4.3. Phase voltage e  and current i si for
(a) forward and (b) reverse transfer of power
through a doublesided cyclo-converter.
I
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AL
vertical	 100 V/div
horizontal 2 msec/div
to continuous waveforms, even though they are considerably distorted
b y
 the parasitic properties of a "soft" supply line. The continuity of
these curren, waveforms is caused by the inclusion of the effects of
the line to line filter capacitors in the waveforms. The supposedly
it
	 current waveforms are clearly discernible after discount-
ing of the "damped oscillatory" reaction of the "soft" power network to
the on-off switching; of the phase current i si . The volt-ampere pattern
for "forward" transfer of power emerges from the tracs of Fig.III-4.3(a);
the same pattern but for the "reverse" transfer of power is recognizable
in Fig;. Ill - 4.3.0).
A trace of the anode to cathode voltage across one of the six
antiparallel thyristor pairs of the three phases bridge is shown in Fig.
III -4.4. The cyclically alternating change of roles from "thyristor" to
"diode" anti vice versa of one of these antiparallel pairs of thyristor
emerges, impressively, from that photograph. This trace gives an indication
Fig;. III - 4.4. Voltage across one pair of antiparallel
thyristors of the three phase bridge.
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i
of the burden which is carried by the electronic protection and control
i
system to implement the concept of the doublesided cyclo -converter, as
formulated in chapter II and in the concerned literature (7].
It can be added here, that the advanced version of the electronics to 	 a,
protect and control this system, follows in general the line of its now
classical do converter forerunner and has adopted its virtues of un-
conditional protection of the system against externally induced distur-
bances.
III - 4.5. Discussion of the Results
The obtained results are in accordance with the predictions made in
both chapter II and III. The internal system behavior is that of an
ordinary do converter which is fed from a voltage source s s , consisting
of a do component es 
av 
and the thereto pertaining ripple, as defined
below (12) in section 3 of chapter III.
The test results concerning the do characteristics of the presented
system which are summarized in Table III -IV confirm the above made statement.
Short circuit capability of the do output terminals, do regulation,
efficiency and the suppression of the ripple of the "input voltage"
e s , are consistent with the characteristics of this type of do converters,
as described in the literature 14,5,6. The somewhat lower efficiency
near 94 percent at rated operating conditions is attributed (1) to the
relatively low input voltage of 117/208 VAC and (2) to the fact that no
attempt for optimization of components was made, beyond reaspnable care
for ac ptable performance. The cause for this relaxation was the concen,
tration on the primary objective of this work: to demonstrate the feasi-
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hility of the direct ac/de conversion concept with reversible power
flow and the analogy of its internal charateristics with those of
the common do converter of this type.
M 
The ripple suppression of
aFl = 4/0.18 = 22	 (28)
exceeds the value 17.7, calculated in (20) of the preceding section.
This improvement is attributed to the effects of the mixed AM-FM
process, which occurs for purpose of modulation of the resonant
current carrier i l . The prediction of equation (20) was based on the
effects of the FM process only. It is believed that more favorable
attenuations can be achieved with the used control system, given
sufficient effort of development. Yet, the achieved ripple of 0.18
percent is well within the customary practice in the intended area
of applications.
The maximum output voltage variations AV o , outside the area of
overload is limited to
100 AV `s /Vo	200(215.7 - 215)/(215.7 + 215) 	 0.325%	 (29)
This can he also expressed as a maximum deviation
1+ 100 i (V
a max	 o min	 o glom- V	 )/V	 i	 0.163	 (30)
well within the intended goal of I%.
The response time to step changes of 100 psec is well within
the goal of a I msee. response.
The input characteristics, as viewed from the three phase supply
line are consistent with the predictions of chapters II and III.
A power factor in excess of 0.9 was observed for all conditions of
operation, including progressive overloading in each of the individual
phases. The variations of these power factors was less than 1% for all
conditions of testing, tabulated in Table III-IV. These test data confirm
the engineering judgement which is derived from the inspection of the
oscilloscope trace photographs, depicted in Fig. III - 4.2: the power
factor can be taylored at will between - 0.9 < p.f. < 0.9 because the
position of the current "rectangle" under the sine wave voltage can
be initiated and terminated at any time,as programmed,via an electronic
control system. Insertion of appropriately timed and sized square wave
voltages into the reference terminals of the second vertical row of
differential amplifiers of the electronic logic shown in Fig.
III - 2.3, can shift the points of "phase transition" as discussed
above. The result is then a shift of the "rectangular" current pulses
of Figs. III-4.2(b) and III-4.2.(c) to the right and to the left with
respect to the voltage sine wave, depending upon the polarity relative
to the respective single phase ac voltage and the amplitude of the
above referred to square wave signals.
Only limited test were carried out to demonstrate the reverse
transfer of power from a do source into the three phase ac system.
Efficiency and power factor confirm the original expectation that
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( I )	 1)()w(-r ran be transferred in this way to a three phase ac system and
(2) cleat this transfer can be implemented efficiently and at a favorable
power factor. The used mechanism of selection of phase pairs, discussed
above with reference to the discussion of forward power transmission
applies as well for the purpose of rf!verse power transmission. It means
that the current i lph can be injected at any angle of e i , the reverse
power transfer can thus be implemented for any desired power factor in
the ac system. The materialization of this mechanism did not appear as
a technologically critical process, even though it would require appre-
ciable electronic work.
III - 5. Summary of Concept Verification
The critical aspects of the presented concept as listed in sec-
tion III - IV have been experimentally verified. Data taken with operation
of a 3 KVA breadboard confirm the expectation that the presented system
embodies the characteristics of a do converter of the concerned type,
connected via a "high frequency antiparallel thyristor bridge" to a
common three phase ac supply system 14,5,61.
Reverse transfer of electric energy was demonstrated with the same
breadboard. The "antiparallel thyristor bridge" was then operated as a
gated and in reverse operating three phase "rectifier" system.
No problem area of significance was encountered in the behavior of
the power system. The main work effort was dedicated to the control
electronics; appreciable simplifications could be attained following the
applic tion of suitable development efforts.
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IV. PRELIMINARY DESIGN AND PERFOR2IANCE PREDICTION
IV - 1. Introduction
A system was studied, that can realize a direct connection of a polyphase
source with a do system. This system can transfer electric energy in a con-
trolled form in either direction. The significance of the presented system
lies in the fact that it avoids the use of passive low pass filters for the
purpose of performing its task. The elimination of the low pass filters has
at least two significant effects:
(1) the speed of response of the system is greatly increased, since this
speed is commonly restricted to approximately one tenth of the lowest
ripple frequency content that should be suppressed by that filter;
(2) the physical weight and size of the equipment are substantially reduced,
since the low pass filter constitutesthe most significant contribution
to the weight of well engineered equipment.
The second statement, above, has also significant implications concerning
the cost of equipment in terms of materials and their handling during manu-
facture, transportation, installation and servicing.
'he above indicated effects characterize unique and useful properties which
identify the advantages of the presented system; these properties constitute
improvements of orders of magnitude over the present "state of the art".
Reversibility of controlled ac/dc or ac/ac power flora by application of one
single electronic process and without the application of low frequency mag-
netics, as indicated here, is not even contemplated in the present "state
of art".
IV - 1
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It is believed that in the light of the results of this program and the
therefrom derived expectations of further development of the here evolved
principles it could become necessary to reconsider
(a) the use of low frequency - three phase, 60 or 400 Hz sine wave -
power distribution systems on space and air craft;
(b) the synchronization of ac power on multigenerator aircraft other
than by the currently used processes;
(c) the use of three phase ac power for direct conversion for controlled
(servo) motor drives;
(d) common controlled areas of application Df ac utility type power, such
as controlled ac and do motor drives, energy storage for peak •.+'paving
purposes, induction .eating, controlled electrolytic processes, HVDC
transmission, and power supplies for electronic system$.
The following engineering assessment is preceded by the design of a re-
presentative system for the purpose of illustration and verification of
quantitative estimates. This example is in close accordance, but not iden-
tical with the 3 kVA breadboard which was studied for purpose of concept
verification.
The quantitative insight which is gained in the section IV - 2 Engineering
Design of a representative BD4Q System is them used in section IV -3 to arrive
at an engineering assessment and an evaluation of the new system. The unique
axed useful characteristics of the newly developed system are singled out,
as the significant results of this program.
7
IV - 2. Engineering Design of a Representative BD4Q System.
1
i
t
The type of BD4Q converter which was studied throughout this program
will be used for purpose of the following engineering assessment and
evaluation. This representative study follows the design of the used
3kVA breadboard in general terms and is presented as a self contained
study for purpose of illustration of certain critical engineering
aspects. The salient features of the concerned engineering considera-
Lion can be translated to other power levels by extension of the
design philosophy for do converters of the discussed type 11,2,31.
IV - ?.I. System Design
At the outset of this discussion, it is painted to the fact that the
primary resonant circuit "sees" through the matrix of thyristors which
connect it to the Ciree phase line,a rectifie3 voltage
CO
ey = E s E	 sin{(3+ ('it/6)(1-4k)} -sin{U- (r./6)(3+4k)}
k=o
which contains a constant
3	 11/3
e s ^Iv	 1r 0	 (e l - e2)dG3
on which a ripple voltage
e'`'	 = e* — e*
s r
	 s	 s av
(2.1)
(2.2)
(2.3)
is superimposed.
IV — 3
Reference is made to Figs. IV -2.1 and 2.2 which are being r«.epr..''iced here
for the purpose of convenience, Fill. 1V- 2.1 allows a symbolic schematic
of the bid 4 rectiona1l four quadrant series capacitor inverter-converter.
'1'hyristors C11i j (i - 1 ,2. l; j - 1 ,2,1 4) constitute the above referred
to thyristor matrix. Fill.lV-2.2 shows the, significant voltage a*, v
R	 o
current i
Sr , i , w reforms and tilt- thereto pertaining input power P
	
si	 s'
The tregnellcy t
ti of o-nv single phase of thc ac source is nomaliaed to
f	 I/2?t	 (2.4)
ti
for sim-, licity of presentation. nie validity of equation (2.1) is further
clarificd by tier definition
(^ }	 for ?, /0 , tl + ( tt / b ) (I - 4k) , ?t/2
sin ih+ (n/h)(1 - 4k)1-	 (2..5)
U everywhere else
and with the understanding of a corallary restriction on the second
sine function in the s:ulle equation. Fib. I.V - 2.2 shows six pulses
(k = 0,I ...... S) of 0 which would result over a length of tilue of
211 from a cull wave rectified three phase ne systems, even though no
formal	 input rectifier bridge is involved.
The ripple of c* is, 11su311V, expressed in normalized farm as 1 41S
ti ;1V
	
I 
	 cos (llpti - ^'	 )	 (2.6)(Ilp)° _i	 lip
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Fig. TV - 2.2.
(a) The output voltage a of a three phase full wave bridge rectifier,
the filter current i and the filter input power P ; (b) the phase
current i si and (c) sr the filter output volt€!	 vos
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where
p - the number of effective phases per period
of one single phase of the supply line; p - 6
in this case of a three phase full wave bridge
controlled rectifier process which is being
studied  here ;
Ok s are tan Ak /Bk , where A  are t,.e r.oefficients
of the harmonic component	 n° the Fourier
series associated with its :,.ne and cosine terms
respectively;
a - 0 in this case, being the custanary phase control
angle, which is not applicable for the here pre-
sented technology..
The nns value of the first harmonic component, amounts to the well
known 4.04". The composite effect of the first three harmonic compo-
nents is restricted to 4.16%. The 4:;, value is, therefore, widely
used for engineering approximations. The normalized maximum peak to
peak variation of e*
(`I
s max - es min es IV
	 0.11
	
(23)
The relative ripple v
	 /V of the do output voltage of the system,
o rns o
was assumed as
V	 /V 
r.
 12 rms
o rms o
IV - 7
for the purposa of this study, where
vo rnis = the actual rms value of the output
voltage ripple;
V  = the average do output voltage
The input voltage variations were assumed, not to exceed 10%, such that
es =
	
es nom 0 ± 0.1)
	
(2.8)
Equations (2.1) and (2.2) were used to calculate the respective values
of es av' es max and es min for a nominal three phase supply line of
1 1 7/208 VAC. Tile results are sul marized in
TABLE IV — 211.
Applicable Apparent Input Voltages es
	
e*	 e*	 e*	 e*
	
s	 s av	 s max	 s min
1.0
	
	
e*	 274	 287	 248	 V
s nom
1.1
	
	 e*	 301	 315	 271	 V
s nom
0.9
	
	 e*	 246	 258	 223	 V
s nom
The converter must be capable to operate at the lowest average input
voltage es
	 av	
246, even though the temporary value of es may reach,
periodically, a short lived low point of 223 Volt. The energy, which
is stored in the LC circuit prior to this instant of time allows
I
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a,
d
operation of the converter system near the average level e * 	 of e *.
s av	 s
The projection of an efficiency n = q = 0.95, indicates a primary
transformer voltage amplitude I1^
v tr q e*	 (2.9)xal
	 s av
or
vxal = (0.95)(246) = 238 V 	 (2.10)
A lower square wave voltage amplitude
V	 = 220 V	 (2.11)
xa
j
3
is chosen, consistent with cautious engineering practice.
1
The ensuing absolute value of the average primary current 	 d
1i 1 I av = po/vxa = 3000/., :0 = 13.64 Aav
	
(2.12)
The rms content of this current is given by
1 1 rnis = P^ i av W (1.35)(13.64 = 18.4 Ass.	
(2.13)
IV - 2.2. Thyristor Ratings
Each of the twelve thyristors of the input matrix must accommodate a
rms current of the magnitude
l th rms	 1 1 Ms M6 V 7.51 Arms	
(2.14)
JI
r
i
1
i
i
when evaluated over one cycle of one of the single phases of the three
phase supply line. Yet, each of the thyristors has to accommodate peak
currents I 1
 up to, approximately, twice the average value of i 1 . Thus
I I ! 21i. 1 1 av - (2)(13.64) = 27.4 Apeak
	
(2.15)
Use of a thyristor with a capability to process an average current
l th av - (1/6)2I 1 h = 2.91 Aav	 (2.16)
is indicated. This is a thyristor which would process an ac current of
sinusoidal form with an average of its absolute value of (2)(2.91) cl
5.82 Aav , an rms value of i
ac rms a 7$1 Arms and with peaks of 27.4
Apeak' when working "back to back" with an equal thyristor as compa-
nion.
The rms rating for this thyristor can be estimated by
l th rms rated - 2i'ac rms 
C 16 Arms	 (2.17)
The philosophy of the precpdinp reasoning was to select a thyristor
which could accommodate each second half wave of an alternating current
of sinusoidal form, with a peak value I I that was equal to the peaks
I I which occur in the resonant current i I . This assumption is consi-
dered.to be very conservative and can be adhered to until more
experience is gained with the here described type of converters.
It can be concluded that a very conservative rms rating of the used
thyristors is unmerically nearly equal to the 
Iillav value, so that
Iv - 10
1
ti
^	 s
j
` l th i-ms rated) ", I i 1 1av	
"
	
(2.18)
Thyristors of the General Electric C139 series with a forward voltage
blocking capability of 800 VDC were used for the construction of the
thyristor bridges. These thyristors are rated for an average current
of 25 A
av 
and an ti	
ems
ns current of 35 A	 ; they exceed thus by far the
above indicated conservatively established requirements.
A maximum voltage handling capability of the thyristors
VAC max _ 1.25 es max	 (1.25)(315) = 400 Volt	 (219)
is required. The factor 1.25 refers to a '!5% "overvoltage" over the
apparent source voltage e s . This "overvoltage" *is needed to accommodate
voltage overshoots which appear on the switching thyristors and are
needed to remove residual charges of energy from the distributed
elements of the series inductor I.l111.
It is customary and good engineering practice	 - safety margin to
the value in (2.19). This safety margin is dete	 n accordance with
the specific conditions of operation of the converter i,.r a given appli-
cation.
The above explained consideration will be used further on for the purpose
of engineering assessment of the here discussed system.
IV - I 
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IV - 2.3. Capacitors
Capacitors are being used in the presented system for two significant
functions:
	 The controlled transfer of energy from the source to the
load and the filtering of the relatively high frequency currents.
IV - 2.3.1. The Series Capacitor C1.
The series capacitor C 1
 undergoes during conditions of steady state
operation a peak to peak voltage swing vclpp = 4.4 es.
If this capacitor C 1
 is to conduct the current i t
 under the worst
conditions of the lowest input voltage, then
C 1 - Ji l l av Tok/4.4es av min ° (13,44)(50 10-6)/(4.4)(246) = 0.63 uF (2.20)
This series capacitor C 1
 has to accommodate a rms current of
lcl rms/uF = 18.4/0.63 = 30 AMs/uF
The needed peak voltage v Clp capability of the capacitor C 1
 is limited
to
vclp = 2.2 eg av max - (2.2)(315) = 600 VDC
Both preceding required ratings are consistent with the, generally,
encountered requirements of capacitors for the intended use.
IV - 2.3.2. The Filter Capacitors
The ports of the network are "sealed off" to the outside by high fre-
quency filter capacitors. The expression "sealed off" is meant to indi-
(2.21)
(2.22)
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Tok (b)(a)
Fig. IV - 2.3.
Isk
0
av
rate that these ports provide free passage of low frequency power
through either of these ports in either direction. Yet the internal
resonant circuits are at the same time short circuited for the purpose
of preserving the needed high Q conditions. This double function is
achieved by shunting the respective ports by simple filter capacitors.
These capacitors appear almost as open circuits at the low power
frequencies, and near short circuits at the, relatively high, internal
pulse rates.
The largest deviation of voltage on these capacitors from their average
steady state value is estimated by a discussion with reference to
Fig. IV- 2. 3.  For the sake of argument it is assumed here, that the source
current i sr emanates from a ripple free do current source I sk ; the in-
dex 'c indicates the time invarying value of I s during the kth cycle of
converter operation.
F
Equivalent filter capacitor circuit.
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i
i^The current i I in Fig. N -2.3(b) shows the positive part of the resonant
current i I , which is here assumed to be an ideal half sine wave.
The question arises, what the size of the fictitious input filter
capacitor C  ought to be, so that a certain variation Qv ci of the capa-
citor voltage vci would not be exceeded. The capacitor Ci accepts charge
when
SI
/WO < t < a2/WO	 (2.23)
where
To  = f L , C I = 7r /Wo
Tf1 = 02 - S2)/Wo
If the charge AQn by which one half of the sine wave i I = I I sin a
exceeds the average value
i I av - Isk = 211/7T	
(2.24)
exceeds the average charge which is carried by the current I sk duzing
the time interval T 
Qn av - Isk Tok'	
(2.25)
then the ratio
s2
f	 (I I sin S - 2II/7t)ds
AQn _ SI
Qn av	 (2I1/'r)(n/2 - R1)	
(2.26)
i
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where 6  and 1; 2 , as defined in (2.23), are the instants of time of
intersection of i t
 with jilIav
Calculation of (2.26) yields
Qn av	 1 - (2'ft)arc sin 2 /Tr 
- 1 = 0.375
	 (2.27)
The "surcharge" AQ f which accumulates during the time interval T f1 on the
capacitor C  is calculated with use of the equation
AQ = (AQ /T )T
	 = Q
	 (AQ /Q	 )T /T	
(2.28)
f	 n ok f l	n av	 n n av f l ok
The time interval
Tf = (Tok )(`)(7TJ2 - S 1 )/Tr = 28.75 psec.	 (2.29)1
The surcharge
AQf = 0.375 I sk T f1 = 10.78 Isk PCoul.	 (2.30)
Equation (2.12) showed that the average of l y = 13.64 A. The surcharge
AQ f = (10.78)(13.64)pC = 147 pC	 (2.31)
This "surcharge" AQf
 causes the peak to peak ripple vci 
PP 
on	 $put
filter capacitor. Thus
C  vcipp - AQf
	 (2.32)
r
i
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The rms value of this ripple is related to its peak to peak valve by
vci Ms	 (112V2—) vci pp	 (2.33)
Normalization of v
ci Ms vs. its "dc source" value es av and an
arbitrary assumption that
r
i
1
{
I
(2.34)
vci rms es av - 0.01
yields for e*
	
= 270 VDC:
s av nom
vci pp = (2.7)(2
	 = 7.64 V
It follows that minimum value of the capacitor
C  = AQf/vci pp n: 	10-6 /7.64 = 19.25 pF
(2.35)
(2.36)
The input filter capacitor C  is, actually, composed by three capacitors,
` 12 9 C13 and C23 which connect the three phases of the supply line. Each
of these three capacitors C if is .,elated to the input capacitors
(2.37)C  = (3/2) CiJ
A minimum size
Cif = ( 2/3) 19.25 10-6 = 12.8 pF
is therefore required in order to satisfy the, arbitrarily,established
requirement of (2.34). The experimental study model was equipped with
input filter capacitors of 25 pF.
(2.38)
F
y
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r
i	 -- 0.375 i
r rms	 do
(2.41)
1
i
I
i
The output filter capacitor C o
 can be implemented by the same value
of C i , as given by (2.36), if the power transformer XF has a 1:1 	
f
turns ratio. If
	 d
N 2 /N l = a	 (2.39)
then
C = C/a2
	
(z.40)
o	 i
It is recalled at this time that the roles of the input and the output
ports of the here described bilateral system are entirely interchangeable.
The szm e criteria of design can, therefore, be applied to any of the Sorts
for either direction of power flow, with due consideration being given to
the impedance transformation, as s t_at,d by (2 39) and/or (2.40).
The current carrying capability of the filter capacitors should be
approximately
where
idc = the average do current which enters or leaves the port
at which the filter is placed.
This rms current carrying capacity can be related to the microfarad
size of the filter capacitor. The input filter capacitor carries an
rms current
l ci nns - (0.375)(13.64) -' 5.12 Arms
	
(2.42)
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Each of the three input filter capacitors C ij , as referred to above,
has thus to a.comnodate a current of
l cij Ms /uF '2 (2/3)(5.12)/12.8 = 0.27 AMs/uF
	
(2.43)
per liF of its nominal capacity. The output capacitor Co requires the
same current carrying capability per pF, unless a change of impedance
level takes place, where a 0 1 in (2.40).
The tolerance of rms currents in the respective capacitors could take
precedence over the filtering requirements and should be checked, in
each case, as all 	 constraint of component specification.
Another significant component specification is that of the recurrent
maximum voltage. The voltage limit for the series capacitor is given by
(2.22). The maximum steady state voltages for the filter capacitors are
also contained in (2.22) and in the output voltage requirements for a
specific case.
No significant margins appear needed for the maximum recurrent series
capacitor voltage and its nominal rms current, since the control system
prevents substantial deviations from the intended maximum stresses.
Voltage overshoots of the output voltage occurs ; because of the inherent
"first order" filter character of the converter; the output filter capacitor
C0 can, therefore, be dimensioned accprdingly. An analogous argument can
be made for the input filter capacitor C i . Yet, the specific supply line
conditions could impose more stringent requirements than the converter
System itself.
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Series capacitors of the above described type are being us
	
in series
inverters of the discussed kind. The weight of these capacitors is
approximately 200 g/IiF131. A capacitor of 0.68 pF could weigh 140
g null s .
The weight of this type of filter capacitors amounts to, approximately
10 g/GiF. The 13 pF capacitors in question would weigh, approximately
130 g each.
1V - 2.4. Magnetic Components
The magnetic components constitute one of the critical groups, whi.h
deserves special attention. The characteristics of these components
have a significant bearing on the ratio of maximum vs. average stresses
in all components of the converter, its total heat dissipation and its
total weight. The components are, furthennore,as a rule custom designed
and fabricated by the converter's manufacturer.
IV - 2.4.1. The Series Inductors
Smaller converters of the discussed typc, say up to 10 kW, can be
constructed with the use of distributed series inductors. The rationals
needed for this choice will Lmierge from the here following discussion
and description of the device.
A turn-off time of 12 lisec is provided for the SCR's of the series
resonant circuit. The time interval Ai> k /ul o = 50 ,tsec for full power
condition. The thyristor current interval lasts under these condi-
tions approximately
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(Tr - q)0 ) /too - 38 psec.	 (2.44)
The, relatively small, time for the angle ^0/wo ^__ 2 psec. This is
illustrated in Fig. IV -2.4. The resonant time interval
TO = ^r Al	 40 10-6
	(2.45)
and
L 1	 ( T0 /7r) 2 /C l = (162/0.63)10 -6 - 257 pH	 (2.46)
It must be said, at this time, that it could be easier to acquire a
capacitor of 0.68 pF than of 0.63 pF, even though any of them may have
to be custom made. The here presented analysis is continued with the
assumption that C l = 0.68 pF. Thus
Ll ^ (162/0.68)10-6 _ 238 pH	 (2.47)
This value is divided into four equal parts, so that
L li = 238 pH = 60 pH	 (i = 1,2, .....10)	 (2.48)
Each of these four series inductor parts L li is associated with one
antiparallel thyristor pair, ten in all, as indicated in Fig. IV - 2.1.
Four of these L li will then close the resonant circuits of the thyris-
tors, which act as such in the sense of this presentation, at any time.
IV - 2.4.2. The dv/dt Limiting Networks
Pairs of these 
L 
1 in series are then at any time "positioned" between the
thyristors of two phases in which one is being turned off, while the reso-
nant current is being diverted to ae other. Thd total inductance between
two current commutating thyristors is then 2 x 60, or 120 pH.
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A snubber capacitor
Cd	10 nF	 (2.49)
was chosen for the purpose of limiting the dv/dt of the anode to cathode
voltage of the opening thyristor. The maximum dv/dt of the undamped
oscillation	 i
wod es max = 315147-2-010 -6 10-8 - 287 V/Psec	 (2.50)
The "rise tune" as given by (2.50) is greatly diminished by letting the
Q of the dv/dt limiting resonant Rd Id Cd circuit approach unity for the
purpose of its critical damping. Inductor
L  = 2 L 11	 (2.51)
and
Rd < 2 A/C	 (2.52)
The initial rise time
dv/dt(0) < 200 V/psec	 (2.53)
The limitation which is impose(. by (2.53) satisfies the characteristics of
most thyristors of the older type for the here considered power range,
such as the former G.E. C35 series and is amply met ?by newer thyristors.
The initial rise time, given by (2.53) decreases during the interval of
anode to cathode voltage rise, as the effect of circuit daraping accumu-
lates.
The dissipation Pd
 in each of the damping resistors Rd
 is less than the state
of change of energy of the damping capacitor, because of the resonant
1.
i
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character of the circuit. Thus
Pdi ' C cd max 2f i
	(2.54)
where
Edc	 I ea2max C
d , the energy stored in the damping
capacitor, when at its peak voltage;
f  = 10 kHz, the maximum inverter frequency.
For es av ^ 274 V, is
2 
e dc max f  = 274 2 10 -8
 104 = 7,5 Watt	 (2.55)
The resonant current i 1 is being processed by four pairs of antiparallel
thyristors, at any time, while the other six pairs of thyristors stand
by to be called upon for action. The total power dissipation P d in the
dv/dt networks of the described type is approximated by the inequality
Pd ^ 4Pdi < 8 e dc max f i = 30 Watt	 (2.56)
The inequality sign in (2.54) and (2.56) implies that only part of the
energy which is acquired by capacitor C  is dissipated in the damping
resistor Rd . This is caused by the resonant character of the concerned
circuit. It will be pointed out in the discussion of the characteristics
of the newly acquired technology that more powerful tools could limit
the dv/dt phenomenon in a non-dissipative manner, especially, when
design and construction of heavier equipment is being considered.
1
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All of the power 
Pdz 
by (2.55) is being dissipated in each of the
resistors R 3 , which must be dimensioned accordingly.
IV - 2.4.3. Design of the Series Inductor Elements
An iron core, made of .001" thick tape wound Supermalloy is used for
the illustration of an inductor design. This C--core is characterized
by the type number C100, weighs 104 gram and is provided with an
adjustable air gap; it is being manufactured by the Arnold Engineering
Co.
TLe saturation flux density of this material is given with, approxima-
tely, 0.7 Tesla. It is intended to magnetize this material to 0.55 Tesla
at the peak 
Apeak 27.4 of the resonant current i l . The core loss for
these conditions is given as 10 W/lbs.
The physical characteristics are listed by the manufacturer as:
	
D	 E	 F	 G	 Weight(brut)	 net
inches	 .500	 .325 .500 1.250	 .255 lbs	 .2295 lbs
cm	 1.27	 1.27	 1.27 3.175	 104 g
The meaning of the symbols of the above listed dimensions can be
derived from inspection. of Fig.B. 1 -2.5. A "stacking factor" of 0.9
is used to calculate the net iron cross section Ac 
net 
and the net
weight.
The net iron cross section
Ac net	 (1 ' 27)(1.27)(0.9) = 1.08 cm 
	
(2.57)
l .
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Fig. IV - 2.5.
Symbols for the dimensions of a C - core.
The specific core loss
P /lbs = 10 Watt/lbs	 (2.58)
c
for a maximum flux density m = 0.55 Tesla and an operating frequency
of 10 kHz. The net window area
window net ^-- (3.32)(1.27)(3.175) - 64.5 mm 	 (2.59)
where
0.32 = the "stacking factor" for Litz wire in a C-core.
i
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The number of turns N of the inductor is given by
N = L 1 I1 peak /Acl net B  = 60 10 -6 27.4/1.08 10 -4 0.55 = 28	
(2.60)
The average length of each turn is approximated by
(2.54)
is ap
_ 1.44
56
^av - 2(D + E) + F = (2)
The resistance of the winding
(1 .2) (1 . 2 )	 N 1Zav
RT
 -	 Q	 A
w	 wire
+ 1.27 = 5.35 cm = 0.0535 m	 (2.61)
proximated by
28 0.0'35 = 17m ohm
	
(2.62)
64.5/28
where
1.2 = factors which account for (1) the rise in the
temperature of the magnet wire and (2) for
parasitic effects in the same Litz wire;
a  = the conductivity of drawn copper at 250C;
A . =the cross sectional area of the wire.
wire
The power loss P  in the wire is given by
P 	 11 1 rms RT	
27.42 17 10-3 = 6.38 Watt	 (2.63)
The weight W
wire 
of the copper wire is given by
W
wire = (28)(0.0535)(2.3)(9) = 31 gram	 (2.64)
The core loss P c
 is given by
Pc = (0.23)(10) = 2.3 Watt
	
(2.65)
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1The total loss P LT of the inductor element L li then becomes
i
P LT - Pc + P
wire = 2.3 + 6.38 = 8.7 Watt	 (2.66)
The tota l physical weight of the inductor
J
WLli - We + wire = 104 + 31 = 135 gram 	 (2.67)	 d
J
The efficiency ri ll
 of the series inductor group 
L 
1 is approximated
by
100 nLl = (3000 - 4 x 8.7)/30 = 98.84%	 (2.68)
The energy density of the individual inductors
CL/kg = z 60 10 -6 27.4 2 /0.135 = 167 mJ/kg 	 (2.69)
The ten inductors have a cumulative weight
WLl - (10)(0.135) = 1.35 kg	 (2.70)
IV - 2.4.4. The Power Transformer
A power transformer XF as shown in Fig, IV -2.1 is needed to (1) provide
the ohmic isolation between the converter's input and output circuits
and (2) perform a needed impedance transformation, if so required. An
illustrative example for a 3 kW transformer is worked out for the
purpose of analysis.
Intended is the use of an Arnold Engineering core C119 of the above
identified type. The physical characteristics of this core are given
below:
D E F G
inches
	 1.0 .563 1.125 2.875
CM
	 2.54 1,43 2,86 7.30
Weight(brut)	 net
1.1611 lbs	 1.45 lbs
731 g	 658 g
Iron cross section
Ac = (2.54)(1.43)(0.9) = 3.27 cm, 2 net
The core loss per lbs of iron
Pc /lbs = 6 W/lbs for Bmax = 0.325 Tesla at 10 k.Hz
The one half period Tok av of an oscillation at 10 kHz is given
Tok av ` 1/20 103 = 50 usec,
The natural period 2T  of the resonant circuit is, approximately
80 usec, as given by (2.45).
(2.71)
(2.72)
(2.73)
The worst case of volt-seconds which are impressed on the primary
transformer winding W 1 occurs when the resonant current is decreasing
and becomes discontinuous. The maximum amount of volt-seconds is then
given by
(v-sec)max = 2vxa To
	(2.74)
t
At that time a maximum flux density of Bmax = 0.65 Tesla is being used.
The number of primary turns then becomes
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L
a
i
2v
xa To	 220 40 10-6 10 4
N 
	 2B A	 -	 0.65 3.27	 - 42 Turns	
(2.75)
m c	 ;
The average length Q
av 
of one turn is approximated by
a
•	
Qav = 2(D + E) + F = 2(3.97) + 286 = 10.8 cm 	 (2.76)
The total length of the primary winding
1? = N1 Rav = (42)(0.108) = 4.54 m
	
(2.77)
The core window 
Awindow is given by
A
window = FG = (2.86)(7. 1 ) = 20.9 Cm 	 (2.78)
The net area Awire net 1 that is available for the primary winding is
one half of the above given gross area, modified by a stacking factor
of 0.32 for the intended use of Litz wire
A
wire net 1 = z 20.9 0.32 = 334 mm 	 (2.79)
The wire cross section A	 is calculated from the ratio
wire
Awire = Awire net 1 IN 1 = 334/42 8 
MM 
	
(2.80)
The resistance of the primary winding is now calculated from
r`T _ 
Qw A R.	 = 156 4 854 _ 1
. 4 10-3 ohm	 (2.81)
w wire
where the meaning of the symbols is identical with those, used for the
design of the series inductor elements.
The power loss P	 in the two windings of the transformer is given by
wire
P	 =
wire	 (2)(14 ]0 -3 )(340) = 9.52 Watt 	 (2.82)
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for conditions of full power transfer. The core loss for the same
conditions of operation
Pc
 - (6)(1.45) = 8.7 Watt
	 (2.83)
The total power loss of the transformer is given by
PXF = 9.5 + 8.7 = 18.2 Watt
	 (2.84)
when processing full power.
The cooling surface S of the transformer can be approximated by
S = 2{2(E+F)(F+D+G) +G(F+D) + (F+2D)(D+E)}
	
(2.85)
and is approximated by
S = 368 cm 
	
(2.86)
The temperature rise on the surface of tue transformez is then calculated
as
AT = PXF /2 10-3 S = 18.2/2 10-3
 368 = 25 0 	 (2.87)
An average heat transfer of 2 mW/cm 2 from the surface of the transformer
to still air was assumed for the purpqse of analysis as an empirical
number, known from experience.
The total weight W
wire of the transformer windings is approximated by
wire = (2)(4.54)(8)(9) = 654 g
	 (2.88)
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The total net weight Wxf of the transformer is estimated as
Wcore = 658 g
Wwire = 654 g
Wxf
	
1312 g	 (2.89)
or 438 g/kW at an efficiency
100 11 X ^__ (3000 - 18.2) /30 = 99.4% 	 (2.90)
An appropriate trade-off of efficiency vs weight indicates a weight of
250 g/kW for a transformer efficiency which approaches 99 percent 161.
IV - 2.5. Weight and Heat Dissipation of Power Components.
An inspection of Fig. N -2.1 leads to the conclusion that the series
resonant LC circuit is flanked by two input-output thyristor bridges of
"equal standing". Each of these two bridges has, intrinsically, the same
functional capabilities, even though one connects to a three phase net-
work and the other to a two wire do system. This comparison is reinforced
if the three phase thyristor bridge is reduced to a two phase bridge by
the removal of four of its thyristors, say CR3j (j = 1,2,3, 6 ). The power
system *Lien becomes entirely symmetrical with respect to its series
resonant circuit.
The above made reflections underline the bilateral character of the discus-
sed system, which is its significant intended property. The question arises
to what extent, if any, the power system has to be enlarged beyond its
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basic do configuration, in order to acquire the added functions of
(1) bilateral oper a tion capability and (2) interface with a polyphase
system instead of connecting a do load to a do source.
A comparison of the thyristor matrix which connects the system to the
two wire do load or source reveals that:
(1) a simple rectifier bridge consisting of four diodes is
needed for load operation;
(2) an antiparallel thyristor-rectifier bridge consisting of
four diod es and four thyristors is needed for acceptance
of power from a do source through the same port;
(3) an antiparallel thyristor bridge consisting of eight
thyristors is needed for:
(3a) acceptance of power from an alternating bipolar
source;
(3b) feeding of a load with do of either polarity or with
an ac of any character.
It can be said that any power trarjefer to or from a two wire system
can be implemented, once the four element rectifier bridge is enlarged
by its antiparallel companion. If diodes and thyristors are equated as
"power switching elemencs" then it means th. the addition of four such
eler.,ents adds the property of "bilaterality" to the power system.
This philosophy can be extended from two to three wires/phases: Each
addition of four more power switching elements can connect one more phase
to the system for bilateral power transfer.
1
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The addition of each phase to the system beyond the minimum two wire con-
figuration requires four switching elements, whether meant for singie or
bidirectional power transfer. The option for use of two switching elements
per phase for single directional power transfer is restricted to two wire
systems of the type, cited in (1) above.
The foregoing explanations .:re briefly summarized in Table IV - 2.1. It is, of
course, tacitly, assumed that the systems with more than two wire connec-
tions operate with the use of alternating currents.
TABLE IV - 2.2.
Number of Required Switching Elements Per Phase.
No. of Wires
Power TLansfer	 2	 3	 4
Unidirectional	 4	 12	 16
Bidirectional	 8	 12	 16
The expansion of the power circuit is;'therefore, restricted L-) the number
of four switching elements for each adced phase, whether this system is
being used for unidirectional or bidirectional power transfer.
The above explained addition of phases and the therewith associated swit-
ching elements, also requires the addition of dv/dt limiting circuits. These
circuits take the fc;m of R d C d damping circuits and the therewith associated
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t
inductive coils. These coil;
described in subsection IV-
described in the literature
associated networks for the
approximately, one third of
which they replace.
can be part of the resonant inductor L li , as
2.4 above, or consist of saturable inductors,
11,51-These saturable coils and the therewith
feedback of excess energy have a weight of,
the above rererred to resonant inductor parts
No more than four of the switch pairs and the therewith associated dv/dt
networks are in operation at any time, even though ten of these are instal-
led in the above presented example. It means that the component weight
increases accordingly, but not the heat dissipation of the power system.
The total weight of the two wire bridge of the above presented example is
summarized in Table IV - 2.3 and compared to the weight of a three wire bridge.
The v.,ues of power dissipation are added in each case for purpose of com-
pleteness. The indicated weight of components does not comprise the me-
chanical structures of the converters, which include the cool plates for
the semiconductor switching elements. The component weight of Lhe ac/dc
converter Wac is, approximately
100(Wac/Wdc	 1) = 100(538013900) - 100 = 38 %	 (2.91)
higher than that of the of the do converter W dc . This higher weight is
caused by the addition of eight swid - ping elements, six elements of the
series inductor L 1 with the thereto pertaining R d C d damping networks and
a doubling of the input filter capacitor Ci.
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TABLE IV - 2.3.
Comparative Component Weight and Power Loss in a DC and
AC/DC	 Converter of 3 kW.
Converter Type DC AC/DC
No. of Switches 8 + 4 12 + 8
Weight Power Liss Weight	 Power Loss
Gram Watt Gram Watt
Switching Components:
Thyristors and 'lodes (30 g) 360 60 600 60
Capacitors:
Series,	 C 1 140 2 140 2
Input Filter C i 200 1 390 1
Output Filter	 C 200 1 200 10
Magnetic Components:
Series Inductor L 1	(L1i ;135g) 540 35 1350 35
Power Transfomer 1300 18 1300 18
R d C d dv/dt Networks (40 g) 160 30 400 30
Wiring, Connectors and
Misc. Electric Mat'ls 1000 25 1000 25
Totals 3900 172 5380 172
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The efficiency of the two systems
n = 3000/3172 = 0.946
	
(2.92)
is -h,? -aiae, because of the "time sharing 1 ° use of the added components.
IV - 2.6. The Control Electronics
The electronic protection system follows, in principle, the philasophy
which is being applied for do converters of this type: To identify, posi-
t1vely, the accomplished turn-off of the companion thyristor(s) which could
cause a short circuit path for the source •. rrent 11,51. The complexity
which is added over that needed for a do converter of the same type is
described in the two preceding reports, prepared in the same program.
The experimental implementation of the gating procedure, needed for the
above referred to purpose, proved to be the most difficult part of the
program as a whole. Yet, it posed no other problems than those associated
with thorough design and engineering.
The firing signals to each of the 16 thyristors are gated by a "memory"
mechanism as described in the preceding Concept Verification Report (CVR)
with reference to its Figs.III-2.4 & 2.7. Both figures are reproduced
here for convenience as Figs. IV-2.6 and 2.7, respectively. Fig. IV-2.7 pre-
sents a logic schematic of the electronic network and control needed for
a do converter with power transfer in one direction. Fig. IV -2.4 shows a
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11
more detailed logic diagram, enlarged for purpose of bidirectional power
transfer.
	
J
I
i
Each of the thyristors had to be provided by one of the two gating chan-
I
nels shown in Fig. IV-2.7. This "thyristor" signal gating channel was de-
vised to also change to a "diode" gating channel, whenever the respective
thyristor was required to perform the analog of a diode function in a do
converter. It means that the diode function performing thyristor would
work with its cathode against a positive potential in one of the phases of
the three phase ac system.
Twelve of the 16 memory gating systems, as referred to above, are governed
jointly by a phase gating circuit of the three phase system. Th l i other
four thyristors ar governed by a selection switch which determines the
statc of forward or reverse transmission of power as defined and descri-
bed in the precedint report which were prepared in this program.
The power control system is devised as a common ASDTIC system, which is
amply described in the literature 16,71. This system supports the perfor-
mance of the converter as an active filter system for the purpose of re-
moving the 360 Hz ripple without the need for a bulky low pass filter.
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IV - 3. Engineering Assessment and Evaluation
The significance of the here presented new technology is assessed with
the use of the following cxiteria:
(1) What ire the unique and useful external characteristics of Oiis new
technology;
(2) What are the internal technological advantages which would affect the
significant aspects of equipment, such as: reliability, physical
weight and cost.
The following discussion draws on the material presented in the preceding
part of this report, in the Concept Formulation Report and in the Concept
Verification Report (CVR), prepared as part of the same program.
IV - 3.1. Unique and Useful External Characteristics
Reference is made to Fig.II-2.1 in the CFR and the thereto pertaining dis-
cussion of the three phase itc/dc conversion and control process. This il-
lustration is reproduced here for convenience as Fig. IV- 3.1. Three of the
significant technical problem areas which are associated with the here dis-
cussed technology are being singled out in the following:
(a) The combined effects of the power factor and the harmonic content of
the ac current in the individual phases:
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(b) The needed size and effects or the passive filters, required for ac
ripple suppression;
(c) The capability for speed of response to externally imposed dynamic
conditions.
A summary characterization of the system behavior in the above enumerated
areas is now presented in the same order.
IV - 3.1.1. Power Factor and Harmonic Content in the AC Supply System.
The power factor, as viewed from the ac supply system, remains near its
theoretical maximum of 0.955 for the combined conditions of supply vol-
tage variations and to ng; this incl •ides load variations from zero to
partial to full load, all stages of progressive overloading and conditions
bf short circuited output terminals. Conversely, the power factor remains
near the same theoretical maximum, when the direction of power flow is
reversed. The respective, experimentally obtained data are comprised in
Table III - IV and III - V.
The deviation of the experimentally obtained data from the theoretical
maximum is attributed, primarily, to two reasons: (1) the need to shape
the phase currents for the purpose of removing the 360 Hz ac line ripple,
as discussed with reference to Figs. IV-2.2 and 3.3 further on in the sec-
tion IV - 3, and (2) the inaccuracies of readings which is
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caused by a "soft" three phase Variac source and the interference of the
is
20 kHz ripple voltages with the acquisition of low frequency data. The 	 a
first nawed effect should be restricted to one or two percent of the power
factor reading. The contribution of the second named effect to a reduc-
tion of the power factor appears comparable, since the actually measured
r
power factor was well above 0.9, as contained in the above referred to 1
Table III - IV.
The harmonic content of the phase currents approaches the samf content
caused by a full wave diode bridge. followed by an infinitely large: induc-
tor. In reality, there is no low frequency inductor at all in the network
of the ac/dc converter: suppression of the low frequency ripple is achie-
ved, exclusively, by way of an active filtering process. The shape of the
waveforms of the phase currents is not altered by the degree of loading
or by variations of the input voltage. The harmonic content of the phase
currents remains, therefore, unchanged at its minimum for ac/dc power con-
version, independent of externally imposed conditions.
The highest possible power factor appears to be advantageous for ac/dc
power conversion, or its converse. 'Where are certain applications in which
other power factors appear desirable or necessary. This includes the con-
nection to reactive ac networks and, possibly, the correction of the
power factor in an ac supply line, caused by other system components.
The power factor in the individual phases is altered by advancing or re-
tarding the classical rectangular current block from its centered posi-
tion under the crest of the ac voltage, as shown in Fig. IV -2.2.
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The voltage discriminator shown in this figure performs now the function
of the highest in the second vertica l row of voltage discriminators, as
viewed from the left of Fig.IV-3.2. The first vertical row of buffers
shown in Fig.IV-3.2 has been deleted for convenience of presentation.
Each of the individual phase voltages e l and e 2 is connected to the equal
resistors R 1 = R2 , respectively.
The input terminals of the voltage discriminator with the output voltage
v 12 are connected to the second terminals of the named resistors R 1 and R2,
respectively. A "potentiometer" with a total resistance R  connects the
two above referred to input terminals of the voltage discriminator. If
the "wiper" of the potentiometer which is connected to the ac grcund di-
vides the resistance R in two equal halves, then the voltages e i and e2
P
are attenuated replicas of e l and e 2 , respectively. If the symbolic sche-
matic as shown in Fig.IV-3.3 is considered as the above indicated part of
Fig.IV-3.2 and if the resulting control signal of Fig. III - 2.1
is brought into the appropriate con*ext, then the signal 
v12 in Fig.IV - 3.3
(b) is consistent with the signal v 12 in part (b) of the named Fig. III -
2.1.
If, however, the "wiper" is moved all the way to the right, so that Rx = 0,
then the signal v 12 is delayed by 7/6 radians with respect to its former,
above described, position. This is illustrated in Fig. IV-3.3(c').
If the "wiper" is moved all the way to the left so that R  = R P , then the
signal v 12 will "lead" its position shown in Fig.IV - 3.3(b) by r/6 radians
and thus also the one shown in part (b) of Fig. III - 2.1.
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The signal 
v12 can thus be moved to any intervening position, where its leading
edge coincides with the zero crossing of e 2 when de l /dt < O n to a point
where its trailing edge would coincide with the zero crossing of e l when
de l /dt < 0. Yet, the signal v 12 maintains a width u. when normalized
•	 in radians. The above described "movement" of position is caused by posi-
tioning the "wiper" at the appropriate spot on the "potentiometer".
The signals v 13 and 
v23 which are indicated in parts (c) and (d) respective-
ly of Fig. III - 2.1 can be "moved" by a process which is analogous
to the one which was described above. If the three potentiometers with indi-
vidual resistances R
P 1	 P2	 P3
= R = R were moved by a common shaft so that
Rhl = RX1 = RX1 and R 1 = R 2 = R3 , then all of the signals v 12 , and v23
could be shifted synchr^nously by up to 30 degrees or 7/6 radians ahead or
back in time when compared to their position shown in Fig. III -2.1.
The symbolisnis of "potentiometers" and "wipArs" were used here for purpose
of simplification c- 7 explanation. An electronic equivalent of the symbolic
schematic of Fig. N -3.3(a) would be used in an actual implementation of
such a system.
A shift in time of the signals vi + and vi (i = 1,2,3), illustrated in
parts (e) through (j) of Fig. III - 2.1, with respect to the power
voltage s'.gnals e  of part (a) of the same figure, causes a time shift of
the phase currents i si with respect to their phase voltages. The voltage
of one phase, the unfiltered succession of phase current pulses and their
filtered version are symbolically indicated in Fig. III - 2.6.
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The case of "reverse" power flow for zero phase shift is illustrated th re.
In the following discussion it is assumed for the purpose of convenience
of presentation, that the phase currents i si have an ideal rectangular form
of 27/3 length, are separated by a zero current time interval of 7/3 from
their likewise rectangular negative counterpart of 27/3 length, and so on.
This is consistent with the presentation of related topics in the litera-
ture and can be expanded to other than rectangular waveforms.
The effe:.ts alLd the functional principles of the system for phase shifts
of the rectangular currents beyond cp 7/6 or 30 degrees is now discussed
with reference to Fig.IV-3.4. A number of characteristic cases of "phase
shift" of the current i si with respect to the thereto pertaining phase
voltage e i is depicted in stylized form in the named illustration. The
momentary power P
si	 si avand their average P 	 in the individual phases are
added for the purpose of elucidation of the presentation; this information
is augmented by an indication of the direction of power flow in the form
sign(P ) .
si
The various aspects of phase shift are discussed for the case of "forward"
power transfer from the source of ac power to a do load. The case of "reverse"
power transmission is then derived therefrom as the functional converse which
involves analogous principles.
Parts (a) through (d) illustrate the conditions which occur in the individual
phases for the case of forward power transfer at the maximum power factor.
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0
I'	 = e i
s 	 i si (3.1)
ii
i
The rectangular block of current i si with a normalized length of 2Tr/3 finds	 1,
s
itself at a time angle a = n/6 after e. = 0 and de./dt > 0. The same time 	 I
ankle 7/6 separates this current block from the point e i = 0 and de i /dt < 0.
The phase ankle cp of this "centered" block of current is measured between
the vertical center line of e. for e. > 0 and the center line of the rectan-
1	 1
gular current block; this angle to = 0 in part (a) of Fig. IV — 3.4.
The momentary product
is shown in part (b) of the same figur 	 The average power transfer per cycle
T1
Ia si av	 (I /n)	 eiiSi db
	
(3.2)
0
is indicated by way of a horizontal broken line in figures (b), (e), (h) and
(1) of Fig, IV — 3.4. The wave shapes of the momentary power P si , as shown in
the scone figures, are not meant to yield information on the instantanous mag-
nitudes of Y si , but to indicate the character of the concerned waveshapes.
The momentary direction of power transfer is indicated through the sign of
YSi for each of the given cases. No information on themagnitude of P S1 is meant
to be conveyed by the parts (c), (f), (i) and (m) of the same figure.
The forward direction of the flow of energy from the source of ac power to the
do lead is illustrated inFi b;. IV-3.4(c). The phase voltage and its current,
f	 as illustrated in Fig. IV-3.4(d), indicate a lagging current phase angle of
it /h. This is the borderline case for which the direction of power transfer
remains unidirectional at all times, as seen from Fig. IV-3.4(f).
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Enlargement of the phase angle beyond (p = 7r/6 of a current "block" with
duration _'iT/3 requires a reversal of flow of the momentary power P si , as
illustrated in parts (g), (f) and (i) of Fig.IV-3.4. The converter transfers
energy from the ac supply to the do load as long as PS1
 > 0. This means as
long as e.
>_ 
and i 
si have the same polarity. If i si > 0 for Tr < S < 7Tr/6,
while e i	 0 in the same time interval, then P si < 0 and energy is being
returned to the ac supply.
The process of shifting the phase current by p /6 radians by way of applica-
tion of means of control in the electronic logic was described above with
reference to Fig.IV-3.3. One way to enlarge the phase angle (p > TT /6 is de-
scribed with reference to Fig. IV - 3.5.
Part (a) of Fig.IV-3.3 is modified by the addition of a voltage source v 1
P
in the attenuator of e
t	 p?and another voltage source v	 in the attenuator	 of
C ,,,, as shown in this illustration. The voltages of the v 	 (i = 1,2) arepi
square waves with amplitudes A
vpi whose magnitude will be discussed with
reference to part (d) of Fig.IV-3.5. This amplitude is a function of the
phase angle (p. The magnitude of the Avpi and the position in time of the vpi
with respect to the phase voltages e 1 and e 2 is explained in Fig.IV - 3.5.
The amplitude
A
vpi = 0	 for --7T/6 < ^p < n/6	 (3.3)
as explained before with reference to rig.IV-3.3. It is recalled here that
an electronic analog of the symbolic "wiper" can be "moved" by a control sig-
nal which is proportional to the phase angle (p.
C
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This signal is now referred to as c (p ; it can be a manual input via the
single shaft which controls three potentiometers, or it can be a signal
that is derived from the conditions in the power circuit. The response to
the signal c(p corresponding to ±7r/6 is the "movement" of the "wiper" with
Avpi = 0 as stated in (3.3). The square wave voltage
vp2 = k  ((p - 7/6)A 
e2 (-1 ) k 	for (p > Tr/6;	 (3.4)
where
k  = a constant of proportionality;
k = the order number 1,2, . . . . of each succeeding half
sine wave of e 2 , starting frith a positive half wave.
The square wave voltage vp2 , as deined by (3,4) has the opposite polarity
of e 2 at any rime. Its amplitude Avp2 is proportional to the factor ((p - Tr/6)
and to the amplitude A e 9 of e 2 . This s quare wave appears as e2 in Fig. IV -
3.5 (a) because R = 0 when (p ?^ yr/6.
x
The effect of the signal c(p is Further elucidated by the part (d) of Fig.IV -3.5.
The voltage vp2 is zero in the interval -Tr/2 < (p < 7/6; its amplitude Avp2
then increases for (p > 7r/6 in accordance with (3.4). Fig. IV -3.5(b) shows
how the voltage v 12 is delayed beyond (p = 7ri6 by increasing the amplitude
Avp2 since the intersection of ei with vp2 is further delayed with respect
to e 1 . The linear increase of Avp2 with (p/Tr in Fig.IV -3.5(d) is a simplified
presentation of a curve which in actuality contains a sinusoidal element for
the purpose of linear proportionality between the signal c (p and the resulting
phase angle (p.
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The phase angle cp can be shifted in the described way by 7T/2 and Leyond.
The power factor p.f. = 0 for cp = fr /2.
A leading phase angle cp byond -Tr /6 is attained by letting R
x 	p
= R and then
_
increasing A ,, as indicated in Fig.IV - 3.5(d). The arguments for that pur-
Vp.
pose are analogous to the ones made for the case of cp > n/6. Tba voltage
vpl = k  ((p - r/6)Ae i (-1 ) k	for tp < -n/6	 (3.5)
with the analogous interpretation of symbols as defined below equation (3.4).
The phase angle cp can be shifted back in time to -7r /2 and beyond, as illustrat-
ed in Fig.IV- 3.5(c) . The power factor p.f. = 0 and leading when cp = - 7r/2.
It was indicated in Fig.IV-3.4 that the direction of transfer of energy re-
verses when the absolute value of the phase angle 1c01 > 7/6. The electronic con-
trol system is so organized that if the signal c ep requests that Jcp, > 7r/6 and
the voltage st-urces vpi have to get into action, then the electronic con-
trol mechanism for the transfer of energy provides the possibility for
reversal of the process, so that power can be returned from the converter
to the three phase ac system. The principles for reverse transfer of
power were presented in subsection III - 2.1.2. The same principles
are applied in the case when Icp1 > 7/6. The transition from the forward
to the reverse state or vice versa takes place near the time when Icpl = n/6
or when e  = 0. If signal 
v12 causes the start of the current i sl at a time
when e l < 0, then the direction of power transfer is "reversed" until e l = 0
and de l /dt > 0. The transmission of power then changes to "forward". The
converse happens in the case of a required lagging phase angle cp > 7T/6.
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The arguments which were made above apply, of course, to all signals v12'
v 13 and v23 and the therefrom derived logic signals for the operation of
the system. Also, do the analogous arguments apply for any phase angle
-n/2 < cp < 7/2 when transferring power from a do system to a three phase
ac system. The definitions of "forward" and "revarse" are then interpreted
accordingly.
It is recalled here that the power factor p.f. is c:efined in the time domain
[11] as
r
(1 /IT) j eiisid^
U
p.f. = e
	 i
i Ms s i rms
This general expression for a power factor reduces to p.f. = cos tp if e i and
i si are defined as sinusoidal waveforms. This power factor is independent of
the amplitudes of e  and i si . For purpose of simplicity of presentation it
is, therefore, assumed that
e  = Y"2- -n (
	
(3.7)
and
(-1) k	 for w (k + 1/6) < 13 < 7 (k -+- 5/6)	 k = 0 9 1 9 2 .. .
i=
si	 0 everywhere else
	 (3.8)
The angle a is defined as the time interval between the point when e. = 0,
de i /dt > 0 and the leading edge of i si , as illustrated in Fig. IV -3.4. In
the defi.ned symbols is
a = cp + 7/6
	 (3.9)
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(3.6)
p.f.
1.0
0.8 4	
isr= Constant
0.6
MOMENTARY DIRECTIONS
OF FLOW OF ENERGY:
02
TWO ONE WO  PHASE SHIFT"
0 ^^ :^_ cp/Tc Normalized
0
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Fig. IV - 3.6.
The power factor p.f. as function of the phase angle cp of a rectangular
form alternating current isi'
L.
f
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The expressions (3.7) and (3.9) are used in (3.6) in order to calculate the
power factor
p.f. = (3/27)63 cos a + sin cil	 (3.10)
The resuits of a numerical evaluation of (3.10) for i si of the form defined
in (3.8) are presented in Fif;.IV -3.6.The number of directions of the flow
of energy at the interface with the three please system during one low fre-
quency current half cycle is indicated in the figure as function of the nor-
malized phase angle (p/n. The range of the power factor p.f. extends from zero
leading over its maximum 0.955 to zero lagging.
The above described variation of the power factor allows operation = T: all
four quadrants of the ac system. The above enumerated system characteris-
tics are unique for any realizible ac/dc converter, which otherwise would
require a finite size input filter and thus cause lower power factors and
higher harmonic contents of the currents in the phases of the three phase
supply system (8).
The here presented system embodies the significant external characteristics
of this type of do/dc converters. It will operate from a tl•ree phase ac supply
into a converter of the described type when its do output terminals are short
circuited. The resonant circuit "looks back" into an apparent do supply source
with voltage eS as illustrated in Fig.IV-3.7. The system then behaves as a
do converter with short circuited output terminals. The system admits in this
case only the powCr losses of the converter, as amply described in the litera-
ture (1,2,3,5].
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if the output terminals are left open, then the output voltage .limiting
function of the control system will reduce the intake of power to a trickle
to cover the sparse power losses in the converter under these conditions
1,..,5 1.
Analogous situations arise under conditions of "reverse" power transfer when
the three phase network is short or open circuited. The energized series re -
sonant circuit "sees" one pair of short circuited output terminals at one time,
provided that the three phase character of its "output terminals" is governed
by an internal three phase reference source, which in turn energizes the phase
gating circuit, as was described with reference to Fig.IV-3.2 above. The above
referred to terminal pair, which is energized at that time, behaves identical
wiO l L110 output terminal pair of a do converter under these conditions. This
characteristic is transferred to the output terminal pair which follows iii
time, and so on. 'The converter thus behaves as a true current source, also
when working into a sl..,rt circuited three phase system.
An open circuit in the ac system is also viewed as an onen circuit in the out -
put terminal pair of a do converter for the duration of operation (27T/3) of
one phase pair. The r.onverter behaves as a voltage limited current source, ac -
cording to the directives received by its three phase reference source. This
behavior is then cyclically transferred to the successively following phase
pairs. The converter behaves in this sense analogous to the do/dc converter
counterpart, as well documented in the above cited literature.
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and characteristics dictate, furthermore, the mode of operation of the
thyristor bride and are then inseparably intertwined.
It speaks for itself that the freedom to cape with each of the above nmed
effects separately And independent of the othor n eed aspects, provides
valuable options to amelierdto or eliminate undesirable eanaoquenees thereof.
To illustrate the above made statements it is reiterated here that variations
IV - Q
of the
 Iovol of power transfer for Otherwise given conditions i;: oither di -
rection do not necessitate in alteration of the phase angle (P; neither does
a variatioll of the colrvertor's output voltage. As a matter of £ac.t,only spe -
cific three phase lord or supply line requirements should ever necessitate
a phase angle N 0 0. In other words: shifting of the current phase angle (p
is no more needed as means of power control. Application of a phase angle
(p # 0 is at this time relegated to the purposes of reactive ac loads, such
;is induction motors and of intended power- factor correction in polyphase ac
lines ill need thereof.
(lno advantage' ')t the list' of the discussed convertor should, therefore, be
seen in the light of the reduced significance of the phase angle N. 'rile option
to shift tho current phase angle (p beyond moderate .Limits such as
— n /6 < V) < 1T/b could suffice in orally c;,ses, ovon though the principles for
largor phase shifts have boon explained abovo.
The harmonic content of the phase currents call be independent of the phase
shift N. If one viows the "rectangular" wavoform of tilt ,
 currents i as i li-
d icatod in the Figs. IV-3.3 ;ind I.5, then it become:; evident that thoir liar -
nlonic content is independent of the phase anglo (p.
conversely, it is possible to taylor the phaso currents in any desired
fashion that is ccmlpatihIo with the 100(1 or lino requir'eillent8 in the at' sys
-
tom. This is a 111ligl1k , and Utterly useful feature of tilt' new, here presented
Sys t('111.
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The current i si can be initiated, taylored to desirable waveshapes and ter-
minated at any time. The potential for the generation of continuous sine wave
currents is noted only in passing here.
IV - 3.1.2. The Active Filtering Effect
The current isi in the i-th phase of a three phase ac supply is indicated
in Fig.IV-2.2(b). This current is caused by a full wave bridge rectifier
system, followed by an "infinitely large" low pass filter, as illust-cated
in Fig.IV-3.1. The apparent do voltage e s
 , which appears at the input
terminals of that filter is shown in Fig.IV-2.2(a). It consists of the do
voltage component es 
av' 
augmented by the characteristics ac ripple. The
rectified current i sr of Fig.IV-2.2(a) is then a constant, as not to cause
a ripple in the output voltage vo . The size of an'infinitely large" input
filter inductor L i
 causes the flow of a continuous, ripple free current
through this inductor. The output voltage v  is then ripple free. The sum
of the real and reactive power P s
 which enters the low pass filter is
shown in Fig. IV - 3.3(a).
Another philosophy of power processing is indicated in the waveforms shown
in Fig.IV •3.3. The ripple waveform of the rectified current i
sr 
of Fig. IV -
3.3(a) is a mirror image of the ripple contained in e s
	The power Ps of
the same figure, entering the converter is now a constant, and so is the
output voltage vo , shown in Fig.IV-3.3(c). The phase currents isi are de-
rived from the rectified current i sr and thus embody its ripple content.
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Analyses of the power factor for these conditions shows that:
1(1 *
T J esisidt
p.f.	 °*---------- = 0.937
	 (3.1)
es rms isi rms
This is, approximately 2% below the maximum power factor of 0.955, cal-
cul p tPd for the ideal current waveform shown in Fig. IV- 3.3(b). Similar
considerations apply for the harmonic content of the two above discussed
current waveforms.
x^
The peculiar current waveform i si of Fig.IV-3.3(b) is caused by applica-
tion of the formerly referred to ASDTIC control principle 16,71. The en-
suing process of pulse modulation of the resonant current carrier i t with
a maximum frequency of 10 kHz, results in a train of (20 kHz) rectified
pulses whose ampere-second content per unit of time is a predetermined
constant for each closed pulse interval. Pumping of a time invarying cur-
rent
io	 ji21av	 Ii l l av/a = kJr/a = constant
	
(3.2)
into a time invarying constant load, causes a "ripple free" output vol-
tage v  witbin the boundaries of tolerance, explained in subsection IV-2.3
of this report. The residual maximum excursions v cpp of the 20 kHz ripple
of the ^.atput voltage v  is determined by the size of the filter capacitor
Co , which at that frequency remains restricted to a moderate physical size.
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The time varying mnplitude of the oscil Lation of the voltage and current
In the resonant circuit, which is caused by the ripple of the apparent
input voltage e s
	indicates a pattern of recurrently repeating changes
in the state of maximum energy storage in the components of the series
resonant circuit. This continuously changing state of energy is part of
the mechanism with which the converter's incomin-5 power
>r
P = e 1	 (3.3)
s	 s sr
is kept constant, even though e s varies periodically in magnitude.
The result of the above described process is a unique nondissipative ac-
t 4 Ve	 filtering process, which is part	 of	 th y, -- - -)rmed ac/dc power con-
version.	 This process removes the need 2aviest systear components,
tine low pass input filter, which have been .— etofore considered to be an
indispensible functional necessity for efficient ac/dc power conversion
18,91•
IV - 3.!.3. Speed of Response
The lower bound for the response time of any signal transforming equipment
is limited by the largest time constant of the filters which are being
used in the process of signal transformation. This includes the processing
of power "signals" in the form of the therewith associated voltage and
current waveforms.
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It follows that the speed of response of a power converter using one or
more passive low pass filters for the purpose of ripple suppression is,
as a rule, approximately, one order of magnitude slower than the slowest
suppressed ripple signal.
The above made statement does not apply to an active filter. If the ac-
tive filtering mechanism is used to remove low frequency components by
way of processing continuous signals then the upper cut off frequency of
response is limited by the cut off frequency of the active components.
The use of a pulse modulation process as part of the internal signal. pro-
cessing mechanism of an active filter requires the removal of the high
frequency content which is caused by the mechanics of the pulse modulation
process, not including the elements of the modulating signal.
The response time of the active filter is then limited by the low pas_
filters which remove the above referred to high frequency content. The
result of the application of a modulated high frequency pulse train is
then the frequency transformation of the used low pass filters from the
low frequency content - 360 Hz - of the processed signal to the cut off
frequency needed for the high frequency of the modulated carrier . at 20 kHz.
If the low pass filters have a cut off frquency that is one order of magni-
tude lower than that of the processed signal, then this cut off frequency
of the included low pass filter is raised from 36 to 2000 Hz. The response
time of the system is, accordingly, raised to approximately one quarter
of the period of the cut off frequency, and is well below 1 msec. The fast
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response of an ac/dc converter, as presented here, is unique. No other
ac/dc converter can approach the above stated speed of response.
	 i
Each of the individual above discussed converter characteristics is unique
and useful. Their concurrent embodiment in one single converter increases
its usefulness and reinforces its uniqueness. All above made arguments
apply, equally, for either direction of power transfer, whether from ac
to dc, or vice versa, becau::e of the initially introduced "equal standing"
1'	 of the two thyristor bridges.
It emphasized that the above stated limitation of speed does not apply
to the reversal of flow of energy, required for the purpose of implementation
of a current phase angle Jtpj > n/6, as explained in subsection
reason for this exception is the fact that the flow of the phase currents 
isi
retains the same direction, even though the polarity of the respective ei
reverses. Continuation of the i . in the same direction entails the fact that
si
the direction of flow of the "rectified" current i sr , as explained in the pre -
ceding discussions, remains unchanged "forward" or "reverse". The fact of
continuity of the current i sr entails that the state of energy of the energy
storing elements in the inverter mechanism remains unaffected at the time of
reversal of flow of energy. The electronic control and protection system has
to accomodate the readjustment of its control signals which govern the con
-
verter's operation. This readjustment of the governing electronic system must
occur within less than one half of one cycle of the modulated high frequency
carrier 11*
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This is analogous to the functioning of the currently used mechanism for
tale transfer of one phase pair to the next one.
IV - 3.2. Aspects of Technology
The here presented system embodies the well known advantages of the do
converter employing series resonant circuits, as well documented in the
literature 1,2,31. These include:
- high reliability of operation under adverse conditions 131, as proven
in the ion propulsion engine program;
- light weight of equipment that is expected to be approximately 40 %
heavier than the known do converters of this type, and therefore sub-
stantially lighter than conventional equipment;
- low cost of equipment, based on the limited use of copper and iron,
thus substantially reducing the cost of raw materials, the manpower
to handle these materials and components during the processes of
manufacturing, transportation, installation and servicing.
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The here presented ac/dc converter has shown to have functional properties
which are analogous with those of its do/dc converter counterpart, from which
the basic internal mechanism is derived.
The novel aspects are, primarily: its selective connection to suitable phase
pairs of a polyphase ac system; the bidirectional power transfer and its ca -
pability to reverse the direction of power flow at the termination of each
of its internal high frequency half cycles.
Accordingly, the desirable improvements of component technology are identical
with those for the related do/dc converter of the same type [1,2,5]. The
power capacity of single modules of these do converters appears presently [5]
limited to 150 to 200 kW for full bridge configurations. Improvements of this
power capacity could be attained with larger, fast switching thyristors which
appear to be feasible, given the therefore needed interest and funding. These
thyristors could be fabricated with the t.se of 5" diameter silicon wafers and
the application of interdigitated gates for purpose of speed of turn —on and
turn—off. It is believed that such a thyristor of this general type, such as
the Westinghouse T 72 H or the Siemens BSt 49 could process 10 kA 
Ms
from a
2 kV DC source. The result could be the construction of do/dc single module
converters with power capacities in the order of tens of Miv.
One of the pecularities of the polyphase ac/dc converter, as presented here,
is the "time sharing" utilization of its ac/dc interface thyristors, such
that the rms content of the thyristor currents i th rms is given by
I
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l th rms - p i ll l l av' '/2P 	 (3.14)
where
Pi	 = the current form factor =1.3 [1];
lillav = the average of the absolute value of the resonant
current [1];
p	 = the number of phases of the polyphase system.
The term li l l av can be equated, roughly, to the average current which would
be derived from the ac or do source of electric power supply. The average
es of the effective "dc" voltage of a reptified ac supply line is given by
equations (2.1) and (2.2). The equivalent of this relation is given roughly
by
e *	 = (3/Tr)e	 (3.15)is av 	 Ms
If e s av = 2 kV for the above proposed thyristor, then it could derive power
from a three phase supply line with an individual neutral to line rms voltage
e  rms = 
2Tr 10 3 
_ = 860 V
rms
	 (3.16)
3Y'6
This corresponds to a line to line voltage of approximately 1.5 kVrMs or any
multiple thereof. The absolute value of the momentary current in each phase
would amount to
l si l av	 li l l av = / 
i th rms, - 18.8 kA
Pi
The total power processed by one module is then
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(3.17)
P ac = (0.955)(1.5)(18.8) MW = 27 MW
	
(3.18)
The equivalent for the now available Siemens BSt 49 thyristor is similarly
estimated to be
.	
Pac BSt = (0.6/10)(520/860) 27 MW = 1 MW
	 (3.19)
where
0.6/10 = the average current ratio 600/10000 for the two here
considered thyristors, after derating;
520	 = es av derived from a conventional 220/380 ac supply
line.
The BSt 49 is produced as a four terminal device which permits a forced clear-
ing of its junction. This should reduce the turn off time t  to 6 usec at 1250C
junction temperature.
Recent experimental studies have shown that the junction of the Siemens
BSt 49 clears indeed within, approximately, 6 usec, when the charge which
remains in the junction at 125 o C is rigorously extracted after comple-
tion of its half cycle of conduction
But more important it has been shown that the dv/dt of the reapplied anode
to cathode voltage can rise up to an excess of 2 kV/usec when the gate junc-
tion is being cleared in the above described manner. The two above stated
facts indicate that the internal converter frequency can be raised to 20 kHz
for larger modules with submegawatt capacities without a penalty in terms
of considerable power losses in the dv/dt control networks.
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The effect of a raise of the internal frequency by a factor two to 20 kHz
needs to be studied. The series inductors are, certainly, reduced to one
half of their electric value when compared to 10 kHz. But the specific
magnetic core losses in the same materials will rise and a search for new
configurations and/or combination of materials need to be undertaken to
reap the fruits of improvement of the semiconductor switching components.
It is recalled here that a continuing "miniaturization" of power equipment
requires prolongec' and sustained efforts in order to yield useful results.
A reduction in size and weight may have to be matched by an improvement
of the electric efficiency of the system, unless more powerful methods of
heat transfer are applied.
The success of the converter with series resonant circuit can be, largely,
credited to the concurrent improvement of the efficiency of converters
with this technique. The reduced size and volume was matched by substan-
tially reduced losses which rendered the application of this technique
practical.
Nevertheless one should expect at th. end of the road to 20 and possibly
50 kHz thyristor converters power component densities in the order of 2
to 3 kW/kg with undiminished efficiency. Component improvements ire the area
of magnetics appear mandatory for this purpose. The further improvement
of efficient network and system concepts appears highly desirable.
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A potentially significant area of improvement is that of the series in-
ductors. The current physical net weight of a larger inductor with one
percent loss of the processed power is, at least, 0.5 kg per Joule of
stored energy. The series inductor is, presently, the heaviest, and
possibly the most expensive component of the class of the here discussed
type of converters.
A thorough investigation into the area of momentary storage of magnetic
energy, the used concepts, geometrical configuration of magnetic fields
and used materials should be undertaken with the objective to substantial-
ly reduce the weight and cost of these inductors, without reduction of their
efficiency.
Improved "high voltage" fast switching power diodes with current carrying
capacities in the order of 100 to thousands of Amperes with recovery times
in the order of 100 to 300 nsec would improve, substantially,the chances to
reduce the yet substantial dv/dt snubber networks.
S!ibstantial work is needed to (1) "streamline" the control electronics in
the light of the recently gained experience, (2) develop the above described
phase shifting mechanism, (3) devise the necessary interaction between an
internal controllable polyphase reference source, the power control and pro-
tection mechanism. This work may require years of dedicated efforts. The time
element for that purpose appears comparable to the efforts needed for compo-
nent development.
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fV — '3.2.1. The Present State of Development
It has been shown that Clio two connections of a converter of the here dis—
cussed type [ I,_', 31 to a dc •
 source of energy can be replaced by connections
to the individual phases of an ac source. It has been shown that these con
-
nOL'tions provide in the form of a thyristor- matrix, the equivalent of a do
sourrr with volt;ige c	 (see Fig.IV-3.1) when viewed from the "source end"
terminals 01 . the series resonant circuit.
1
i
,
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The problem that had to be solved to achieve the above stated purpose can
he formulated briefly:
(a) To devise a bipolar erode of operation for n thyristor input bridge to
the converter;
(b) To devise an automatic transfer mechanism between three pairs of these
input bridles for the uninterrupted power flow to or from the series	 Ii
u
resonant circuit. 'These three pairs are formed by the permutations of
	 W'
u	 i
three phases of an ac sVstem. Each of these three pairs is formed, fur
-
thermore, with two polarities. It is, therefore, necessary to inter —
link, successively, six conditions of connection of the ac system to
the converters input terminals;
(c) '1'o equip each of the two bridles which interface capabilities with other
system components, for bilateral power flow;
(d) To devise the control and protection electronics which would implement
the ;above stated requirements.
Other than stated above, the system behaves identically equal as its pre -
decessor, the do converter of this type [I,,°i].
It has been demonstrated experimentally that the ;above stated functions,
which constitute the essvnev of the new technology, could be .achieved. A
3 kVA laboratory experiment was used to establish the basic properties which
appear to hold the promise for the feasibility of construction of equipment
of similar or substantially larger power capacities into the MW region.
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Iii its present state of development the system is capable to transfer un-
regulated polyphase ac power to a closely controlled do load. It is, fur -
thermore, capable to transfer unregulated do power in a regulated fashion
to III 	 powered network. This transfer occurs in both cases near the theo -
retically possible maximum power factor, independent of source voltage va -
riations and/or loading; this includes the conditions of progressive over-
loading and short circuited output terminals.
It has been shown above, that it is possible to use the tools of the newly
acquired power system to perform the transfer of do energy to the three phase
system with any desirable or necessary power fa.,tor between zero leading
over its possible maximum to the zero lagging value. It has been shown, fur-
theniiore, that the power factor is in the here presented case not a necessary
tool of control, and therefore subject to optimization for all conditions of
operation of the converter.
IV — 3.2.2. Projections of Applicability
The expansion of the here presented concept in its present state requires
further work, primarily in the control electronics for the purpose of its
adaptation to a multitude of specific functions.
Transfer of ac to do power and its converse was experimentally demonstrated.
The capability to transfer do to de power is inherent in the same system.
Each of the three input terminal pairs has to be capable to accept do power
of either polarity.
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As a matter of fact this is one of the first verification proofs that were
carried out before attempting to connect the system to the three phase_ line.
The apparent application areas of this technology are in the area of con-
trollable do power supplies for instrumentation, computers, radar, laser
and do machines, when powered from unregulated ac or do systems. Another
applications area is seen in the connection of either side of HVDC lines to
the ac neworks.
Ac to ac conversion could be achieved by connecting two of the here described
systems back to back, with their equal impedance level do outputs
connected. A little thought convinces that the resulting do link is unneces$ary
and that the series resonant circuits could be directly connected. Or for that
purpose one single series resonant circuit could link the two three phase ma-
tries. The obvious applications are: induction motor drives and the asynchronous
coupling; of polyphase ac systems.
Power scaling of single modules up to the megawatt level appears possible with
the presently available components, as was discussed in the preceding section.
Development of larger fast switching thyristors with up to 5" diameter and in,
terdigitated gates appears possible; its implementation could be a question of
availability of funds. Single modules with power capacities near 25 MW could
then he constructed. The technology on how to stack these modules in parallel
or "on top" of each other, using one single electronic control system, has
been demonstrated [10].
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Single phase ac systems that would work into controlled do or polyphase
loads are conveivable. Yet the problem of avoiding the "ill" effects of the
double line frequency power oscillation requires the development of new con-
cepts in the area of active filters.
Modularization of these systems is neccessitated whenever the needed power
capacity exceeds the power handling capability of the switching devices.
The use of these devices in distinct modules secures stress and power sharing
between the electronic switching devices without imposing any tangible penalties.
The number of Joules that need to be stored recurrently by the elements of
the s,_ries resonant circuits is unequivocally given, once (1) the processed
power and (2) the maximum operating frequency have been determined. Components
which can store these Joules have to be incorporated into the system whether
in one or in several modules.
One significant fact which is related to modular.ization is the microminiaturi-
zation of the needed special analog logic. This logic should reach a certain
degree of maturity after, say, completion of the third generation of its de-
velopment. Application of thin film techniques for this purpose should great-
ly reduce the cost of construction and the reli.abili.ty, of converters of this
type. This would include do converters of the type used for ion propulsion
engines.
A study of the literature could augment the here presented material 1121.
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iIV - 4. Conclusions.
1
The significance of the advancement of the technology of conversion of con-
trolled polyphase power to do and its reversal is not limited to the said
type of conversion. The option to generate and vodulate trains of current
pulses efficiently and with an unfailing predetermination of their low fre-
quency content opens entirely new avenues in power technology.
The control philosophies which govern the concerned power pulse modulation
processes are briefly reviewed for the purpose of elucidation of the above
made statement.
The ideology of func zonal mechanisms as applied in power technology and
their analysis was so far limited to a factual description of the physical
processes that would lie within the boundaries of immediate comprehension
of the workers in this field. The piecewise linear processes, such as the
voltage waveforms which result from phase angle control of sine waves
are often, erroneously, referred to as "nonlinear". The most prevalent
tool of primary analysis of those processes is the Fourier serie. This tool
yields correct results in any case, yet it obscures the essence of the
causal relationship between the effect of the time delay of a control sig-
nal on the harmonic content of the generated waveform.
Certainly, one can organize the results of a numerical analysis in a gra-
phic form and thus attempt to capture the effects of the above referred to
causal relationship. However, the usefulness of the described analysis is,
inherently, limited to certain steady state conditions. An inclusion of the
effects of reactive elements such as those found in filters, may prove cum-
bersome when performing an analysis, to say the least.
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But, even an analysis of certain steady state conditions could be fraught
by shortcomings of the applied method when reducing the physical reality to
a mathematical model. The moments of "triggering", as intended by the con-
trol system and as actually implemented by the power system, may differ in
time; effects which distort the "perfect" shape of the sine waves of the
source voltages may not be included in the analysis, not to speak of the
unfailing deviations of these sine waves from their ideal form for many other
reasons. The effect of deviations of the physical reality from the assumed
ideal conditions increases with increasing pulse frequencies. The reasons are
rooted in the fact of the increase of the deformation of the intended power
pulse signals when the duration of the turn-on and turn-off processes become
comparable to the duration of the thus generated pulse:; as a whole.
Application of the here presented co .trol philosophy of the ASBTIC type, re-
moves the above stated difficulties. This control system operates on the
principle of fitting each actually generated power pulse area precisely into
a time interval which guarantees the intended low frequency content of the
concerned train of pulses as a whole. The just described property guarantees
further, that this process will be preserved when the dynamic conditions of
transient phenomena prevail.
A general modulation theory is applied which need not cling to a meticulous
descripti( of the detailed conditions during the generation of each indi-
vidual pulse. As a matter of fact there is no need to know these conditions
as long as certain limitations of the engineering design are not exceeded.
The application of this powerful concept is requisite to the selection of
power pulse repetition rates in the order of tens of kHz and their secure
j
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}control for the unfailing achievement of an intended modulation process. 	 J
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Satisfaction of the physical requirement that these pulses be generated
with a sufficiently high efficiency is second to the necessity of proper
implementation of the concerned pulse modulation process, even though effi-
ciency is a mandatory requirement in itself.
The above described requisite requirements for the realization of an effec-
tive power transformation and control process are restated for the purpose
of clarity in the order of their significance as being: (1) an unfailing
method for the generation and modulation of a pulse train or "carrier",
complemented by (2) a method to switch its appreciable currents, up to the
range of kiloamperes, efficiently at frequencies in the :ens of kHz.
The option to apply these advancements of power technology in order to de-
vise improved systems creates an analogy to the application of the principles
of carrier modulation and demodulation in the area of communication ter.hno-
logy. The use of a nonlinear process of generation and modulation of a car-
rier is an intrinsic byproduct of power handling and conversion. Yet, this
nonlinearity is irrelevant once the intended low frequency signal is "detect-
ed" in its intended form.
One of the unique inherent advantages of the here described system is the
speed of its reaction capability which exceeds the same property of the
state of the art by orders of magnitude. This speed is rooted in (1) the
high internal frequency of operation of tens of kHz and (2) the short time
of response, no longer than one cycle or 10 -4 seconds at an internal fre-
t
quency of 10 kHz. These systems are, therefore, capable to follow commands
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with bandwidths up to one kHz. An extension of this limit is now in develop-
went, since newer thyristor switching devices and the thereto applied methods
of control allow switching speeds of inverters up to 50 kHz [91,[141.
The above named possible bandwidth of the discussed type of converters appears
to justify the expectation to devise controlled frequency changers, to con-
vert "wild" aircraft ac power with frequencies between 400 and 800 Hz to re-
gulated and controlled 400 Hz. The entire area of single and polyphase in-
verters appears to be in need of acceptable technology. The present use of
do motors for the application of controlled electro-mechanical power appears
solely rooted in the absence of reliable and economically justifiable inver-
ters to power and control single or polyphase motors.
Another area of application is that of an efficient electric link between a
vehicle traction machine and an ac driven flywheel, or the reverse thereof.
It is known that approximately 25% of fuel could be saved in motor vehicles
if a suitable manner to recover the energy of the deaccelerating (braking)ve-
hicle could be devised. The flywheel itself appears excellently suited for
that purpose; it can receive appreciable amounts of energy at very high rates
and can likewise return energy within short time intervals. Rotational speeds
in the order of tens of thousands of r.p.m. are needed for the necessary high
energy density of these flywheels. These high r.p.m. speeds require a direct
coupling to an ac machine, since (1) do machines cannot operate at these ro-
tational speeds and (2) the use of gears appears probihitive because of (2a)
the continuous loss of energy in gear friction, (2b) the relatively high rate
of wear at, say, 30 - 50 thousand r.p.m., and (2c) the need for the suppres-
sion of otherwise objectionable audible noise.
14
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The useful application of a flywheel for the above stated purpose depends on
an efficient "round trip" of the energy from the axle of the vehicle's wheels
to the flywheel and back. If we assume the linkage of two electric ac ma-
chines, then this energy is four times "processed" before it returns to the
axle for acceleration of the vehicle. An average efficiency of those machines
	
j
of 90% would result in the return of (100)(0.9) 4 = 65% of the "recovered"
energy. An average efficiency of, say, another 90% of the electric linkage
between the machines could result in an over all efficiency near (100)(0.9)6
50%. This would save one half of the energy, "lost" or converted into heat
through recurrent braking in city traffic. Braking is one of the most signi-
ficant contributors to energy consumption of motor vehicles in city traffic.
It is estimated to consume between 50 and 65% of the fuel in city traffic.
The outcome of efforts on flywheels, as successful as it is, appears to
hinge on the establishment of the technology for the variable frequency
drive of an ac machine to drive the flywheel or add energy to the traction
process. This applies to road and rail vehicles which are powered by combus-
tion engines, electric motors or with a hybrid traction system.
Another area of application for a frequency changer is that of controlled
field power drives for large generators. A drive of the rotor which is capable
to provide zero or any infinitesimally adjustable electric frequency for
the fitid coils of a generator can (1) "catch" unforeseen rapid transients
and preserve the integrity of the generation process which may otherwise col
lapse and (2) synchronize slight variations of the frequency "instantaneously"
until the mechanical system has had enough time to react.
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One area of current interest is seen in the synchronization of windmill
driven polyphase generators in the above described manner. Such a conver-
ter will require only 1/12 of the maximum processed power.
It is reiterated that the current technology can provide these features
with only marginal quality and an economically unjustifiable effort, because
of its shortcomings which are intrinsically rooted in the (1) simplistic
concepts of control which are (2) compounded by the low internal frequencies
of 0.2 to 0.5 kHz of operation.
Little was said, so far, about cost. The thrifty use of "iron and copper" in
high frequency apparatus points in itself the way to low cost equipment. Re-
cent calculations of the cost of production of the here presented type of
converters have shown, that it breaks even with the older and more recent
"state of the art" technology. Its competitiveness should come in clear
evidence within very few years and pave the way to its commercial application.
That is for applications which fit the state of technology that will be
reached by then.
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